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FORIWORD 

In writing Salmon and Storgge, Beth O'Leary has accomplished something that 
most anthropologists would be delighted to achieve. She has wrl1ten a Ph.D. 
dlssertat10n that contributes to fundamental Issues debated In academic 
anthropology. But Salmon and Storaoe also provides valuable Information for 
members of the Chompogne-A1shlhlk Flrst Nation who have worked closely with her In 
her research. 

When I first met Beth at Klukshu, she was covered with fish guts as she hod 
been working with several families while participating In their salmon fishery. She told 
me that Dove' Hume, an Elder at KJukshu hod seen her corry so many fish back and 
forth to the fish racks that he had given her the name "KJu 91 mo· or "fish-packing 
mama". She has put the some kind of ener.gy Into completing a solid academic 
thesis. 

The academic Issues have to do with the central role played by salmon In the 
economies of people living on or near the Northwest Coast. Cultures of the Northwest 
Coast of North America are usually considered unique In the world. This Is primarily 
because the people who lived near the coast - from the Columbia River all the way to 
Alaska - developed all the soclol and organizational features usually associated with 
agricultural economies. yet they did so pursuing a hunting and gathering way of lI'fe. 
According to the common wisdom, this Is possible because of the regular avallabllliy 
and lIabundance- of a single resource - salmon ~ which receives Its energy offshore 
and appears annually to be harvested, coming upriver to spawn. 

SOtmon hove always been tremendously Important tor the Southern Tutchone, 
partlcularly at their Klukshl,l fishery. Much of what has been written on the Northwest 
Coast also has relevance for people living just over the mountains In the southwest 
Yukon. Using dato on fish rn the Klukshu river system In her study of the Klukshu fishery. 
O'leary emphasizes the availability of salmon as well as the the more complicated 
Issues of preserving and storing the fish and the enormous amount of work and skill this 
Involves. 

Important Issues emerge. First. she demonstrates solmon are not necessarily 
always abundant: the timing and avallablll1y of salmon actually varies considerably 
from year to year and Southern Tutchone people have always understood the ecology 
of, their system. Consequently, there Is a tremendous amount of social organization, 
movement. and activity Involved In procedures leading to storage so that people can 
make the most productive use Of that resource. Strategles for catching, preserving 
and storing food must be adjusted annually and seasonally In order to make effective 
use of the salmon that do come. when they come. -

The study has part1cular relevance for questions todayl now that the fisheries at 
Dalton Post Nesketaheen and Klukshu are coming under pressure from minerai 
exploration, sports flshermen and ratters. O'Leary compares dote collected by 
Catharine McClellon In the 1940's with her own very detailed survey In the ~ 970'5. 
providing baseline anthropological dota for studying current fish populations. Her 
detolled discussion of trap construction, trap ownership, salmon gaffing, cuffing and 
preserving will be of considerable Interest to younger people hoping to learn more 
about long~s1andlng traditions associated with life at Klukshu. In 19791 In one of the 
first major anthropological projects undertaken dlreotly by a Yukon First Nation, she 



directed an archeological and et.hnographlc survey of tWo major historic fishing end 
trading villages, Dalton Post and Nesketaheen. 

Her work will contribute to ongOing research by the Champagne-Alshlhlk 
people, and once again demonstrates the Importance of the contributions of thetr 
Elders like Mrs. Marge Jackson, Beth's friend and partner In her work. 

Julie Cruikshank 
Vancouver 
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ABSTRACT 

This dlssertaflon Investtgates the relationship between the spatial and temporal 
distribution of salmon resources. and moblll1y strategies. group size and labor 
organization. It focusses on the Champogne/Alshlhlk band of Sou1hem Tutchone on 
the Klukshu River In the southwest Yukon} Canada. 

One of the key concepts used to analyze dlstrlbutton Is the Idea of clumping or 
abundance. It was found that on the Klukshu River the salmon runs fluctuated greatly 
from year to year (1976 A 1980) and within the period of the total run flsh were clumped 
Into very short periods of time. In a peak year fifty percent ·or the sockeye run 
happened In 7.5 days, while In a bad year flfty percent happened In 2.5 
non-consecuttv9 days. This clumping was analyzed In terms of the ability of a human 
group to process the flsh for both Immediate and later consumption. 

I 

In order to operatlonollze the deflnltfon of abundance, the figure of 100 flsh per 
day per temale flsh-cuffer was u11l1zed. It was found that the size of the locol group 
Increased with resource clumping, but the timing and unpredictability of a bad year 
tended to hold down group size as well as discouraging other bands from 
participating. lobor groups were highly efficient and specialized along sex lines but 
no other social 'dimensions along which people might be differentiated were 
necessary. Clumping of the resource was correlated with bgls1lcar mobility, though. 
the COincidence of other resources at the same season. especially moose, tended to·'· . 
decrease group size and Increase residential mobility. The Idea that salmon allowed 
for Increased sedentism, as argued for cultures on the Northwest Coast. was 
challenged by the fact that In the southwest Yukon other dispersed resources were 
equally critical; and dried salmon was packed to other locations or cached and both 
logistical and residential moblll1y were employed. The study attempts to reveal the 
complexity of salmon runs on one stream and provide warranting arguments about 
how the structure of a resource Influences soctocultural variables. 
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Cette etude examine 1e rapport entre 1a distribution gaographique et 
tempore1le du saumon--tant annualle que auivant le cours de S8 

migration, et les strat6gies de mobilit~, 1a taille des groupes et 
l'organisation du travail chez 1es TUtchones meridionaux de la bande 
champagne/AishihLk. Cas dernierB occupent 1a riviere Klukshu au 8ud
ouest du Yukon. 

Un concept central utilises dans cette etude pour l'analyae de 1a 
distribution du poisson est celle de l'abondanca ou de la concentration. 
Nous avona d~couvert qu l'abondance du Baumon de la riviere .. Klukahu 
varie de fagon ~portante d'annee an annee (periode d'Atudez 1976 -
1980)6 Du plua, lora de leur migration, les saumons Bont tres nombreux, 
maie que pendant des periodea tree courtes. En e££et, la moiti6 des 
saumons sockeyes passait en 7,5 joura pendant lee annees d'abondance, 
tandis que lora das mauvaise ann6es, 50\ das saumons pasaaient au 
courant de 2 jeurn6es non-consicutives. L'analyse de la concentration du 
poisson a aussi tenu compte de 1& capacit~ des 8utochtones A pr~parer le 
poisson pour una conummatioD imm~diate at/ou future. 

Le sauil d'abondance du poisson fut d6tini comma 100 poissons/jour/ 
pr'parateur de poisson. 11 s'avera que 1& taille du groupe local 
augmentait suivant la concentration de la ressource. Cependant, lars 
d'anneea incertaines, l'incapacite de pr6dire 18 concentration 
minimiaait 1a tai11e des groupes et decouragsait la participation 
d'autrea bandes dans l'exploitation du saumon. Les unites de travail 
tr~s efficacea se specialisaient ~elon 1e sexe des individus et ne 
necessitaient pas les autres divisions socia1es. Nous avens decouvert 
1'exiatence d'une corr61ation entre la concentration du poisson et la 
roobilite logistique des groupes. cependant, 1a disponsibi1it6 d'autres 
reesouroes l 1a mAme periode, surtout l'orignal, avait tendance I 
reduire 1a taille des groupes et a accroltre 1a mobilit' residentielle. 
Sur la cOte du Nord-ouest, on a prAtendu qu l'abondance du Baumon a 
p9rmi~ 1a B~dentariaation. cette notion est toutafois remise en question 
par l'tmportance des autres res sources dans le Bud-ouest du Yukon. De 
plus, 1e saumon sech~ pouvait @tre tranBporte ai1leurs au place dans des 
caches, et on utilisait des strategies de mobilite rAsidentielle at 
logisti~e. En somme, cet ouvrage tente d'indiquer la comp1exite des 
migrations du saumon sur u cours d'eau en particu1ier, et assaia de 
d6montrer l'influence de 1a structure d'une res source sur les variables 
socio-culturellea. 

Traduit par Jean-Luc Pilon et Luo Nolin. 
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CHAPTIR I 

INTIODUCnON 

Anthropology has long stressed the relationship between the environment and 
culture. Cultural ecology has tried to deflne the structure of resources and the 
organlzattonal responses to It. These studies follow a tradition dat1ng from Julian 
Steward who wrote that: 

It Is human ecology or the modes of behavior by which human beings 
adapt themselves to their environment. Any adaptation necessarily 
Involves an Interaction of two elements: the natural environment and the 
particular cultural devloes. Invented and borrowed, by which the 
environment Is exploited. The kinds Of activities entailed In this 
exploitation affect the different phases of the cufture to varying degrees. 
The present problem, therefore, Is partly to ascertain the effects of 
ecology upon sociopolitical Institutions (1938 :2). 

The extent and degree to which subsistence patterns affect the total 
structure of the socle1y and the functional Integration of Its various parts 
are questions to be answered by empirical procedure (1955:134). 

Current studies by Jorgensen (1980:1) tTy to flnd, through comparaflve-anatysls~ 
correspondence among the environment, language and culture. He stated that: 

[T]he Important threads to follow as we set ou1 to explicate and account 
tor such complex and Interdependent phenomenon as economic. 
social, political and ceremonial organization are the abundance, 
predictability and stability of extractive resources (wild planfs and 
animals) ... -(1980:3). 

Thls dissertation attempts to Investigate specific environmental resources and 
how they relate to certain soclo·cultural variables that are Important In the spatial 
prgonlzatlon of the seasonal round. The s.1\Jdy will deal with specific organizational 
responses to resource procurement for a band of Sou1hem Tutchone In the Southwest 
Yukon, Canada (Figure 1.1). The three variables are mobility strategies, group size 
and labor organlzatton which exist In a dynamic Interrelationship. AJI are suggested 
to be largely dependent on the nature, abundance and spatial and temporal 
distribution of resources. 

The underlying assumptions of this dlssertat10n are based upon the general 
principles of natural selection. Uke the ·optlmallty- modal~ of biological ecology 
(Charnov 1973), It Is assumed here that behaviors which most effectively use time and 

. energy will be adopted. This does not mean that all humans "maximize" all energy, 
but that energy and time are to be viewed as part of a resource utilization budget. 
Those other activities, not exclusively associated with resource procurement (I.e., 
certain aspects of social organization), may also enhance a humon's functioning or 
"fitness" (Schoerner 1969). Unlike organisms used In ecological models (I.e., plants and 
animals), humans with culture have an ability to choose behaviors and do not always 
make an ·optlmal· choice because environmental change (major and m~nor) cannot 
alVJOVs be accuratety predicted. Though humans recognize that the environment 
changes constantly they may not be oble to perceive how or when It Is changing. For 
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example, the caribou hunted by the Nuncmlut Eskimos In Alaska were Otfected by 
Gold Rush seeke(s In the Yukon Territory at the tum of the century .. an affect, both 
distant In time and space, that the Eskimos could neither predict nor antiCipate 
(Binford 1983:207), Behaviors which Involve certain kindS of mobility O.e·,. monitoring) 
and the ability to store food and cache It may allow security In an ecosystem whose 
resources may not be predictable In time and space. The ability to behove In a 
flexible manner Is one of the most fundamental characteristics of human behavior. 

At least since Steward (1938~ ecological studies used by anthropologists have 
triad to Identify 1he environmental variables that regulate the distributional structure of 
food resources (MacArthur 1972; Fretwell 1972; MacArthur and WIlson 1967; Schalk 
1978). Recen~1y two of these vanables. resource -clumping and dispersion/density
(Hom 1968; Wllmsen 1973; Schalk 1978) hove been thought to be par11cularty 
Important and are the focus of this study, 

In the past various loose descriptions of clumping and dispersal variables have 
been prevalent In the anthropological literature. For example, the most relevant data 
base to the one examined here Is the environment of the Northwest Coast of North 
America. There has been extensive ethnographic study of the Northwest Coast and 
societies have been seen as ·complexw or essentially different trom other groups of 
hunters and gatherers (Murdock 1968:15; Suttles 1968;56; Vayda 1961 :623; Service 
1968). 

Both early and recent anthropological discussions have classified the Northwest" . 
Coast environment as -rlch,- This concept of richness has been most closely nnked 
with the Ideo of the "abundance- of resources. or the clumping or high density of 
available foods. The richness has been Invoked most frequently with the nature of 
coastal resources (pearlman 1980) and more speclflcally with solmon (Murdock 1968; 
Boas 1921; Curtis 1915). Salmon has been used to -explain- high population density, 
sedent1sm, large residential grouplngsl SOCial stratification, warfare, rich culture and a 
rich ceremonial life among Paclftc drainage Athaposkans (Osgood 1936), Recent 
studies such as Grabum and Strong (1974) cite the main Independent variable as the 
-richness" of an area's resources when they classify coastal and Interior groups of 
northwestern North America. Van Stone (1974:31) cites the presence of salmon among 
the Ingallk as a w". predictable resource [which] made possible a relatively se1tled 
way of IIfe,- Hefley (1981:133.147) describes salmon as both -evenly spaced" and 
-clumped and predictable- for northem.Athapaskans. 

But how rich Is rich? How predictable Is predictable? None of these concepts 
have been adequatelv defined, though certain attempts have been more successful 
than others (Schalk 1977). This problem becomes more clear when arguments about 
the nature of salmon resource are examined. Along the Northwest Coast, the salmon 
resource has been described as -extremety prqductlvew (Barnett 1968:76), 
"fantastically abundonr (Codere i950:121) and "Inexhaustible- (Benedict 1934:25). 
Others describe the perlodlcl1y of scarcl1y (Vayda 1961; Harris 1968) and 
·conslderable year·to·year variation- (plddocke 1969:135). Even commerclol salmon 
fisheries data have been used to quantify each side of the debate on the abundance 
or lack of abundance of salmon. (See Plddocke (1965) on the origin of the potlatch.) 

Quantitative data In themselves do not -explain" anything. The structure of 
certain environments, token alone. does not Imply much about what varla1ions one 
might anticipate In human subsistence systems (Kelley 1980:227). These 
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categorizations about salmon through which empirical patterning can be seen, are 
onty Justified by 1he use of bridging or warranting arguments from general ecological 
theory to the empirical anthropological world. Furthermore, the use of commercial 
data does not even qualify as adequate In measuring variation among different runs 
of salmon for different groups. This Is because commercial data report ocean-run 
salmon, whose numbers are made up of many separate stream populations that 
cannot be measured Individually. It Is analogous to a scientist measuring the flow of 
water at Niagara Falls In order to determine the water pressure In 0 stream feeding 
Into Lake Erie. It provtdes, ot Its best, a gross scale on which to compare cases. 

This study differs from others (Sohalk 1978; Kellay 1980) by presenting detailed 
structural characteristic of speclflc salmon runs within one stream as a measure of an 
ecosystem. It tends to disregard larger, more broadly regulating factors, such as 
prlmarylsecondary production and biomass as esttmated from climatic data. But 
these larger ecosystemlc vanables ora known to underlie the structural characteristics. 
The data used In this study provide a clearer and flne-tuned viSion of the 
environmental picture of a particular group of people on a particular stream. 

One of the major assumptions In the discussion of the salmon resource has 
been Its equation as the supreme resource. Hewes (1973:134) reports that on the 
Northwest Coast the demand for calories was satisfied largely from the flsherles -half 
was made up of salmon [because] other natural foods available In this area In 
quantity were notoriously low In fuel value: Hosley (1977:127) describes the 
salmon-fishing Athapaskans of the Pacific Drainage as having -greater efficiency In 
the use of the envlronmenr. They resorted to salmon fishing OJln response to 
environmental opportunities- (Hosley 1977:129). He claims that the salmon fishing 
adaptation was a product of fhe Eskimo Influence, the fur trade. dogs and the fish 
wheel. This argument Is essentially the same as the opportunism claimed by 
Braidwood (1963) ond Chllde (1928) as the reason for the development of complex 
societies. The preoccupoflon with discovering a -wonderful resource- like salmon Is 
what Binford (1983:199) refers to as the -Garden of Eden Proposltlon.- In this view. 
-rich- envlronmenis tend to be hlghty producttve usually because of one resource: 
salmon for the Northwest Coast, acorns for Collfomla and cot1alls for the Great BaSin 
(Binford 1983:200·203). The assumption that salmon and cattalJs do a resource base 
make IS .. the flrst problem. The Idea of a single resource base masks much of the 
variation and complexity of resource procurement systems. 

The second assumption Is that In such an environment people will stop moving 
and become sedentary because It has -more survival value- (Beardsley 1956:135 as 
quoted In Binford 1983:200). ThouQh the -Garden of Eden- proponents have tried to 
explore the origins of agriculture and complex societies, It Is the assumption about 
mobility which Is relevant to the discussion of this dissertation. WIth a peak year for 
salmon on the Klukshu river at over 30,OQO fish, one might wonder Why a small group 
did not choose to remain for twelve months of the year at their fishing village. They 
did not. This dissertation -will the reasons why and discuss the mobility patterns of the 
band. 

, The qualify of data on salmon runs available from the Conadlan Department of 
Fisheries and Environment for the Klukshu river allows a detailed, structural view of 
what -abundance- means. tt will be argued that abundance cannot be determined 
by sheer numbers of flsh but by Its spatial and temporal structure and. mos1 
Importan1ty, the ability of 0 group to process It for storage. The size of the 10001 group 
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· Is related to the manner In which runs occur and the size of the task groups needed 
tor fishing. The structure of the runs Influences the actual access to fishing sites both 
within the group and with other groups because of Its spatial dimensions. It will be 
further argued that the bulk storage of fish over periods of time longer than they are 
available seasonally makes sedentlsm possible while ot the some time ollowlng 
people to move around more. Moves can also be made. In part. because the 
Southern Tutchone did have dried salmon. Similar situations can be found among the 
Eskimos and possibly among many groups If this Idea were examined on a case by 
case basis (Binford 1983:204). The salmon at Klukshu could erthar be returned to or be 
taken with groups Involved In other activities. Thus the runs are related to the group's 
mobrJJ1y strategies. 

Another assumption that Is challenged Is that salmon Is ~ essential resource 
and Its use or storage must be for as long as possible. Among the Sou1hern Tutchons. 
salmon s8Ned as ~ of a number of critical, or strategic resources. Storage 
(especially the techniques of processing for storage) may also have served as one of 
the mechanisms through which speclollzotlon occurred. 

Given the problems Investigated In this dissertation, It Is organized In the 
following sequence. Chapter II Is a theoretical discussion of the concepts of mobility 
(Including both reSidential and logistical), group size and labor organizaflon. It will 
evaluate various ecological models (Schalk 1978, Kelley 1980) In the subsequent 
chapters by examination of the relevan1 data available on the Champagne/Alshlhlk . 
band. The reeder will be presented with the necessary ethnographic data on the 
group followed by the explanatory claims. Chapter III Is an environmental overview of 
the territory of the Southern Tutchone In the southwest Yukon, Canada. It focuses on 
the Chompagne/Alshlhlk bond which, though Joined as one band now, was historically 
two different bonds, The study further focuses on the Chompagne band's 
salmon-fishing village of Klukshu on the Klukshu River. Chapter IV Is the historical 
background of the Southern Tutchone with an emphasis on the population size and 
settlement pattems of the Champagne/Alshlhlk band. Chapter V provides an analysis 
of the social organlzotlon at Klukshu vtllage Including the moiety system; specialization 
ond the organl2atlon of labor and the distribution of fish. It will examine the 
Integrat10n of group size and restricted access. Chapter VI Is a discussion of the 
salmon runs on the Klukshu river which were monitored by the Canadian Department 
of Fisheries and Environment (DFE) from 1976-1980. It ottemp1s to operotlonallze 
definitions of -abundance- or clumping, both temporally and spatially, of the salmon 
runs. A comparison Is made of the five years of data In order to seek generalizations 
on the structure of the solman run. The next chapter, VII, describes the salmon flshery 
a"nd the different methods of fishing Including their loeatlonal properties and how 
mobility, group size and specialization are related to the fishery. Chapter VIII speolfles 
the Climatic variables effectlng the processing and preservation of fish. it discusses 
the construction of facilities and. the nature of storing drlS9 flsh, spoilage and caching. 
Chapter IX Is a discussion of the limitations of the salmon run. both In terms of the 
structure of the, run and numbers of fish needed. It examines the role of salmon In the 
seasonal round and the congruence of salmon with other resources. In the final 
chapter, a summary of the study Is presented as well as concluding remarks and some 
possible directions for future research. 
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· CHAPlIR II 

mlORITICAL CONCEPTS OF IESOUles STRUCTURE. 
MOIILITY, GROUP SIZE AND LABOI ORGANllAnON 

Mobility 

The movement of people to locations of resource availability Is how human 
cultures faoilitate the transfer of energy from 'the point of production to the point of 
consumption. Vorlatlons In the way food resources ore distributed In time and space, 
In different environments, require different methods of movements or mobility by 
people (hunte'r-gafherers) who exploit resources as they occur naturally In an 
ecosystem. this chapter will discuss the types of mobility and how they are related to 
the distribution of resources In time and space. 

It should be emphasized thot there Is a great deal of variability wlth'ln 
hunter-gatherer mobility strategies. There Is little reason to expect that there should be 
any simple, clear relationship between environmental variables and components of (l 
mObility strategy. but there ore two or thre,e sets Of relationships between any two 
variables. Adopting one kind of mobility pottem usually precludes the other, but not 
alwaysl because separate task groups can form within a larger group and both con 
utltlze separate kinds of mobility. First, It ls necessary to explain the mobility opttons 
among hunters ond gatherers. 

ReSidential and logistical Mobllltt 

Binford (n.d.) has defined iwo basic forms of mobility: 

ReslgioJlal mo.bl!lj}!_I$ deftned os the movement of bo1n producers and 
dependents, as In the case of ra- establishment of 0 camp at a new 
location. Logistic [or loglsttooIJ mobility Is conceptualized os the 
movement of producers dur1ng procurement activities that deport from 
and return to a centrollocotlon or habitation site (Schalk 1978:94). 

Mobility strategies may be combined or may change. 

The point here Is that loglsflcal and residential variability ore not to be 
viewed as OPPOSing principles (although trends may be recognized) 
but as organizational altematlves which may be employed In varying 
mixes In different settings (BInford 1980:19). -

For example, among 111e Mistasslni Cree of northeastern canada. a successful 
hunter# or group of hunters, was Joined by the whole village In preference to 
transporting large omounts of meat considerable distances (Rogers 1963:79). Mobility 
strategies may change with Improved transportotion. For example, at Kluk,shu village 
gaffing locations for king salmon are reached by loglsttcal mobility. Today, plck"up 
trucks transport the gaffers to locations flve to twenty-flve miles away from the fishing , 
village. People' gaff, lood the flsh, and return to the village In dally trips. In the past. 
gaffing parties stayed at their gaffing locations and processed flsh until It was dry 
enough to ttansport (O'Leary field notes 1978; Glove 1,890:316). With the advent of 
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Improved tronsportat1on ( e.g. pick-up trucks), there "was a reduct10n In residential 
mobility and on Increase In logistical mobility. 

Loglsttcal mobility Is cons1ralned by the cost of procuring resources as 
compared with the distance troveJed. Some resources may be more valuable than 
others depending on the given situation. The value of a particular resource will 
condition the distance at which that resource can be profltabty obtained (Covlch 
1977;240). There may be greater variation In cost for resources which are non-food. 
Dry wood for fires and selected spruce saplings for fish traps were relatively high cost 
Items at Klukshu because they were not Immediately accessible to the village. In the 
past. moose hides were absolutely necessary for clothing and were a high return Item 
compared to the cost of transportation .. 

One approach to modeling the distance of logistical trips Is based on 
estimates of the physical limits of a human walking In a single day of travel or the 
foraging radius. Lee (1968), Binford (n.d.) and Williams (1974) have defined this 
distance both as a radius from a resldenflallocatlon and the catchment around It. 
Binford (n.d.) has postulated a foraging radius Of 8.5 km and a catchment of 227 
square km. Lee (1968:35) uses 9.7 !em and 296 square km. W1IHams (1974:27) uses 5 
km for foraging radius and a ca1chrnent of 79 square km. 

If, as assumed above, logistical mobility Is confined to the foraging radius, then 
residential mobility would vary Inversely with food abundance; the more clumping of 
food resources the less residential mobility. Under what environmental circumstances"" '" 
Is logistical mobility actually limited to the area prescribed by the foraging radius? 
The answer appears to be conditioned by the extent to which resources are clumped 
In time and space (Schalk 1978:97). 

Resource Distribution and Mobility 

Description of the distribution of resources has been a focus of ecology and 
anthropologists have tended to borrow their concepts and Ideas from this field (Lee 
1969; Yellen and Horpendlng 1972; W1nterhalder 1981; WHmsen 1973; Smith 1975). 
Generalizations about the environment, comparaf1ve In nature. hOVe resulted In a dual 
categorization where one environmental description Is In direct opposition to the other. 
These generalizations are said to affect .both group size (which will be discussed In the 
second half of this chapter) and mobility, which Is the focus of this secHon. Food 
sources have been described as -stable and evenly dispersed- and -mobile and 
clumped" (Hom 1968; Orlans i 971); or "uniformly or randomly distributed· (MacArthur 
1972:59). Though these descriptive terms (clumped/dispersed] have been quantified 
under experimental conditions for plants and animals (Pyke, Pulliam and Chamov 
1977; Krebs and Cowie 1976), they hove not been adequatety documented In human 
cultural sltuattons. This study attempts to operationallze these terms for salmon. "Most 
of these models are based on the assumption that a forager exploits them through 
random encounters (Hughs 1979:209). However, the fact that humans seek and 
maintain Informa1ton about the environment (monitoring) has been Virtually Ignored In 
the literature, and will also be discussed. 

It has been argued 1hat where resources are relatively uniform In space. there 
ts little advantage to make logistical forays beyond the foraging radius (Schalk 
1978:98). When resources become depleted within the foraging radius then a new 
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residential site would be chosen In preference to making longer loglst1col trips. 
Assuming uniform resource .dIstribution, Williams (1968:147) has suggested 1hat the 
dlstance- moved between the resIdential sites would be close to twice the foraging 
radius In order to provide new unexplolted resources. In sl'tuot1ons of uniform resource 
diStribution,. the main response Is the frequency Of residential moblll1y. If resource 
distrIbution Is not uniform (I.e .• clumped) then this pattern of mobility should change. 
As 1he clumping of resources In space or time Increases then several chcnges In both 
resldent1al and logistical mobllt1y are foreseen. 

In situations where resources are clumped In space (for example. during 
salmon runs) then groups may become aggregated at that residential spot and other 
resources will be found through loglsttcal forays that might exceed a day's walking, or 
the distance of the foraging rodlus. This Is true If the other resources are more spatially 
dispersed or In lower denslt1es. 

With Increased resource clumping, the distances of residential moves would 
be vorlable. sometimes less than ina dally foraging radius, and at other ttmes, greater 
than twice the distance. The actual distance may be conditioned by that resource 
which Is more Important than oihers In that partlc.ular season. Wlth many highly 
clumped resources there may be both short-dlstance residential moves os well as 
those much greater than the foraging radius. 

When several resources become available at the same time, this congruence· 
Is expected to favor 10gisHcai mobility over residential mobility. This 1$ especially true 
In areas with marked seasonality (which Is otten associated with the clumping of 
resources). Marked seasonality has dromatlc changes In temperature, light and 
precipitation In the boreal forest and subarctic ecosystems during the yearly cycle. 
Each season creates 0 kind of temporary environment where resources either Increase 
through regeneration (e.g., spring births of arctic hares) or from migration Into on areo 
(e.g., the' return of spawning salmon). this abundant seoson hos many clumped 
resources, compressed In either time, space or both. If the res'ources ore available at 
the some time, but not In the same piece, then we would expect task groups to forage 
logistically. 

Storage ond Mobility 

A storage strategy Is one method of soMng the problem of temporal 
Incongrul1y of a reSOUrG9. In a situation of clumping (e.g., salmon runs), when the time 
avollable for fishing Is relatively short. this resource could not provide food for longer 
thon five or six months, unless there Is some method of storage. Storage, In effect, 
lengfhens the season of availability of a resource. Schalk (1977) suggests that the two 
major determinants of the amount of fish stored ore the notural limits of the fish 
population and the cultural limits or coPacltles of 0 group to toke" and process the 
resource. Stress falls on. the group during the period When the fish must be processed 
for storage, as the resource Is briefly available and must be processed Immediately. 
The Intensify end organlzatton of the labor 1$ 0 function of the quantify of fish required 
for storage. (A discussion of the organization of labor follows In this chopter.) 

When the resources are not spatially congruent O.e., not all critical resources 
are equally available In the landscape) then a residential move will not solve "the 
problem. A move towards one resource Inhibits access to the other, therefore, 
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logistical mobility Is usually favored. The site with the more crlfJcal resource. or as 
Binford (1980:15) has suggested, .... the one with 1tle greatest bulk demand,- Is chosen 
as a reslden~al location with 10glsfJcai forays for other resources. When a group 
prepares food for storage by freezing or drying It solves the problem of seasonality, or 
the Incongruity of the temporal dimension, but" It Increases spa1tal Incongruliy (I.e" the 
stored resource now accumulates In one place In considerable bulk which Increases 
the transport cost to a resldentiai site). It will be argued. however, that the actual 
reduction of bulk 1hrough drying of salmon may not be prohibitive In transport costs to 
a new residential site. 

In looking at mobility pattems for a wide range of hunter-gatherer groups 
Binford has found 1hat the Incidence of storage will tend to Increase with the decrease 
In the length of the growing season (1980:15). Also. a decrease In the length of the 
growing season acts simultaneously to Increase the number of critical resources: 

The degree to which storage Is practiced Will, In turn, Increase the 
likelihood of distributional Incongruities and hence condition further 
Increases In loglsttcalty organized settlement systems with attendant 
reductions In residential mobllliy, at least seasonally. Both of these 
condlftons are related to environmental reductions In the length of the 
growing season and to the Impllcattons of this for man, both In terms of 
food and other temperature- regulated resouroes. This means that there 
Is an environmental convergence of conditions actlng simultaneously to 
Increase the number of crlttcal resources and to increase the conditions 
favoring storage (BInford 1980:15). 

When Murdock's categones for settlement patterns (I.e., residential moblll1y) 
were cross-tabulated with different environments, the greatest concentration of 
·sedentary and samJ-sedentary- hunters and gatherers were found In the temperate 
and boreal forest zones (BInford 1980:14). Thus, groups wl1hln the boreal forest 
seemed to move' less resldenttaUy than logistically. However. when storage 
dependence was estimated by Murdock and Morrow (1970) as compared to the 
different environments. It was found thai a boreal forest group near the Tutchone. the 
Ingallk, ranked lower In their dependence on storage than predicted by the 

, environment and the decreased lengih of the growing season. Though Binford . 
(1980:16) believes them to be mlscoded, their placement makes sense In light of the 
data on the Southern Tutchone. The ampunt of salmon stored for the Ingallk was 
probably similar to 1tlat stored for the Tutchone; It served as one of a number of critical 
resources and within the boreal forest system It may have served as a back-up store In 
relation to other resources available In the environment. 

Schalk (1978:10()'~01) has made two predlcttons about storage and logistical. 
moblll1y. His flrst predlctton Is that: 

storage of food resources by means of such techniques as alr~rylng 
and smoking are frequently expected to be Integral to long distance 
10gistlea,I expeditions. 

This argument follows from Ideas tram Hamilton 'ond Watt (1970:267) that the more 
refined a resource Is, the less the cost of transporting It. Logistical forays are not 
hampered by carrying dried fish. Schalk's .(1978:101) second prediction 
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.,' regarding storage and logistical mobility Is ff1at during the period In 
which stores are being consumed. residential mobility will not usually 
provide a viable solut1on to the need to procure supplementary fresh 
foods. In other words, the tethering effect of the food supplies 
themselves should favor greater reliance upon logistic mobillfy for 
whatever resources are procured during the period of low production. 

The Idea that people become ~ethered· to their stores was suggested earlier by 
Taylor (1964). Both depict a group with stored foods as tethered to those supplies and 
limited In Its movement because of the group's Inability to transport the stores when It 
moves. 

There are several problems with Schalk's model. First, the Klukshu people differ 
from the Northwest Coost groups that Schalk uses In his sample. Klukshu people are 
located In a boreal forest habitat that offers a very Jow density of large game animals. 
In the boreal forest there ts a need to monitor game resources, but there Is Uttle ablll1y 
to do so as the explOitable resources are dispersed. mobile and present In low 
densities (Kelly 1980:43). In other words. one cannot go out and look for moose. find a 
moose (or herd of moose which do not exIst) and retum with that tnformatlon for fu1ure 
hunting. When a moose Is found It Is taken. Though other Information about moose or 
other game Is gathered on a hunting trip. the presence of moose at one 10cat1on does 
not guarantee the presence of others at that location or the retum of thai moose to 
that locatton at another time. 

When seasonallfy creates the clumping of resourc.es like salmon It creates a 
kind of temporary environment which tends to Increase group size and logistic 
mobility. But once the -abundant· season Is over the Klukshu people find themselves 
In an environment which, because of the scattered, dispersed nature of game (I.e., 
moose). tends to decrease group size and Increase residential mobility. 

Schalk (1978:180) wrl1es 1hct In his study of coastal groups. It was -not possible 
to cleanly segregate- these 1wo kinds of vortaflon In resources (clumped and 
dispersed). In the Interior. ihese two types of resource pattemlng are cleanly 
segregated, both spaflally and temporalty allowing us to follow a single group through 
an annual round which shows them significantly varying their mobility pattems and 
group size In conJuncflon with storage. The specifics of 111e annual round will be 
discussed In more detail In Chapter 9. 

What do the Klukshu people do In the face of this abrupt change In 
environments? If we look at Klukshu village Immediately after the fishing season and 
follow Schalk's prediction about tethering, we would expect to see the group 
remaining In the vtllage while consumlng all or most of lis stores. Instead, we see a 
dl.f1erent pattern emerging. Other game. resources In the area surrounding Klukshu are 
apt to be exhausted during the summer flshlng season and to supplement stores with 
tresh game people must go beyond the dally foraging radius. The end of summarl 
early fall Is the prime moose season when 1he animals are In good condition before 
the rut and are also apt to congregate In groups of as many as ten animals 
(McClellan 1975:110). For the entire bond to remain In the village IIvtng on dried fish 
would be to miss the prime moose season (moose within the foraging radius having 
already been taken) and to eat up most at the stores prior to the 'wlnter season. 
Klukshu people disperse In small groups to hunt, and the large quantities of processed 
fish tum out to be less cumbersome than Implied, 
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Dried Fish and Caching 

The Importance of dried fish and Its effect on mob!!Ity may be overlooked by 
anthropologists. WIthout dried flsh It would be dlfflcult to transport food sufficient for a 
family for any length of time. The Southem Tutchone, historically, had at least one or 
two pack dogs (prior to the use of troctlon). Each dog could easily carry beiween 40 
and 50 pounds of dried fish. This together with another 100 pounds packed by the 
family, would have given them enough to subsist on for at least ten days. These 
estimates tend to be cons9Notlve; and are based on a family of flve members with 
two dogs where each person and animal requires 2.5 pounds per day. The dog 
ration was probably closer to 1 to 1.5 pounds a day Increasing the food availability to 
14 days. During the fishing season families would hove cached some flsh at points 
further downriver where they Intercepted the earlier runs. Much of the fish was taken 
and moved to caches where a family expected to hunt and trap during the winter. 
Thus dried fish Is not -expensive- to transport resldenttally as well as logistically. At the 
turn of the century and until recently. after the end of the flshlng season. families 
moved their dried solmon by dog pack and boat up the Dezadeash river to 
Champagne. a distance of over 60 km. 

Without exploring all varlattons of caching, we can begin to create 0 model for 
the Klukshu peopleis use of stored flsh. Given the seasonal or -environmental- change 
from clumped resources to highly dispersed resources we would expect an equalty
abrupt shift from logistic mobility and large group size to resldentiol mobility and'osrnallo:-
group size. With storage of a clumped resource (I.e" salmon). logistical mobility will 
be favored, but the degree to which It restriCts residential mobility Is dependent on 
how much salmon con be or Is stored, which, In tum, Is related to the structural 
limitations of the run and the ab!!!ty of the group to process tt for later use and finally 
Its Importance as 0 Critical resource as compared to other resources In that 
environment. 

Group Size 

Group size like mobility strategies Is expected to vary with different 
environments and wtthln the some environment with the change of seasons and 
distributional change In resources. The following Is a discussion of group size under 
various condlttons of resource dls1rtbutlon. 

Horn's (1968) model for forager group size based on the distribution of food 
sources can be summarIzed as follows: when food resources are evenly distributed 
and stable. itlen groups will tend towards regular dispersion of Individuals or small 
sodal unHs; when resources are mobile and unevenly distributed or clumped, then 
groups will be aggregated at a centrollocaf1on. 

° One of the problems with Homls model Is that It assumes that no Information Is 
exchanged be1ween foragers. Hom does note (1968:690) that If the distribution of 
resources Is aggregated and their locatton unpredictable then the exchange of 
Information at a centra' ° 10 cat1 on gives an added advantage to the aggregation. But 
he neglects to notice that when a resource Is aggregated and Its locat1on Is 
predictable but not the timing, as Is suggested by the Klukshu salmon runs, then It 
might not be advantageous to have large aggregations of people. Instead, smaller 
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groups or Individuals limonltorlng- the early runs provide the necessary information 
while utilizing but not depleflng the runs. By not having more, people harvesting the run 
before Its peak the run can support more people over a short period. Solmon ore 
predlctoble In spece; they will always ascend the rtver barring some major 
catastrophe, but as will be evidenced In Chapter 6 they are not always predictably 
available at the same time. 

Dispersed Resources and Group Size. 

Within the boreal forest during the winter, Rogers (1963:78) has noted among 
the Mlstasslnl Cree 1hat group size tends to be small when hunting moos'e, He 
comments: ' 

ihe densities of the game animals are extremely low. An area of 
several hundred square miles Is needed to support a hunter and his 
wife and children. Restrictions Imposed by the transportation faclll1les. 
togefher with the poverty of envlronmentol resources, Imposes 0 
max\maillmit to hunting group size. It nearly 300 square miles are 
needed to support a family and a group can only exploit 1500 square 
miles, group size cannot exceed five families. 

Though this may represent an extreme case among boreal forest peoples, the 
Southern Tutchone are also dependent on moose as one of a number of critical 
resources. Hunting pattems for moose are very similar among boreal hunters tn the 
north (McClellan 1975:110; Osgood 1936:27; Higgins n.d.), Usually two hunters ore sent 
out to stalk the solitary animal. tracking It In a series of loops. A moose will frequently 
walk Into the wind and double back stopping close to Its own trail to see If It can smell 
or hear onythlng. PrIor to the advent of the rifle moose were also snared clang trailS' 
or hunted with bow and arrow (McClallon 1975:111). In late spring when a crust forms 
on the snow the moose Is run down with dogs by a hunter on snowshoes (OJLeary field 
notes 1978; McClellan 1975:112). During the summer fish runs men go out on logistical 
forays from the fishing village, radiating In different directions with the expectaflon that 
one group will make a kill. Frequently, If word gets back to camp, others Join the 
hunters at the kill site to pock book the meat, etc. In the fall moose are killed by 
hunters to provide people wtth meat for drying which Is done either at the kill site or at 
the fish smokehouses, As oreos surrounding the flshlng villages become more 
frequently hunted out the decision Is mode to leave the camp for Individual families 
or hunting parmers to hunt In areas outside the normal hunting radius. 

Though authors have stressed the great Influence of the fur trade on northern 
Indians (Krech 1983 ; Ray 1974), aboriginally hides and furs were essential to na1lves. 
Many fur bearers are SOlitary onlmals (I.e., lynx, mink) or live In colonies best exploited 
by one or two families (I.e .• arctic ground squirrel), Trapping acflvlties were essentially 
small gtoup or s'ngle family enterprises. Prior to any commercial fur trade. furs and 
hides were critically Important to the Southem Tutchone as clothing and were pursued 
by small groups. 

There have also been changes In group size based on technological 
changes. Slobodin (1962:80) has hypothesized that the use of the breech loading rifle 
among the Peel River Kutchln of the Yukon reduced the size of hunting parties. He 
attributes this to Increased effectiveness of Indlvlc;:tual hunters. Where previously a 
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large scale caribou surround needed many people to construct It, the rifle allowed for 
Individual hunting end decreased group size. There are also foraging strategies that 
favor a larger group size. Cooperative procurement techniques are of considerable 
slgnlflcance In Influencing group size. The larger a group the greater the mobll'1y 
costs to that group, but where a complex division of labor allows Increased efficiency 
and energy extracting capablll1y. this compensates tor the added cost. Groups need 
to be large enough to provide the crlttcal number of producers. Large groups put a 
straIn on resources In the local environment, making residential moves necessary 
though the densl1y of such resources has an Important effect on the frequency of such 
moves. 

~lumDed Resources and Group Size 

With seasonal change and the clumping of resources, the Influence of mobility 
costs In restricting group size should be less severe. WIth an Increase In resource 
density there are advantages to Increasing group size. Situations which require the 
cooperatton of a great number of producers, or food-sharing among different 
procurement parties or technology that demands a certain number of people will 
Increase group size. 

Group size has some effect on the number of ttmes a residence Is moved 
each year. It should be noted that there Is probably some single set of factors 
conditioning both mobility and group sl2e, so that we should not expect to find any· -
simple linear relattonshlp between the two. 

Many anthropologists have noted the relattonshlp between group size and high 
density of food resources. Blrdsell(1968:235) writes: 

Local groups of larger size (than twenty-five) have been widely 
documented In the ethnologlcol literature and In a general way their 
occurrence Is based upon concentrations of food rather than high 
population densities per S8 • 

... the very availability of large masses of food In a concentrated form, 
combined with methods of food preservation, suggests that the local 
groups will be maintaIned at 0 much looser system of equilibrium forces 
and that these will show a wide varle1y of forms. 

As discussed earlier, one of the ways resources become clumped Is with 
Increasing seasonality. With high densities of food available throughout the year a 
group would exhaust the resources In direct proport1on to the size of the group. A 
large group depletes the resource fester than a smaller group and thus has to move. 
One of the ways In which food density Increases seasonally In northern ecosystems Is 
what Binford (n.d.) has coiled ·uneamed resources.- Generally, 1hes9 are migratory 
resources, either marine, aquatic or terrestrial. Examples of these resources would be 
whales, waterfowl. salmon and caribou. These resources are ·uneamed- In the sense 
that file energy available to people In these resources has come from a wide area, 
larger than the Immediate locol area, over which these animals lived. Schalk has 
commented that: 
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.. .It IS apparent why hunters' and gatherersl dependent upon unearned 
resources that are bOth highly concentrated In space and seasonal In 
tlme~ would show some of the largast group sizes (Schalk:1978) 

When the actual number of a resource, fish, for example, Is available for a 
compressed period of time It can support more people In the short run. A resource at 
a given density available for a month could support 100 people, but the same 
resource avallabl'9 for two weaks could support 200 people. But as group size 
Increases the length of time the food can feed the group goes down. Similarly, when 
food Is stored, there 1$ less food ovallable for s10rage with the Increase In group size. 
There are also restraints on the ability of a group to process food for storage, 
especially If ~e food Is only temporarily available. 

The degree to which uneamed resources are spoflally clumped In their 
distribution Is to a large extent controlled by physiographic factors. For example, with 
solmon the river drainage structure has much to do wl1tl movement of these fish from 
the ,ocean tnto fresh water. Some studies have been done on stream size and group 
size along the Northwest Coast. Donald and Mitchell (1975) studied data on loco I 
group size tor the Southern Kwaktutl of Brftlsh Cotumblo and compared It with 
Canadian Department of Fisheries estimates of solmon escapement for 1950 to 1967. 
They provide a median escapement estimate for the salmon streams for each of their 
local groups. For eleven of the sixteen local groups, 72% of the variance In group size 
could be accounted for with the Indices of median solmon escapement (Donald and 
Mitchell 1975:343). When a log-log regression of 1hese two variables Is computed for 
the total sixteen casesi a corre-Iotlon coefficient of 172 with a slgnlflcance at the 99% 
level with 14 degrees of freedom Is found. What Donald and Mitchell (1975) hove 
shown Is a strong relationship between the number of flsh! or how they are clumped 
spatially by strea'm size, and group size. The Klukshu dote presented In this dlssertat10n 
show the ,spatial dimension as well as the temporal structure of the salmon run and 
how It effects the local group size. It Is essential to know when and how many fish 
become available and, specifically, where such fish are located and how they ore 
taken. Though both sefs of data Indicate 1hot physiographic factors condition 
resource clumping and ore correloted with group size; the Klukshu dota 1$ on attempt 
I,s_made to take this analysis a step further with a more fln&-grolned approach to what 
other factors regulate -the structure of the resource. 

Clumplnc. Group Size and Labor Oroonlzatton 

In sltuatfons where resources ore reloflvely dispersed ond the local group Is 
both the producJng and consuming unit, large group size will result In on In-creased 
density of resources and labor requtrements may not necessarily be chonged. But 
w~en resource concentrations are large enough the local group can be mode up of 
mult1ple productive units. Labor requirements establish a minimum number of people 
that can effectively exploit a resource. When the period of resource availability In 
time and space decreases, as In the case of the salmon runs, the abundance of the 
resource Is balanced by Its utility for later consumption, which In tum Is dependent on 
the success with which It can be processed for storage. Also, when there Is a 
temporal congruence of the fishing season with other subsistence activities, os Is the 
case with the salmon runs In the fall and moose hunting, then there Is a need for 
efficiency I 
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One organlzat1onol response to pressures for efficiency Is Increased 
specialization In task performance within the producttve unit. This can take many 
forms. Specialization can occur by distinguishing work by sex. (I.e .. that women cut 
fish for processing) at by task group where co-workers regularly or on a seasonal basis 
work together to accomplish a task. Morlan Smith (1940:30) has commented that: 

pooling within a producttve unit of different products of specialists not 
only allows them to engage In a few occupations but to spend more 
time upon them and become more expert at them. 

At Klukshu. women were Instructed at an early age how to cut fish for drying and 
frequently were the exclusive cutters of fish, while men were Involved with gaffing of 
the fish. Individual women cut their own fish, though facilities such as the smokehouse 
or fish trap might be shared. Jorgensen (1980:150) has commented that: 

It Is not enough to know whether one sex contributed most of the labor 
for a particular task. It Is Important to know whether Individual persons, 
ad hoc groups of two to three people or task-groups did the work 
required In each project. and whether or not work was accomplished 
by specialists or by laymen. 

Many Northwest Coast groups hod flshlng specialists who either directed the 
task group or performed rituals considered to be vital to successful (DeLaguna 1972). 
In viewing the Klukshu data there was a definite specialization In task performance'· 
within the productive unit. Fish traps were built by three women and their families. 
These traps were essential to the sockeye fishery and provided the bulk of the fish 
caught In 1he village. The three women who built and put In the traps according to 
traditional rights were specialized In flshlng. They were equally ranked and were none 
Individually nor any In a group who could be considered ch'efs. They were 
technicians of the fishery. The fact thot there were three people Involved Instead of 
1wo or four Is arbitrary, but the fact that not every woman In the village was a trap 
owner Is significant because the fishery was more effiCiently organized by fewer 
number of women and traps. 

Several anthropologists hove orgued that pressure favoring Increased . 
complexity of labor and specialization In task performance favors additional social 
dimensions along which people might be differentiated (I.e" ran~ class. clan). Among 
some groups, rnalties or clans take over as speCialized leaders of certain activities 
connected with subSistence. The headman of a clan or moiety acted as a director of 
activities or distributing agent of goods (Ortiz 1969). Fried (1960) has argued that 
Increased speclallzatlon calls for a single administrative head to coordinate activlttes. 
He suggests also that: 

SpeCialization In task performance within a productive unit, In turn, 
favors mechanisms for the redistribution of Its products within the group 
that also tend to favor Increased authority of a group leader. 

There were no traditional leaders at Klukshu who controlled the salmon fishery. 
Several anthropologists have mode arguments that along the Northwest Coast, with 
decreased temporal availability of flsh and decreased salmon species diversity, there 
Is an Increased Importance of social differentiation (Suttles 1968:64). Kroeber (1939:31) 
has suggested the most oIIlntense- forms of social organization occurred In the northern 
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areas of the Northwest Coast where, compared to the southern parts. anodromous 
fish ore more compressed In flme. extending these arguments, the Southem Tutchone 
represent one of the most northern groups near the Tllnglt, (which most anthropologists 
agree Is the northern limit of Northwest COastal culture area), and have salmon runs 
more compressed end less diverse than their coastal neighbors but do not have the 
formally developed social organization of the Northwest Coast. The Southern Tutchone 
labor groups consist of nuclear or extended familY sub-unlts that funetton as relatively 
autonomous productive unl1s. The answer for this seems to lie In the structure of the run 
Itself, local group sizes In the southw,est Yukon. and the congruence of salmon with 
other resources. 

Storage gnd Lobor Organization 

Finally, the subject of storage requires added attention. When resources are 
clumped, regardless of how abundant a resource Is, its utility for later use Is 
dependent upon whether it can be processed for storage. The greater the need for 
stores the more s1ress upon the 'efficiency of 'the labOr. When resources ore Clumped 
tn time to allow harvest In excess of Immediate consumer needs, ff'len storage can 
take place. With fish, the vulnerability of the resource (I.e. the speed wJth which 
spoilage takes place), demands laying tn large quantlt'es at one time. This is satisfied 
by the use of a facility· (the flsh trap) and the preservation technology developed by 
the Klukshu people. Schalk (1978:161) has commented thcrtlt Is Important to 
understand the use and Importance of stored foods within the seasonal round . 

... If one Imagines a group of people who live on stored foods os the 
major staple for four months during 0 non·productive season. For every 
month of subsistence from stores there must be some other month of the 
year during which resource yield Is doubled over non~storlng levels. 
That Is, there must be a 100% Increase In harvest rates during the 
productive season' for each mon1h of living from stores. But the 
relationship Is not olways so simple. It Is equolly possible thot the 
resource(s) which Is present In 0 way that allows high rates of yield 
required for storing large omounts~ will only be available for a period of 
of much less than four months. If 'the period of availability of a storable 
resource is only one month, a group of producers would be faced with 
1he need to Increase harvest rates during that Interval by 400% over the 
non~storlng level. 

The structure of the Klukshu salmon resource. which reveals 0 much shorter 
period of availability than could be understood from looking only at the total 
escapement. Is discussed In Chapter 6. It Is under these conditions of compressed 
availability that specialized Increased labor Inputs are demanded.. Food storage 
seems to favor larger sized producttve unlts- and group slze to meet Increased labor 
demand. But there are.two Important factors which may be overlooked. First, though 
the salmon resource appears to be able to support many more people by looking at 
the total numbers of fish, the structure of that resource may preclude the aggregation 
of a larger group size. Also the degree of dependence on stored solmon, and how 
much It Is supplemented by other game, may favor smaller, more dispersed groups. 

In summary. mobility strategies, group size, and the organlzcflon of labor ore 
closely o$soclated with one another. The concepts of clumped and dispersed 
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resources have been used to model some of the changes In these variables, 
especially as the salmon resource effects 1hem. The following chapters provide the 
necessary background on the Southern Tutchone, especially those people living at 
KJukshu village. and an In-depth look at the structure of the salmon runs and the 
seasonal round. 
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CHAPTIR III 

THi ENVIIONMINTAL BACKGROUND 0. THE SOUTHIRN TUTCHONE 

Territory 

The Southem Tutchone people occupy the southwest corner of the Yukon 
Territory. Conada. This port of the Yukon Is ,geographically known as the High Plateau 
(McClellan 1975:16). To the north It Is bounded by the headwaters of the Nlsllng River, 
to the south and west by the Saint Elias Mountains and to the east by the Teslln River 
and Big Salmon Range (FIgure 3.1). The area Is topographlcalty Irregular and hos 
broad river valleys, high glaciated peaks, lorge lokes and many dlssecffng rivers. In 
the northern part of the territory. the rivers are tributaries of the Yukon River which flows 
Into the Bering Sea. These drainages Include the DonJek, Kluane. Nlsling. Nordensklold 
and Takhlnl. In the southern section the rivers emp1y Into the Poclflc. They Include the 
Aisek, Tatsheshlnl, Dezadeash and Klukshu. The Sh'ckwak Trench Is a huge fault 
running east-southeast along the base of the Saint Elias, the coastal range on the west 
whose highest peak exceeds 19.000 feet obove seo level. Much of 1he londscope . 
was created or Influenced by glacial activity. Including terracing, moraines and 
eskers. Glaciers today are most acttve In the So'int Elias Ranges. 

Covering much of 1hls area Is a layer of volcanic ash. which was deposited 
from a volcanic acttvl1y In the White River area to the northwest around A.D. 400 
(lerbakmo at 01 1975:110, Workman 1977:79). This layer Is frequently used as a 
chronological marker In archaeological sites. The brood river valleys and massive 
mountains ore composed of variOUS sedimentary ond Intrusive rookS. The soli Is 
generally thin and poor with Intermittent sections of permafrost (MocNelsh 1964:21). 

Cllmgte 

Climatological data for the southwest Yukon has been lacking until quite 
recently (Kendrew and Kerr 1955). Four Southern Tutchone bands; the Champagne, 
Hu~hl, Kloo Lake and Whitehorse live In the Climatic division known as the Southwest 
Yukon~ while the Alshlhlk and Burwash bands live within the Centro I Interior zone 
(McClellan 1975: 180). 

The Southwest zone Is the closest to the Paclflc Ocean. In the southern part of 
the zone the winters are a little milder than the rest of the territory. The mean dally 
temperature (meosured at the weather statton at Haines Junction) Is below 32 degrees 
Fahrenheit fOr seven months of the year from October unfll the end of March (Kendrew 
and Kerr 1955:1,65). Four months of the year (January, February. November, 
December), the mean dally temperature Is 0 degrees or below (Workman 1978:11). 
However,temperatures may drop to -60 F In winter. In June and July the monthly mean 
temperature Is 56 degrees (McClellan 1975:18). 

. Southern winds prevail In the sou1hwest zone for most of the year. Wlnter and 
summer calms ore frequent In both areas. Also. the Intenor of the southern Yukon Is 
very dry and although the total annual precipitation near the coastal range Is 60 
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Inches, It foils to less than 15 Inches Inland (Workman 1978:11). Most rain falls In the 
summer. Snow begins In lata September and early October and lasts until May, The 
average depth Is 20 Inches. Run-off from snows and glaciers Is severe In late summer. 

The Central Interior zone Is adjoCent to the coldest spot on the North American 
continent at Snag. Alaska (McClellan 1975:18). Throughout the zone the mean dally 
temperature Is below 32 degrees F for eight months of the year (Workman 1978:10). 
Alshlhlk has a January mean temperature of .. 1 degree F; Severe winter winds at 
Alshlhlk blow frequently from the nortn. The whole Yukon Is dry. with an annual 
precipitation less then 17 Inches as reported by valley statlons (Terasmae 1967:2). 

The Champggn-elAlshlhlk Band 

This study focuses on one particular band of present- day Southern Tutchons, 
the Champogne/Alshlhlk band. This group Is composed of two historically different 
bands whose territory lies In the central an'd southern section of the Southern Tutchone 
area. The environment and resources of these areas will be described In detail. 
highlighting sites of the major villages or settlements. 

Envlronment/The Champagne Band 

Most of the major settlements of the Champagne bend, Nesketaheen. Klukshu .. 
Champagne, occur on open meadow grasslands (Figure 3.2). These grasslands 
provide the only open areas In on otherwise dense boreal forest. All fishing 
settlements. Klukshu. Nasketaheen and Nuqulk, are located on natural grasslands at 
the heads of river valleys because they afford prevailing winds necessary to the drying 
and processing of fish. There Is avld,enoe to suggest thot the area along the west 
bank of the Tatshenshlnl Rlver.- where both Dalton Post and Nesketaheen are located, 
was once a continuous open grossland, formed In port by changes In the river and by 
a recent fire (Within the last 150 years). 

The Champagne band has several major settlements 9'aCh of which supports 
groups of the Champagne people. The village of Champagne, co OAI Ron (sunshine 
'mountoln camp), Is located on the ChampognelDezodeosh river at about Mile 974 of 
the Alaska Highway (McClellan 1975: 25). The Dezadeash rlveL between Dezadeash 
Lake to the south and Champagne to the north Is bordered for a greater part of the 
dlstanoe by swampy flats with numerous lakes resulting from cut-off meanders. Though 
It Is the location of an ancient campsite, the present village came Into existence 
around A.D. 1902 when 0 trodlng post was bunt there the bulk of the population 
coming up from Dalton Post and Nesketoheen (McClellan 1975:25). this village Is 
located just north of the ShakWak Valley and Immedlatelv west of a large end moraine 
(Workman 1977 :42). Further south are the settlements of Klukshu, Nesketaheen, Dalton 
Post cnd Nuqulk. These r.epresent the southernmost settlements of the Champagne 
band. All ore loooted within the Alsek-Tatshenshlnl drainage. 

The village of Klukshu Is the focus of this dissertation. Klukshu village Is situated 
on the Klukshu River at the outlet of K1ukshu Lake. Klukshu River, also referred to as the 
Unanhlnl River (McClellon 1975:186)~ flows south approxlmotely 20 miles to Join the 
Tatshenshlnl River near Dolton Post (FIgure 3.3). The village lies at an elevation of 2,295 
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feet In a valley between two mountain ranges; to the west are the southern limits of the 
Kluane Ranges (elevation 7.130 teet) and to the east Is the northern extension of the 
Coastal Mountains (elevation 5,725 feet). The village Itself Is situated on a brood open 
meadow of approximately 50 acres. Its eastern boundary Is the Klukshu River, which at 
this location Is no wider than 15 feet across, and relatively shallow (about 3.5 feet 
deep depending on run-off from the mountains and rainfall). It Is bounded on the 
other three sides by boreal forest which encroaches onto the meadow. The edges of 
the meadow are fringed by poplar and water birch. Alder covers the banks of the 
river where there has been little human activity. Several abandoned cabins and the 
small cemetery are hidden by foliage In the summer. The soli at Klukshu Is very poor 
with only a thin layer of humus (c. 1·3 Inches thick) underlain by sorted river and 
glacial cobbles. In separate pits which were dug at Klukshu, cultural artifacts were 
found only In the first three Inches. 

Nesketaheen Is on Village Creek about 2 miles from Its confluence with the 
Tatshenshlnl River. It Is also In an open meadow. Dalton Post Is a trading post first 
opened around 1894 when Jack Dolton, an American trader, decided to do some 
direct trading with the Southern Tutchone. It Is located on the banks of the Tatshenshlnl 
at Its confluence with the Klukshu River. The last settlement. Nuqulk. Is located on 
Detour Creek In British Columbia where It Joins the Tatshenshlnl River. It functioned as a 
village for both the Southern Tutchone and the Nuquas, who might have been a 
remnant coastal population. 

The territory of the Champagne band ranges In elevation from 1900 feet to 
2500 feet above seo level. It Is bordered on the north by an unnamed 3000 foot peak 
In the foothills of the Kluane Range. To the east are the Boundary Mountains which rise 
to a height of 6000 feet. To the west and south the Tatshenshlnl River cuts through the 
A1sek and Squaw Ranges on Its way to the confluence with the Alsak, which drains Into 
the Paclflc Ocean. Mountain glaciers are evident on all of the high peaks within the 
Saint Elias Mountains, and glaciers such as the Fisher and the Lowell have periodically 
closed the drainage of the Alsek River, damming the water flow to form great lakes In 
the Shakwak and tributary valleys (Johnson and Roup 1964:16). Pleistocene Lake 
.Champagne flooded port of the southwest Yukon before the advent of Hyplthermal, 
though the southern section has not yet been extensively studied by glaciologists. 

The Tatshenshlnl Itself, which defines ,the southam border of the area, Is a large, 
shollow. hlghly~bralded river choked with erosional debris. It lies In a relatively broad 
flood plain unt1llt reaches the A1sek Ranges ten to fifteen miles downstream from Its 
confluence with the Klukshu, where It hos cut a deep canyon. 

The southernmost sectton of the Champagne band territory can be divided Into 
three types of environmental sirota: flood plain. river terraces and alluvial slopes. Most 
of the sur1ace soliS are flne·textured slits, Interspersed locally with till, outwash gravels 
end sand. The vegetatton In the area can be grossly divided Into two types: 
grassland·meadows and forests. The band settlements are located In these 
grassland~meadows, which are cleorly visible as large breaks In the boreal forest 
when viewed from rldgetops overlooking the valley I Also on gently slQplng terraces 
within the area, there ore several grassland areas growing In marsh·llke cOnditions In 
shallow depressions. Indicative of places where ponds used to exist. ' 
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Flora .of the Chamoogne Bond Area 

For the most part the species of grass (GRAMlNEAE) and sedge (CVPERACEAE) 
are all species of the boreal forest. The margins of the meadows ore edged and 
broken here and there by clumps of willow ~ spil, groves of trembling aspen 
(pQPulu~ tremQloJdes) end balsam poplar (Popylus balsam fOrm.). In summer these 
grasslands are ablaze with flowering herbs Inctudlng flreweed (Epilibium SP')I Jacob's 
Ladder (Polemonlum Qcutlflorum), Bear root rH~d¥sqrum sp.) etc. 

Forests cover mo:st of the oreo ond range from dense, heavy stands of spruce 
to open parkland groves of trees. The fores'ts of the Shakwok Valley are simple In 
species composition; 'out of a total of ' seven species of trees found, excepting willow, 
only four speCies or sub-spa,eles are common In the area. These Include white spruce 
(Plese glauco var. Albertina). Porslld spruce (Pleea" glauco var. Porslldll, balsam 
poplar (Populus balsamifera) and trembling aspen. Except for the grasslands and 
marshlands previously mentioned, the river valleys In the southem area ore forested up 
to the timberline on the neighboring slopes at 3,000 to 4,000 feet (Johnson and Roup 
1964:84). The white spruce was found to be the most common species, growing In all 
kinds of forest sites from dry sand ond grovel outwash plains to swampy muskegs. It 
was found on s,andy ridges overlooking the Tatshenshlnl River and on the west-toeing 
slopes with a high permafrost table. The spruce forest Is variable In terms height. 
spacing end other accompanying species. 

Tall straight spruce (c. 70 feet) were found on the flood plain mixed with 
-balsam poplar. Because new deposits often form with shlfttng river channels. balsam 
poplar Is usually the colonizing species lasting through one generatton to be 
succeeded by spruce. Scattered willows make up the undergrowth with ma1s of moss 
(LvCQOOslum sp.) and (Selaglnella SP,), There ore trembling aspen of varying ages 
Included with these other species on the flood plain and onto the slopes of the 
terraces. These are characterized as a "weed treelt (Johnson and Raup 19~: 84). A 
relatively short-lived tree, It" Is abundant atter various kindS of dls:turbances, the most 
Important of which Is fire. Fire has probably been a major foctor In ihe life of the -
valley for thousands of yeers. 

Common forest on well<Jralned uplands consists of white spruce (c. 60 feet). 
which have 0 definite taper In their trunKS. Moss and humus thickly cover the ground 
along with. scattered willow, soapberry (Shecaardla canadensis), wild rose ~ 
gclcularls)' bluebell (Mertenslg oonlcylgl. In less well-drolned areas, spruce forests are 
literally choked with thick stands of water birch WeNla o.ccldentallst willow, alder 
(~Ious sp.). Labrador Tea r.Leduro sp. ~ and Jocob1s ladder. On very dry solis the woods 
have a park-like appearance with moss berry (Arctostaphylos Uyg-YIlIl and retndeer 
moss (Clag<;>nlg sp.) and scoftered shrubs. 

On some west-foclng s'lopes within the area there" ore stunted and 1wlsted 
spruces leaning at various angles. Many frees are very old (4.00-500 years) and yet 
ore only 40 feet tall. The solis they grow tn are subject to periodic slumping due to the 
permafrost being very close to 1he surface. The forests for the Southern Tutchone have 
provided abundant building materials tor structures thet ranged from brush shelters to 
large spruce log cabins. They provided wood for tuel as well as' tools and traps. 
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EnVIIQnm.gnt{The Alshlhlk Bond 

The physiography of the northern area of the S'outhern Tutchons; where, the 
A1shlhlk bqnd lived, Is quite different (Figure 3.4). Though the Alshlhlk people, 
abandoned their village In 1968, families have continued to use the land. Alshlhlk has 
o long history, with the earliest date of 3100 B.P. at the Chlml site. one holf mile north 
of the village at Alshlhlk (Workman 1966). The name Alshlhlk Is derived trom' the 
Tutchone ~ (tall hanging down) (McClellan 1975 :30). It refers to the many 
caribou passing by. The territory of the band lies between Alshlhlk Lake. a huge. 70 km 
long lake draining Into the Alshlhlk rtver and eventually Into the Alsek River. and Kluone 
Lake, another lorge lake, to the west whlch .dralns Into the Yukon River. To the eost and 
north. the Nlsling and Nordensklold rivers mark the territorial boundaries. 

The territory lies at the western end of the Kluane Plateau. The plateau Is 
subdivided Into two basins separated by the RUby and Nlsllng Mountalns. The Alshlhlk 
Basin Is a large roiling depression between 4000 and 5000 feet sloping gently to the 
northeast. Only a few Isolated mountains with elevations over 6000 feet are present 
(Workman 1978:8). It Is not markedly dissected except for a few widely separated 
valleys (c.3000 teet)(Bostock 1948:72). Sekulman Lake Is west of Alshlhlk. It Is similar In 
shape though not as long. Sekulman drains Into Gladstone creek which flows Into 
Kluane lake and the Yukon drainage. The uplands of the Ruby and Nlsllng Ranges 
reach elevations of 8000 feet and 6000 feet respectively. The Ruby Range serves as a 
divider be1ween A1shlhlk Lake and Kluane Lake. 

ElOra of the Alshlhlk Band Areg 

The boreal forest as described for the Champagne area, also covers much of 
the territory of the Alshlhlk band. The white spruce Is the most abundant with the black 
spruce' [Pleee marlanal one of the most common species In the American boreal 
forest. It Is found at only 0 few locof1ons. north of Kluane Lake and at the head of 
Tolbot Arm (Workman 1978:14). The salls on the mountain slopes bordering the valley 
are much like the well<:trclned salls on the VOlley floor and are otten open and 
Interspersed with small prairies or grasslands (Johnson and Roup 1964:88). SmoJI 
grassy openings In the forest In the dry, south~faelng bluffs of the major lakes are 
common. Two~thlrds of the grasses have wide ranges In boreal Amerlca~ while the 
other are also known In the arctic tundra of Alaska (Johnson and Roup 1964:89-92). 
The grasslands grade Into one another depending on differences In soli and moisture. 
The'most common types are on drier ground and Include Pog glguCQ and 
Calamaarostis purpurascens Interspersed with some sedge (Cqrex flilofoial and sage 
f8rtQO)I§lg trlQtdo). There ere also over thlr1y species of secondary significance 
ranging from willows to roses. The areas with more moisture support AgroQ.Vron 
tTachycaulum and E§!W~ ruQrg. Interspersed with clumps of wlilows t groves of 

. trembling aspens. and various flowering herbs. 

At nJgher elevations on the Ktuane Plateau_ grasslands merge Into tundra with 
species common to both Including Promls pumoelllanus vor. grctlgus. FetuCQ gltalcg. 
AgroOVIOO yukonenss-.l and Agroovron alaskanum (Johnson and Raup 1964:89-92). 

Tundra Is outside of the limits of the Dezadeash· Shakwak valley In the 
na.lghborlng mountains and sections of the Alshlhlk- Basin above timberline. In this 
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area the timberline Is at 3500 to 4000 teet and has a considerable number of species 
which are ItBerlnglan- (Johnson and Roup 1964: 99). Most of the tundra In the 
mountain region was established on ancient, non·glaclated surfaces (Johnson and 
Roup 1964:99). The moisture available In the soli affects the species composition with 
drier tundra supporting lichens rUchenes spp.). mosses [Lycopodium spp .. Selgglnlnello 
spp.) and planis of the heath family rErlcacaoe). Undrained depressions are made up 
of large tussocks of cotton-grass [Edoohorum vaglnatum spp.) (Johnson and Roup 
1964:104). These grasslands and tundra provided forage for many lorge mommals. 

Although the data presented on the geology. topography and flora ora 
qualitative, they do provide Important Information useful In considering plant-anlmal 
relattonshlps. The plant communlHes support many herb and shrub plants which In 
tum are food for many kinds of animals. Though many of the animals are ubiquitous 
over the Champagne/AJshlhlk area, some species are more prevalent In certain 
environments. The avallablll1y of some species In an area Is noted In the following 
description used by either the Champagne or Alshlhlk band. 

Fauna 

Mammals 

Two major food animals of the Southern Tutchone In recent generations have 
been the caribou (Ranolter arct1cus osbom!. Ranaltar arcttcus stonelJ and the moose 
rAlces alces). The caribou has been a major resource of the Alshlhlk band while ·the -. 
moose Is a major resource of the Champagne/Klukshu people. In general the caribou 
herds range south In the summer and north In the winter. Ranglfer arctlcus stonel 
constituted huge herds that ranged as tar south as Whitehorse as recently os 1932, 
summering between the Yukon and Tanana Rivers (Workman 1978:16). Indian tradition 
reports that they used to blacken the Ice of Kluane and Alshlhlk Lakes. While 
essentially mountain creatures, they often concentrated on the divides be1ween the 
river systems (McClellan 1975:108; Henshaw 1970:389; Rond 1945:72-82; Tanner 
1966:50). Browsers, they rely on lichens ond a varle1y of mosses. willows ond grasses. 
The large herds no longer exist but small numbers are found In the high country. 

During the end of the last oentury caribou began to decrease In numbers~ 
being replaced by moose moving north from British Columbia and south from the 
middle Yukon River (McClellan 1975:108). The reason for this Is not completely known. 
Intensive hunt1ng of caribou by the Gold Rush miners deflnltely contributed to their 
popula11on decrease. It Is possible that the Increase of browsing areas for moose was 
a consequence of fires or climatic changes. Peterson (1955:14·18) has suggested 
drastic changes In moose ranges In the north over the last 100 years. Moose 
ava lIa bill 1y , locations and movements which vary In cycles longer than a year are only 
poorly 'unders1ood by sclenttsts. An area rich In moose one year may well be barren 
the next. Oscillation of the size of the moose populatIon Is a critical determinant of Its 
availability In an area. Though oscillations for several Arctic and Subarctic speCies are 
well known, Higgins (n,d.) has commented on the lack of documented explanat10ns of 
such oscillations. Also the role of predation by wolves on moose has Jed to different 
conclusions on the fluctuatlons of moose numbers (See Smith 1975; Walsberg 1976). 
Oscillations In moose populations In cycles of 50 to 60 years have been suggested 
(HIggins n.d.). 
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The Intensity of browsing by moose was noted by Douglas (1974) In a large 
area (3100 square km) of the To1shenshlnl·Alsek River drainage. The major shrub 
browsed by moose In this region are willow, especially (Salix glguco) and white birch 
(Betula glondulosa) (Douglas 1974:2527). These shrubs and Rocky Mountain fescue 
(Festuco saxlmontang) are Important components of community types In the montane 
zone cnd are also major domlnonts In the sut>alplne zone which provides part of the 
moose summer range. The most Intensively browsed sample areas In the region ore In 
the Sockeye Lake area along the Haines Rood from the Dezadeash River to just south 
of Kathleen Lake. The Bates Lake and Dezadeash River valley (within 3 to 4 miles of 
the highway) showed Indications of moderate browsing. 111e latter area Is used by 
moose mainly during the winter, since the extensive marsh and fen communl11es along 
the river provide an ample summer food source for the moose (Douglas 1974:2527). 
To the west ot'Dezadeash and around Klukshu Lake, Douglas noted low browsing 
lntensltles for moose. This may be less a function of plant-communIties than the Intensl1y 
of native and non11atlve hunting In these areas. Moose continues to be the single 
most Important game animal for the Champagne band. 

In the nearby mountaIn ranges Doll sheep (Oyls.dallll and mountain goat 
(Oregrnnos amerlcanusl exist, or did exist. In the last 200 yeors. McClellan (1975:120) 
believes that mountain sheep were Important to all Southern Tutchone bonds before 
moose moved Into the area In large numbers. They were especially Important to those 
Tutchone bands who did not have easy access to summer salmon runs. In lote August 
sheep were hunted by the A1shlhlk band. McClellan saw "QOod numbers of sheep 
being dried at a hunting camp on K1uane Lakeli (1915:120). Sheep can be found In 
bands of 50 or more on steep-sided canyons or uplands (Rand 1945:84; Henshaw 
1970:389). These sheep have also been known to displace or run off caribou herds In 
marginal hobltats (Henshaw 1970:-390). 

Sheep Mountain Is a range at the southwestern end of Kluane Lake where 
numbers of sheep can be seen Iowan the slopes at various times of the year. They 
con also be found In the Ruby and NlsUng Ranges to the north (Muller 1967:4), Today 
sheep are shot with high-powered rifles. In the past they were driven down Into snares 
by several men, Sheep were then shot with a bow and arrow (McClellan 1975:121). 
Meat wos either dried In fall campSj eaten fresh or cached frozen In the winter. O1her 
sheep producis were also used O.e., sheep horn and WOOl). 

The mountain goat Is a larger onlmol, and more scarce In the southwest Yukon, 
appearln.g only In the very steep Saint Elias Range (Rand i945:86). It was also snared. 
The wool o~ the mountain goat was traded to the Chllkat lllngit for weaving their 
famous blankets (Emmons 1907:4), Goat was less Important os 0 food anlmol thon 
sheep. 

Douglas (1974) also noted the Intensl1y of browsing for the snowshoe hare 
(lepus omerlcanusl. If was low In only three areas: Dezadeash Lake, Sockeye and 
Bates Lakes. studies of snowshoe hare have been continuing for the southwest Yuk,on 
by Krebs (personal communlcaflon), wIth counts token at various locations from 
Burwash landing to 0 small Island on the west side of the Dezadeash Lake. 
Populaftons of snowshoe hares are known to vary cyclically In the north (Krebs 
1972:251); within the Yukon a seven- year cycle has been discovered. Peak 
popula11ons were In 1981-82; and 0 subsequent population crosh In 1984 
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(Gllbert:personal communication). When abundant they are available year round. 
but are especially Important to the Champagne people In the late wlnte.r and early 
summer. 

Douglas (1974) also noted browsing by four other species In the area: block 
bear rUrsus amerlcanusl. grizzly bear (Ursus arctost red squirrel rramlasclurus 
hudsoolcus] and orctlc ground squirrel (Cltellus undulatus). One of the most abundant 
mammals In the southwest Yukon Is the arctic ground squirrel. It Is present In almost 
every plant community type and Is absent only from communities with a consistently 
high water table. The highest densities occur In herb. shrub and deciduous forest 
types (Douglas 1974:2528). Their populations also fluctuate cyclically, (Krebs 1972:303). 
A small orea may contain many burrows of these one to two pound rodents In a 
colony-like setting. They hibernate for approximately seven months from October to 
May. Tradltlonally they are snared In mid-May and again In late summer/early tall 
when the animals are fattes1 and their skins are In the best condition. 

other mammals of small body size Include: marten (Martes americana)' mink 
(Mustela ylslon)' otter (Lutra canadensis), and weasel (Mustela spp.). muskrat (OndatTa 
zlbethlcal, and various mice and moles. Animals of medium body size Include fox 
(yulpes spp.), beaver (Castor lupls). porcupine (Erethzan dorsgtum) and coyote (Cgnls 
lotrans). Almost all the carnivores continue to be trapped for fur by the Southem 
Tutchone. 

Few birds In the southwest Yukon are economically Important. though certain 
speCies have ceremonial or symbolic value. Only those used by the Southern 
Tutchone for food will be discussed. Spruce grouse (Canachltes canadensis) Is 
common In boreal forest, but tluc1tJates periodically. Now It Is frequently shot along 
the highway In the early morning and Icte evenings when It g09S to the road to obtain 
gravel. In the past It was shot with a bunting arrow (McClellan 1975:168). This Is also 
true of the ruffed grouse (Bonasa umbellus) which Is far less common In the area. Both 
were also taken with snares either tethered on felled brush or snored with simple loop 
at the end of a long pole. The birds ore quite docile, especially In winter (McClellan 
1975:168). 

WIllow ptarmigan (LaQopus Iggoous) Is common In upland areas on the tundra 
I~ the summer. migrating to the valleys In the late winter (McClellan 1975:168). Rock 
ptarmigan (Lagopus mytyslls found In the mountains, above the treeline, and Is less 
common In the area. These birds were snared In the same way as grouse or driven 
Into nets In the winter (McClellan 1975:168). 

Waterfowl (Anserlformes). Including many species of swans, geese and ducks 
are plenttfulln the southwest Yukon on a seasonal basis. They are no longer frequently 
killed and were not heavily relied upon In the past TheV may. however, have. been 
Important In the spring. Duck eggs were gathered at that 11me especlolly around 
Dezadeash Lake (O'Leary field notes:1978). Some ducks were snared along the water. 
One ceremonial object. a drinking tube made from the wing bone of a swan, was 
given to girls reaching puberty (McClellan 1975:169). All waterfowl were eaten fresh; 
none were preserved for storage. 
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The area also contains an abundance of fish In the many rivers and lakes. 
According to Undsey (1975:2367) most of the species In the Aisek River probably 
entered early trom the Yukon River, during the time of Glacial Leke Champagne (e, 
13.500 B.P.), Some species of whitefish are absent from the Aisek but present In Kluane 
Lake. As the drainage for Kluone has reversed Itself. perhops these did not reach the 
headwaters early enough to be Involved In the water reversal, Also northern pike 
(Esox lu_clus) occurs In no other Pacific slope system, but Is found In the Aisek River and 
In Dezadeash, Pins, Alshlhlk and Frederiok Lakes. Three species of whlteflsh 
rprosQplum cvllndraC8um, f. coulterl. and CQreggoy§ clUpea formls) are found In the 
Aisek River system. Slimy sculpin (Cott,ys gggnatu$), Arctic grayling rThvmolius artlcus), 
Northern sucker fCotostomus_ catostomus),. and" fresh water burbat (Lata Iota) olso are 
found in the drainage. Occurring In several lakes and tributaries are Dolly Varden 
char CS"qlvellnus malmo) and Lake trout rSalvellnus ngmaycush) (Undsey 1975:2368). 
Of "the four species of salmon listed by Undsey (1975). only the presence of chum 
salmon (Oncorhynchus ketg) Is not conflrmed by Canadian Qovernment fisheries 
personnel (D.F.E. 1977:1). The other species of salmon which exist within the territory of 
the Champagne band are king or chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshowvtschal. coho 
(0, klsutch) and sockeye (0. nerkg) (D.F,E 1977:1). Both SOCkeye and onadromous runs 
of steelheod trout (Onchorynchus myklss) now ascend the Totshenshlnl River to Its 
headwaters, but neither have anadromous runs which ascend the main Alsek River 
and reach the Shakwak Trench (Smith at 011989). But It Is clear that both earlier 
penetrated the upper ports of the watershed; non· anodromous populations of Q. 
~ persist In Sockeye, Kathleen and Frederick Lokes; O. myklss In Ko1hleen and 
Rolnbow Lokes (Undsey 1975:2369). The most recent blockage of the main Aisek River 
by the Lowell" Glacier (c. 125 years ago) exterminated the anadromous runs of both 
these flsh and they have not been re-establish ed, though the non-migratory 
populations have survived. Wynne-Edwards (1947) and O'Leary (field notes:1978) have 
collected Indian legends which tell of salmon being plentiful In the upper A1sek system 
a few generations ago. 

Though rainbow trout were reported to have been planted In the Alshlhlk River 
during the cOnstructlon of the Alaska Highway (1942 - 1943), Wynne~Edwards (194'7) 
found them well-estobUshed In the Dezadeash and Aisek river systems at that time. 

Recent studies by the Canadian Department of Fisheriesl beginning In 1976 
until the present, document the numbers and species of salmon present In the Klukshu 
River and a few other minor drainages of the TatshenshlnllAlsek system. lhese data 
provide excellent quantttot1ve Information for one of 'the mosf Important resources for 
the Champagne bond. 

The Alshlhlk band did not have the same access to salmon. These fish" "were 
present only In the northern pert of the Southam Tutchone territory In the Nlsllng River 
and other Yukon drainages which marl< the border of the Northern Tutchone area. 
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CHAPnR IV 

HISTORY AND ARCHAIOLOGY OF THE SOUTHERN TUTCHONE 

Population 

At on ethnollngulst1c conference held In 1984 In Vancouver. British Columbia, It 
was estimated that there are approximately 500 Tutchone speakers In the Yukon; this 
Included both Northern and Southem Tutchone (Jackson, personal communication). 
Statistics available In 1977 on band populaflons list 125 ChampagneJAlshlhlk band 
members, Including Kloo lake people and Hutchl people; Burwash Landing or Kluane 
band had 6S 'people (Lysyk, Bohmer cnd Phelps 1977). McClellan (1975:20) lists six 
Southern Tutchone bands In 1950 which made their -headquarters" at Lake Laberge, 
Hutchl. Champagne, AJshlhlk, Kloo Lakei ond Burwosh Landing (Figure 4.1). She 
reports that by 1950 there were -not more than 200 to 300 Indians In an area of 22.000 
square miles" (McClellan ~975:20), Historic populotion data on on the number of 
Southem Tutchone Is scant. Population figures compiled by the Indian Agency for 
1944 listed 64 Indians at Champa,gne, 40 at Alshlhlk. "one family" at Hutch!. 49 at 
Burwash Landing and 20 at Kloo Loke (McClellan 1975:20). 

In the past. there have been epidemics of smallpox, measles and Influenza 
Induced by both direct ,and Indirect contacts with whites ofter ,their arrival In the 
nineteenth century. ThIs has, reduced the numbers of Southern Tutchone. Howeveri all 
researchers ore In agreement that the population of this tribe was always small 
(McClellan 1975:20; Workman 1977:77: MocNelsh 1964:461), 

Chronology of Early White Contact 

Robert Campbell of the Hudson's Bay Company 'was one of the earrlest 
explorers Into the central Yukon. He opened 0 post at Fort Selkirk In 1848 and' 
considered the Indians In that area to be 'Wood Indians" (Compbell 1958:68.81). 
McClellan (1975:22) feels that these were Northern Tutchone. though there may hove 
been some SOuthern Tutchone families who frequented the oree. Doll's later research 
on the area located "0 group on the shore of a river heading near the Chllkat, but' 
flowing In the opposite direction and failing Into the Lewes River near Lake Laberge
(Doll 1877:33). This Included part of the eastern range O'f the Southem Tutchone. He 
wrote: 

These people are bold and enterprising, great traders and ot great 
Intelligence. They carry goods brought from the Chllkoht Kwan (who do 
not allow them to descend the Chllkaht RJver) to the Yukon, where they 
trade with the Crows and Nehcunees. They appear to be a numerous 
peoplei but have never mlxed with the whltesi except on a few 
occasions at Fort Selkirk ... 
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Doll flrst called these people the Chlikaht·Teno but Icier called them the 
BNehauanees of the Chllkat River," He later 'grouped these people with what McClellan 
believes are either the Taglsh or Inland Tllnglt and called them Kun-un-ah or "Stick 
Indians", Kun-un-ah Is a Tllnglt word, gunene (stranger) and It applies to all Interior 
Indians (McClellan 1975:22]. The term "Stick" Is the Chinook word for wood. (Chinook 
was the lingua franca trade language on the coast.) When pressed to answer the 
question "what klnd of Indian are you?" older Indians will sometimes answer -stick 
Indian- (O'Leary field notes 1977). References In the subsequent literature use gunana 
or sticks, until the term Tutchone became accepted by anthropologists (Osgood 1936). 

Other documentation of the southwest Yukon occurs In. the form of explorers' 
notes and popular arHcles. In 1869, George Davidson elicited geographical 
Information from Chief Kohklux, an Imprisoned 11lnglt chief at Klukwan, near Haines, 
Alaska (DavIdson 1901). Kohklux was persuaded to draw a map of the southwest 
Yukon with the route to and from Fort Selkirk at the Juncffcn of the Pelly and Lewes 
rivers. Fort Selkirk had been set up as a trading post for the Hudson's Bay Company by 
Robert campbell for trade with the Northern Tutchone, The 11lnglt chief and his 
followers destroyed the post In 1852 because they feared It would ruin their monopoly. 
Some researchers believe that it might have been Kohklux' father who actually 
conducted the raid (Johnson 1984:13). 

Included on this map was the village of Nesketaheen, placed between an 
unnamed stream with a small lake as Its source (VIllage Creek) and the ·Una-heena· 
river, now called the Klukshu River, ·Dalton's Pos1· Is written on the map by Davidson, 
underneath the word Nesketaheen. This must have been wrlHen after 1890, as Dalton 
did not enter the area until then. and Davidson worked on his map until ~ 898. Other 
Southern Tutchone villages are not marked on the map but Klukshu, Hutchl rHootchal-) 
and Alshlhlk Lake are all located. Three other villages are marked along the 
Tatshenshlnl River (called on Davidson's map, the ·AII-segh·), They are '11n-chor-han· 
or .. or -Hut, Russian s1yle log hut" on the west bank of the Tatshenshlnl described by 
Koklux, and further south two Sflck villages which may have been Inhabited by the 
Southern Tutchone. 

Aurel Krause, a sclentlst-explorer, traveled Into the Chllkat Pass area of Alaska 
~ In June of 1882. He was gufded by two lllngits who Jealously did not want to show him 

their trade routes Into the Interior. They took him only as for as Lake Arkel (now 
Kusawa) which lies co, 30 miles east of Nesketaheen. Later another trip to the Alsek 
River was similarly foiled by 11lnglt guides (Arthur Krause 1882:318-25; Aural Krause 
1885:6). 

The most complete and earliest historic report was made by E.J. Glove. He was 
a member of the Alaskan expedition sponsored by Frank leslie's lIIustroted Newsooper 
In 1890. During the summer of 1890 he visited the southwest Yukon, He first met a 
Southern Tutchone family at Frederick Lake Just east of K1ukshu Lake. Glove wrote: 

The party was composed of one old IndlanJ his squaw and young son. 
Attar a while two other small boys made their appearance and we 
learned that these two little fellows had been startled at our unusual 
appearance. 
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The old man was dressed In 0 shirt of old blanket of many colors and 
patches. with moccasins, socks and pants In one garment made of 
dressed moose-hide. 

The little camp was situated In a forest clearing. An old cotton sheet 
patched with buck.sldn. raised to the weather. formed their only shelter 
from wind and rain, under which was stored their bundles of skins and 
furs. blankets and muskets. A large 1wo gallon ttn serving as the family 
saucepan was full of fish. and boiling over the campfire. On the bushes 
around the camp their fish were hanging In the breeze to dry. (Glove 
1890: 266). 

It was this group which led Glove and his companion Jack Dolton to 
Nesketaheen which he described as the ·Headquarters ·ot the Guana or Stick Indians" 
(Glove 1890:310). Nesketaheen served as a major salmon fishing camp for the 
Champagne/Klukshu people. The other major fish camp was Klukshu, which Is the 
focus of this dissertation. Nesketaheen was also a trading center for the coastal T1lnglt 
and Southern Tutchone. The TIlnglt held a monopoly. trading European/American 
goods for Southem Tutchone furs. 

The following year (1891), Glove returned with Jack Dalton as a partner. Dolton 
later become a notoriOus entrepreneur during the gold rush and founded several 
trading posts In Tutchone country. Glove's report, though biased, presents sketches of 
nineteenth century, Southem Tutchone life which are historically valuable. 

Glove also visited the site of Klukshu village, which from the rotten posts of 
-former houses- and e)CtenSlve cutting of the forest around the village attested to what 
Glave believed was a former occupation by a large populotton (Glove 1890:286). 
Glove and Dalton also met Indians from Hutchl and A1shlhlk bands. though It seems 
they did not visit either of the villages. 

The two explorers also visited the abandoned site of Nuqulk, which was being 
used as a fish camp by the people of Nesketaheen In the spring of 1890. Glove 
claims Nuqulk was the village of an old coast tribe called 1he Nuo Quas who were 
looking for flint to make tools (Glove 1890:376). Archeological survey In 1978 
recognized a series of mlcroblade quarries In the Auriol Range within Kluane National 
Park. This mountain Is referred to as -Flint Mountain- by older Southern Tutchone 
consultants (O'Leary 1980). 

By the time Glove and Dalton reached these Southern Tutchone settlements In 
the 1890's, the Indians had acquired many of the goods of white society (cloth, metal 
utensils, guns, tea, etc.) even though they had not sean whites In their territory and 
we.re prevented by the TlIngl15 from visiting the coast to trade directly. The name for 
whites was -little faces· because of the small area of clean skin surrounded by the 
bushy whiskers which were wom by white men In that period. When Glove and Dalton 
brought packhorses Into the villages of Nesketaheen on their second trip, the Indians 
hid their drying fish and meat from what they believed to be huge dogs (Glove 
1892:675). . 

Sometime between 1692 and 1896, Jack Datton retumed to a site one mile 
south of Nesketaheen to build his trading post, Dalton's Post. He traded here most1y 
with Indian clients and later with white prospectors whom he charged for using his 
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"Dolton Trail." which was actually the Tllnglt/Southern Tutohone 1radlng troll. He also 
built a store at Pleasant Camp, north Of Haines, Alasko. This later become a Northwest 
Mounted Police Post In 1898 (MCClellan 1975:23). A policeman was also stationed at 
Dalton Post In the last years of the nineteenth century. Inspector A.M. Jarvis reported 
that Nesketaheen hod a population which numberad between 100 and 150 paople 
(JoNls 1899:104: Wood 1899:41). By 1904 the population had been reduced to 69 In 
the official census (Wood 1905:19). tt Is not known If this census counted only the 
native population or Included whites: DeCline In population of the area 'around Dalton 
Post was encouraged when the British Columbia-Yukon border was established In 
1908, because Yukon Indians were no longer allowed to hunt In British Columbia which 
lies less than 15 mUss south of their village. McClellan feels that the bulk of the 
Nesketaheen/Dalton Post population moved to the present s.ettlement of Champagne 
when Jack Dahon built a hew post there In 1902 (McClellan 1975:), 

In 1898, a "tourist- named Henry Dow Banks of Springfield. Massachuset1s 
undertook a trip Into the southwest Yukon and took a series of photographs at 
Nesketaheen, .Klukshu cnd the surrounding area (Banks 1898), He left no written record 
of his travels except the subtitles to his pictures. One picture token at Nesketohesn 
shows a group of Indians dressed In Conadlan clothing stand'ng In front 01 a large 
coast-type plank house, Informants recognized some at these people as coastal men 
who had token Southern Tutchone wives (O'Leary field notes 1979). At Nesketaheen. 
Glave describes a dozen houses of varying sizes (Glove 1890:310). The 1979 
Nesketahean Village Preservation and Survey Project (NVPSP) recorded thirteen·· 
structures, one of which was free-standing (Oteary 1980). 

In the winter of 1898 Arthur Thompson made a trip In the Yukon. visiting Dolton 
Post, There he and his party stayed at the store of Ike Martin, who was employed by 
Dalton. The store "traded primarily with the Stick Indians, whose village lay nearly a 
mile downstream to the west· (Thompson 1925: 107). Thompson's brief descr1ptlon of 
the village as he passed through It on the troll north Is In agreement with Glove's 
description and Bank's photos. . 

The trail wos quickly ond roughly mapped by J,J. MacArthur In the summer of 
1897 (MacArthur 1898). In ihe winter of 1897-1898 there were reports of starvation In 
the Klond'ke 'gold fields near Dawson. To relieve the miners, the American government 
purchased domestic reindeer and their Lapland herders to send over the Dalton Troll. 
Upon reaching the Klondike, holt the herd had escaped or died and the famine was 
over (Coutts 1980:16). In later years, other livestock, mainly cattle were driven on the 
trail. These drives were stili remembered by some of the older people of the 
Chompagne/Alshlhlk band. 

During the rush to the Klondike gold fields, 300 persons landed In the spring of 
1898 at Disenchantment aay at the mouth of 1he, Aisek. By the spring of 1899, not more 
than a dozen of these same men reached Dalton Post on the Totshenshlnl after 
struggling up fhe river and over the most formidable glaciers In North America (Brooks 
1900:353). 

Some Information Is available on post-1900 gold mining operottons In the crea. 
There was a great Influx of Indian people Into the southern range of the Southem 
Tutchone when a Nesketaheen resident named Paddy Duncan found gold at Squaw 
(Oollls) Creek In ~927 (KIndle 1953:265). Sub-sequent mining occurred· In tributaries of 
the Aisek and Tatshenshlnl In the 1930's and 40's. 
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Anthrooologlggi Research 

No other substantive research was done In the Southem TutChone area until 
anthropological studies began with the work of Frederica DeLoguna among "the 
TIlnglt of southeast Alaska. Her book briefly Invest1gates frade and marriage relations 
between the TIlnglt and the Interior Athapaskans, Including Southern Tutchone 
(D'eLaguna 1'972:90), Quoting Glove os c source, DeLaguno writes (1972;90) 

parties down Dry Bey [Alaska] must have known the way up the Aisek 
and Tatshanshlnl to Wesketaheen, the great natlve'tradlng center ... 

Weskefoheen Is the nome given to Nesketoheen on the orlglnol Canada 
Geolo.gleol Survey (CGS) maps. It Is not known why the name was changed on the 
CGS map, DeLaguna also claims that Nesketaheen was a center for the trading of 
native copper which was obtained from the White River, tar to the northwest. Some 
copper was taken to the Chllkot TIlnglt and some was taken down the Aisek to Dry Bay 
to the Yakutat TUnglt. 

The most complete study, to date, of the Southern Tutchone Is CatharIne 
MCClellan's My Old People Say, Her book Is a classic ethnography of the Sbuthern 
Tutchone. Taglsh and Inland Tllnglt, In her book Nesketaheen Is referred to as 0 "big 
cliy ,.,thousands of years old" by the Southern lutchone lriformonts who talked with 
McClellan (1975:26). These same Informants Identlfled more than half of 1he 
Indlvlduols pictured In Gloves article as relatives or acquaintances. McClellan claims 
that the population at Nesketaheen was probably a mixture of Southern Tutchone and 
Tllnglt. She relates a story of an earlier settlement, also mentioned by Glove, called 
Nuqulk. This 'settlement was nearly devastated by a suspected smallpox epidemic In 
the mld·nlnete,enth century. Some of the survivors may hove gone to Nesketoheen. It 
was these people (both from Nuqulk and Nesketaheen) as well as others who became 
members of the present day Champagne/Alshlhlk band. McClellen's work with 
Informants on Southern Tutchone culture In 1he lost thirty years provides 1tae baseline for 
present and future anthropological studies In 1he oreo. 

Tbe prehistoriC Past 

The archaeological Investigations Into the Southern Tutchone territory hove 
been scattered. They usually Involved survey and limited test pitting. The earliest 
archaeological work In the Yukon, by Johnson and Roup, was done otter 1he 
completion of the Alaska Highway In 1944 and 1948. The survey concentrated on the 
Dezadeash, Kluane and Shokwok volleys. The basic purpose of this work was the 
reconstruction of the landscape In which archaeological cultures had developed, with 
on emphasis on collecttng get>botanlcOl and paleoenvtronmental data. FortY sites 
were. lOcated during the two seasons' work (Johnson and Roup 1964: 4).· Most were 
found In the oree north of Dezadeash River; none In the southern portion of the 
territory. However, Johnson and Roup did visit Dolton Post, where they found "0 
dugout canoe whloh they assumed was from the Poclflc coast'" (Johnson and Roup 
1964:196). Other historic sites were found In the Burwosh Landing oree. 

MacNelsh's arch-aeologlcol work In the Yukon began In 1957. His crew 
fleld-checked Johnson and Roup's sites and covered 0 more extenstve 'orea than just 
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the southwest Yukon. Also ina first stratified sites were excavated with MacNelsh using 
the crucial chronological slgnlflcance of the soli zones, which had been previously 
determined by the earlier researchers. 

It was MacNelsh who put together the first southwest Yukon archaeological 
chronology based on relative dating techniques. He considers some of the layers of 
excavated sites and single period sites to be ·components·. A component being 
defined as lia single occupation by a single cultural group· (MacNelsh 1964:204), 
However, when sites were compared and artifacts placed In sequential order, certain 
clustering of 1ypes of artlfacts appeared In a number of different components and 
1hese were classified os either ·phases" or "complexes: A phase Is defined as "0 
distinctive cluster of artifacts and traits which occurs at one or more pure, probable or 
possible comPonent sites· (McicNelsh 1964:205)." A clustering of 1ypes or traits which 
appeared only In one or more possible or probable components. Is called a complex, 
A complex Is therefore a tentative phase (MacNelsh 1964:205). 

Direct Southern Tutchone ancestors are most clearly recognized by 
archaeologists In the Lake Bennett Phase (A.D. 1800-19001 but proto-Athapaskan 
history "and prehistory In the southwes1 Yukon dates back to the Kluane phase c. 7,000 
to 10,000 years ago (MacNelsh 1964: 286). 

One of the earliest archaeological sites In the southwest Yukon was the 
Gladstone site (JhVq-1), [National Museum of fv1an Site Designation], found by 
MacNelsh In 1959. Resting on unweathered Kluane slits, MacNelsh named the 
component ·the Kluane complex· which he felt to be port of the Cordilleran tradition 
which Is dated to c. 10,000 B.P. The component consisted of faw artifacts and 
provided no radiocarbon sample. 

By 10,000 B.P., glacial Ice had retreated and Gladal Lake Champagne had 
drained. throwing the entire region open to colonization by plants, animals and man 
(Workman 1978:64). Though colder than at present, there was decreasing mOisture 
and rising temperature. By 7,500 B.P. all1he Berlnlglan megafauna O.e., giant moose, 
mammoth, ground sloth, etc.) were extinct (Guthrie 1968:24). 

Workman (1977:52; 1978:124) has discredited MacNelsh's poorly defined 
Kluane complex, and chose Instead to begin his archaeological chronology with the 
Uitle Arm component. At present th"9 oldest Utfle Arm complex Is dated to 7.195 + /
~oO years ago, as obtained at the Canyon site (JNg-1) (Workman 1977:52). Bison 
bones have been aSSOCiated with this component. It Is the only Important food 
m"ammal In the archaeological record that Is absent from the area today. It Is thought 
to be the Woodland bison (Bison bison athabaskgel. Workman (1978:56) believes that 
It was absent from the grasslands of the upper AJshlhlk valley during the Taye Lake 
Phase (c. 3,000 B.P.). Moose and caribou are present throughout the regional 
archeological record, offen occurring In the same strata cit a slte. One must credit the 
native accounts of the. scarcl1y of moose In the last century. This scarcl1y does not 
seem to be reflected archeologlcally, but the sample size remains verv small. 

Not enough Is known about the UNls Arm component. Most remains suggest 
small group size and short term occupancy of sites, with the exception of the Pelly 
Farms Site (KNd-2) which had a large occupation (MacNelsh 1964:228). These first 
occupants of the area were bison hunters on the grassland of the Dezadeash Valley 
~ho also took some moose and caribou. Their technology Is characterized by 
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mlcroblades, a variety of burlns and geometric, round-based projectile points 
(Workman ~ 977 :51 ). Chronologically, the Uttls Arm component extends Into the 
Paleo·lndlan tradition, but the mlcroblades evidence an ulftmately Asian origin through 
ear,ly Alaskan Industries. 

The Taye Lake phase whtch follows Uftle Arm Is a technology rooted In the 
Northam Archaic tradition of northwest Alaska. Both MacNelsh and Workmon feel that 
this technology Is Intrusive In the southwest Yukon. This phose, dated to c. 5000 years 
B.P., and ttle subsequent Atshlhlk and historic Bennett Lake phase, appear closely 
related to one another. The leye Lake technology does not hove mlcroblades, but 
has abundant large blroces, side- notched projectile points, endscropers and 
unlfaces. There Is alSo a hint of a bone and antler technology (Workman 1917:50). 
Scanty evlden"ce from the Chlnlml site (JJV1-7), a Taye Lake component site, suggests 
that big game hunting was supplemented with fish and birds. Sites can be large and 
rich suggesting that larger groups had a longer term of occupancy. 

At the end of the laye Lake phase and the adVent of the late post-glacial or 
Neo-glaclal. there were several pulses of new .glachJtJon. Kluane Lake reversed Its 
drainage from the Pacific to Bering Sea. Huge lokes covered large oreos of the 
Dezadeash valley. Workman (~978:58) teels that with the formation of the large lakes 
covering the grasslands, bison range was restricted, and the animals became easy 
prey for man, to the point of extinctton. Archaeological faunal samples are so small 
that this remains 0 conJectute. 

Workman (1977:5"1) regards the laye Lake peopte as the technological 
ancestors of the historic Tutchone Inhabitants. He also suggests that the technological 
contlnul1y Implies linguistic contlnul1y. This should be examined In the area to further 
substontlote the Idea 'that the last 5000 years has reflected Athapaskan", or at least 
No"'Den'e prehistory. 

Immediately preceding the contact period with American-Europeans, the 
A1shlhlk phase has Its lower stratigraphic boundary marked by Its poslfton above the 
White River volcanic osh (c. A.D. 700), but It lacks foreign trade goods. It shares traits 
with both the antecedent and subsequent phases, Including artifacts of nat1ve copper. 
Paleoenvironmental date Indicates a cooling trend, and the completion of the present 
spruce forest blome (Workman 1977:49). Sites tend to be small and meager In cultural 
debris compared to Taye Lake. Settlement patterns and subsistence systems were 
similar to Taye Lake with small bands hunting and flshlng on lakes. MacNelsh claims 
that It Is during thls phase thot 0 "new pattem has been added- (MacNelsh ~964:294). 
Some of the bands were senllng during part of the summer, along rivers to catch 
salmon. The evidence for this Is based. howeveri on only one site located along the 
Yukon River (MocNelsh ~ 964:464). 

The Interior streoms and lakes were avallabl"s to salmon as soon as Glacial 
Loke Champagne drained 9,000 years ago (at the latest). Klein (1965) has presented 
evidence that salmon establish themselves as soon as the Ice Is gone. SOlmon were 
thus avollable from the first human oceupaflon of the southwest Yukon, until the onset 
of the Neo.-Gloclol era. They were blocked from the drainage from the first millennium 
B.C. or lote second millennium until 1,500 years ago. From about t500 to o. 400 B.P. 
the Ta1shenshlnllAlsek drainage was accessible to solmon. After 400 B.P. they were 
blocked on several occasions until the last dams burst during the last century 
(Workman 1977:60). Indian legends refer to periods when canoe trips down the 
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Tatsh'snshlnll Aisek took place "undemeoth" the glacier (Deloguna 1972:243; O'Leary 
field notes 1977). Perhaps some episodes of glacial surging did not completely block 
the rivers' course. Archaeological evidence of salmon fishing by the Southern Tutchone 
has not been systematically collected In the region for either historic or prehistoric 
periods. An Intensive survey of the relevant drainages would probably reveal a 
wealth of fish camps. 

The Bennett Lake phase represents the Immediate ancestors of the modern 
Southern Tutchone (c. A.D. 1800- 1900). One excavated site dating to this period. Old 
Alshlhlk village (the moJor settlement of the Alshlhlk band) had a continuous 
occupation until the late 1960s. This phase has evidence of first log cabin villages. the 
replacement of stone and copper tools with Imported metal tools~ and the Influence of 
the fur trade and Its attendant material goods. There Is also evidence of brush camps 
used during moose hunting and deadfalls to trap moose before the advent of the 
musket. caribou corrals and sheep fences along which these anlmols were driven 
were also discovered, Contemporary Tutchone consultants were children during the 
latter port of this period (McClellan 1975: 26; OILeary 1980:17). The Influx of the gold 
prospectors at the turn of the century marks the end at this phase. 

There hove been few wide-ranging su/Veys or exoavatlons since MacNelsh's 
work. The site of Nesketoheen Itself was surveyed In 1972 by two archaeologists 
Robock and Gates. They produ.ced two short unpublished manuscripts were 
completed which emphasize the significance of th.e Inter-cultural trading at ' 
Nesketaheen. However, the results of their archaeolog,lcal work at the site are· 
minimally discussed, A brief sketch map was made of the site and four test pits were 
excavated. They reveal two distinct occupation zones. Dates of only the later 
occupation were ascertained by the few arttfacts dating from 1897 to 1919 (Robeck 
and Gates 1973). Unfortunately, little direct ethnographic Information was elicited 
from Informants by the two anthropol,oglsts. 

A brief cultural Inventory of archaeological and historical Sites was conducted 
In 1974 by the request of the Tourism and Information Branch of the Yukon 
Govemment. Each site was briefly Investigated using existing literature.. In 1978 a 
burial (probably of a Tllnglt shaman) was excavated at a location north of 
Nesketaheen which dated to the late eighteenth/early nineteenth century (Morlan, 
personal communication). 

In the 1960's there were brief Investigations of Dalton Post and Nesketaheen by 
McClellan and Cook (McClellan personal communication). In 1979, an 
ethnoarchaeologlcal survey was undertaken by the Champagne/Alshlhlk band, the 
Nesketaheen Village Survey and Preservation Project (NVSPP). Thirteen historic sites 
were located and an In-depth study was mode of the culture history of Nesketaheen. 
The sUNey revealed evidence of pre-chrlstlan grovesltes (cremation sites) and 
adz~ut stumps. One elder of the Champogne/Alshlhlk band located an area within 
the present village of Nesketaheen which he described as "the real old village," It 
contained the surficial remains of an early coastal style house (O'Leary 1980:96). 

The survey also located the remains of thirteen structures, Including one stili 
standing, which was made of milled lumber and had cedar shingles Imported from 
the coast. The remains of 36 grovehouses or fenced-In graveslfas were recorded. 
These are probably the same ones Glove ,saw In 1890. Also the groves of the 
Immediate relatives of current band members were noted. Some hod elaborate 
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Victorian newel posts and ornate Iron fencing. 

Though Glove described the landscape around Nesketohean as "open- and 
elders remembered being oble to see all the way to the Tatshenshlnl River from 
Nesketaheen~ the orea Is now heavily covered with poplar. The overwhelming 
presence of poplar suggests that the area Is In the first stage of succession on the 
floodplain. but points also to the posslblll1y of a recent fire (100 to 150 years ago). 

The demography of Dalton Post was olso explored by NVSPP and It was 
dIscovered that Indian families lived at Darton Post when It was first founded, moving In 
as a unlt or In severol Instances Intermarrying with whites. 'The site of Dolton Post was 
not simply a white trading post, but a mixed community of Indlon and whites. Several 
stories exlst about the transfer of po IIti c-a I and military power Into Indian hands (O'Leary 
1980:99). 

Also. though McClellan feels that the bulk of the population moved to 
Champagne around 1902~ both art1fa ctua I and ethnographic dato collected show 
that Nesketaheen was occupied on a regular basis 1hrough 19~8. With the demise of 
Dalton Post, ,and after the whites had moved out. Indian families continued to live 
there, sorne as recently OS the 1940's. A large Southern Tutchone fish camp was 
located on the banks of the Klukshu River less than .5 miles from Dalton Post. It dated 
to 1927 when gold was firs1 found at Squaw Creek, 12 miles to the sOuth. 

other archaeological ,work done In the Southern Tutchone area (1978-1980) 
Included a survey of prehistoric sites within the boundaries of Kluane National Park. 
Most dated to the UHls Arm phase (stephenson, personal communication). Work In 
1982 and 1983 has Included an archaeological field school In 1Me Gladstone 
LakeslRuby Range area In the northwestern section of Southern Tutchone territory 
10.ouslng on prehistorIC sites (Legot. personal communication). 

From 1900 to the present the most significant event In the lives of the Southern 
Tutchone has been the building of the Alaska Highway and the Holnes Road 
(1942-1943). Severol U.S. Army camps were set up along the highway to provide 
supplies and barracks for workers. One, on the Haines road at Takanne Falls, housed 
several,.hundred men. The road Itself also created a easier route to the city of 
Whitehorse so supplies were more avalloble. Indlon people express ambivalence 
about the effects of the hlghwoy (Cruikshank 1979:53). There were problems of 
alcohol abuse among whites and Indians and game 'animals were needlessly 
slaughtere<;J by workers. However. possibilities for earning money occurred~ and some 
soolal relationships developed between Indian families and soldiers. Some Indian 
men became guides to the highway surveyors (Hudson, personal communication), or 
worked on construcHon crews. Some women achieved economic Independence 
working for soldiers by sewing and doing wash (usually In settlemer}ts near towns). The 
Army olso brought major flu epidemics, dlptherla and measles. Many changes on the 
part of the Tutchone were, requited during this period. 

Adaptation to rapidly changing condlttons Is often said to characterize 
Athapaskan culture bo1h In technologIcal 'Inventiveness, economic and social flexibility 
In male hunting pa1tems (Van S1dne 1974:3: MCCleUon and Cruikshank 1976). Also 
there Is considerable adaptability and flexibility underlying women's roles (McClellan 
and Cruikshank 1976). 
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CHAPTIRV 

ASPICTS OF SOUTHERN MCHONE SOCIAL ORGANIZAnON 

Klukshu Is a Southern Tutchone village located approximately one quarter mile 
from the Haines Rood at mile 120. It was and conttnues to be one of the main fishing 
villages for members of the Champagne/Alshlhlk band. As previously stated, the 
Champagne/Alshlhlk band Is composed of two historically different bands. It Is the 
Champagne band which Is most closely associated with the village of Klukshu as well 
as the historic village of Nesketaheen and Its attendant trading center, Dalton Post. 

The na·me Klukshu Is a 111nglt word meaning ·sllver salmon, end of' (McClellan 
1975:26). Though McClellan records a Southern Tutchone word for the village, Kluwan, 
as "fish placelwhere they are·, the village Is seldom called by this name (O'Leary field 
notes 1978). The founding of the village Is traditionally accounted In a story about 
~ who was the first Southern Tutchone man to flnd where the salmon (sockeyes) 
spawned. He was discovered by some Tllnglt from the village of Klukwan, who had 
brought with them a fish trap (McClellan 1975:26-27). Another story related that Axllyls 
gave Klukshu to a man In gratitude for his life being spared. 

Group Size 

The earliest reference to Klukshu village Is by Glove In ~890. He visited Klukshu 
that summer and sow the rotten house posts of ·former houses· which he felt were 
evidence of ·former occupation by great numbers of people" because ·whole forests 
of big trees have been felied, the oldest marks being the most numerous" (Glove 
1890:286). Glove's Unklng a large population with number of trees felled may be 
erroneous, since much wood Is needed to maintain the effecttveness of the 
smokehouses used to dry the salmon. There Is one photograph doted to 1898 which 
shows a smokehouse and drying rack at Klukshu but there are no early complete 
views of the village (Banks 1898). McClellan (1975:186) reports that In 1948 and 1949 
there were eight log cabins found on the right bank and iwo on the left with on.IV five 
being lived In. She dates most cabins to the tum of the century. She also comments 
on several families living In tents or brush shelters. 

In 1977 thefe were a total of 11 structures; flve of which were no longer used. 
Several families lived In tent camps. From 1977 to 1982 there was a dramattc Increase 
In the number of new cabins being built. This COn be explained by people settling to 
satisfy land claims requirements, Increased economic prosperity and the return of the 
younger generation to Klukshu for summer recreation and fishing. In 1977 and 1978 
there were 18 families, approximately sixty people. In the ~944 census the populaf1on 
at Klukshu was listed as 64 (McClellan 1975:20) and In 1902 the popuiaflon was 
estimated at 2p people (Cruikshank 1974:28). The small population size Influenced the 
moblll1y strategies of the group and had major repercussions for the salmon fishery. 
Some people used the village for only brief periods, while others spent most of the 
summer months living there. The village was exclusively used during the summar 
months, with the exception In recent ttmes of one man who spent a winter 1t1ere. 
During the post sixty years one family lived there for a number of years because their 
trapping locations were close to the village. The traditional period of occupancy of 
the village begins In June. Some families remain until mid-September. Today, most are 
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members of the Champagne band with other people who rived or live In Hutch!, Kloo 
Lake, Dalton Post and Alshlhlk. while some visitors are affiliated with the Whitehorse 
and Burwash bands. 

Physical Eign of Klukshu Village 

The village Is roughly circular In pran'ond all residents are relc1ed In some 
way. or at least known to each other as evidenced by the map drawn In 1978 (FIgura 
5.1). There Is no physical division Of the village along klns'hlp or moiety lines. The 
plaoe of residence of a femlly usually has a tradition of usage. Families that have 
recently built new cabins either have torn down existing but abandoned family cabins. 
or more commonly, have built In close proxlml1y to the original family homestead. 
New cabins hove also been built In old camping or tent places. A recently built cabin 
ot a descendent of on AJshlhlk family was thought to be Inappropriately placed within 
the village. Some people felt It should not have been built at all. The dispute 
developed because the A1shlhlk, band tradlttonally did not come to Klukshu to fish, but 
remained at Alshlhlk Lake In the summer months. The new factor In the equation was 
the Intervention of 'the Conadlan Govemment. which displaced the Alshlhlk people 
from Alshlhlk Lake. their traditional territory, 'n the 1960/s. The Alshlhlk people, then 
moved to Haines Junction where they merged with the Champagne band. 

There were three prominent families (I.e., those w'fh present or past elected 
chiefs andlor fish traps) In the villoge. Entrances to the dwellings have no particular 
orIentation. The smokehouses for each of the families tend to be located beside, or 
Immediately behind, the dwellings. There Is no electrlclfy or plumbing In any Of the 
dwellings which are all log cabins In various conditions, some with new flooring. 
propane refrigerators end fumlshlngs. Most ore one room structures though some are 
divided Into three rooms. All are heated by wood stoves which are also used for 
cooking. Some are better InSUlated than others. though they are seldom used In the 
winter. 

The Moiety System of the Champagne Band 

"There Is Crow and Wolf. lhafs the way It Is. Crow marries Wolt and 
Wolf marries Crow." 

The fundomental social structural 'feature of the Southern Tutchone Is the 
matrilineal mole1y. which divides all Southern Tutchone bonds as well as severol 
neighboring groups. In Tutchone mythology, It was Crow, the Creator of the Southern 
Tutchone who brought light to the dark world, created earth from the ocean and 
mode Indlon people out of poplar tree bark. He originated the moiety system. These 
myths have obviOUS parallels with the northwest coastal groups, especially the TIlnglt 
(DeLaguno 1972:210). The two sides to the moiety are the Crow Dl!Kl (0 term which 
actually refers to the Raven (Cows corax) of the boreal forest as the region's only 
crows (CoNYS ca~JrlnY5) ore located on the coost), and the Wolf~. Many of the 
Champagne people know the "Inglt names for Crow and Wolf'~ and ~ but 
rarely use them except In some songs Imported from the coast (McClellan 1975:408).' 
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The moiety organization Is thought of as Indian low and elders cannot help but 
complain that It Is not followed as strictly by the younger generation. The mOiety Is 
most prominent In marriage and death. Thus, It operates during periods of transition, 
at times when group cohesion Is either breaking apart or a new group Is being 
created. The potential tensions be1ween people were checked. In port. by the ritual 
dependence on members of the opposite moiety. One marries Into one's opposite 
moiety. In the past. after a girl's pUberty seclusion, the girl's mother usually stressed the 
need for the girl to marry. A man who had become a good hunter elso went In search 
of a wife, usually away from his own camp (McClellan 1975:346). A marriage was 
arranged by the respective parents. Usually the man went to his extended family or 
the band from which his mother had come. A period of, bride service and a dowry 
from the groom was expected and the prospective son-In-law usually hunted and 
worked for his'in-Iaws about a year. Frequently, 1he married pair were providers for 
the woman's parents throughout their lives. In the past there was no formalized 
ceremony to sanctity marriage by the moieties. Today all people are married by the 
church or a Judge. McClellan (1975:412) reports that 0 mon's preferred marriage was 
with hIs father's 'Sister or his father's sisters' doughter. COnversely, a woman expected 
to marry her brother's son or her mother's brother son. If one carries through the 
permissible extension of sibling terms to the whole moiety, almost all preferred 
marriages are "brother-slster· exchanges. Spouses were. however, often related In g 'n 

extended classificatory sensa. 

There Is no word for 0 ma1Tllineage In the Southern Tutchone 1ermlnology 
(McClellan 1975:415). The term for the local group ~ Is olso used for 0 Joint family 
or all Individuals In one household with persons of both moieties. People refer to their 
moiety as either 'agrg'QUnr or 'algnL or ·on my side/Crow or Wolf' (McClelion 
1975:416). 

The moiety "also Is most prominent ot the funeral of an Individual. The tradition 
Is that one may not handle the body of one's own dead. In the past the opposite 
mOiety of the deceased cremated the body end prepared the grave house or fence 
erected a year later. They corrled out duties for which they were paid by the 
matrilineal kin of the deceased. A funeral today Is held at the band hall and 
organized by the oppoSite moiety of the dead person, A priest or minister Is present 
and 0 casket Is paid for by donaflons given at the funarol. lhese donations 0150 
defray the expenses of 1he feast after the burial. The one moiety prepares the feast. 
usually both wild gome and store bought provisions, and sets the table for ff1e 
oppoSite moiety to eat flrst. Food. clgarettes, and small gifts are given away otter the 
feast. Do~atlons by moiety of the deceased are recorded and made public by one of 
the mole1\' members giving the funerol. The costs of the casket, lobor, and provisions 
are paid first and the surplus Is given to the moiety holding the feast. Since the 
expenses tor some caskets are very high, the ImmedIate family of the deceased are 
sometimes asked to bear most of Its cost. A potlatch or second ceremony Is given a 
year later and Is a most Important ceremony. A grovehouse or stone Is erected over 
the grave and another Jorger feast Is usuatly given by the oppoSite moiety. Since the 
Southern Tutchone share the same moiety system, It creates a balance and reclprocl1y 
between the members of the different bands. 

McClellan (1976:439) reports fhat some of the southernmost Southam Tutchone 
bands some1lmes substitute sib terms for moiety terms but always use TIlnglt 
terminology. They ore conscious that the sib organization came from the coost but 
has never been as Important to the Champagne band as the moiety., Because the 
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population of these Interior Athapaskans Is so smell, It greatly Inhlblted-the spread of 
sibs. Knowledge of the sibs by the Champagne bond (usually among m'embers linked 
historically to Nesketaheen and Dolton Post) reflects the direct connecflon by trade 
andior marriage with the Yakutat. Dry Bay and Chllkat Tllnglt (McClellan 1975:445). 
There Is also a secondary Influence through Intermarriage with the neighboring tribes 
of Toglsh and Inland TUnglt. 

Some people believe that 'the Wolf mole1y Is represented by both the 
cAnkukedl and dggl'aw.edl sibs, though the terms ore sometimes used 
Interchangeably. The Crow sib Is ganaxtedl. This Is supported by the tradItions that 
the trading routes from the coast were said to be owned by the dagl'awedl and 
ggnaxtedl (McClellan 1975:441). Sibs generally hove 0 set of traditions which lay 
claim to certain crests, songs or donees and different territories and demarcate 0 
group of people unilaterally descended;from a real or supposed ancestor. Some 
Champagne people. though they do not have any coherent history of the sibs. 
demarcate certaln areas or houses as belonging to certain sibs within a mole1y. 
However, there Is no mention of exclusive rights to resou.rces In that area. Thus, Klukshu 
Is thought to belong to the Crows because the legendary founder of Klukshu, Axllyls. 
gave It to a man from that moiety. Nesketoheen Is thought to belong to the Wolf 
mole1y, or more speclflcally to have been started by iwo coastal women of the 
cAnkukedl sib who h'od married Southern Tutchone men (O'Leary field notes 1977; 
MCClellan 1975:4.11). Another person attributes the ownership of Nesketaheen to the 
daql'owi.Ql sib, as well as the abandoned site of Nuqulk further downstream. It Is 
clear that these sibs are equated and Interchanged by some of the Champagne 
people. 

McClellan (1975:442) believes that the Southern Tutchone sibs are composed of 
one ' or more lineages. She reports four named houses of the dlftefent sib/moiety 
affiliations. I hove knowledge of only one, the ganaxted_! Crow house ot Nesketaheen 
called gau n_ hit (Drum Sound House). 

This structure at Nesketaheen was stili standing In 1978 ond was a two level 
farm house style house (O'Leary 1980). A painted sign was attached to the house In 
the 1950 which read" ... nne zott white man's trlend.~ McClellan (197.5:443) believes 

, the house was built four ttmes; the first at Nuquolk where rlnE'zgtl (copper 
mastermlnglt) Is the head of the Crows. Glove (1890:493) also commented on old 
'1'ensartl" who he had heard about at Nuqulk and who died before Glove's visit. The 
name refers to a copper door originally from Nuqulk which has been lost. A brass 
replica was made during the 19405 and Insorlbed -Seen lost this Is In place now, 
Teenah Big Jim: Big Jim was a coast man (1llnglt) married to a Southern Tutchone 
WOmen. A fourth CaU n hit house was built at Champagne. The knowledge of sibs 
among the Champagne people reflects the connection. both In trading and 
marriage. between these Athapaskans and the coastal Tllnglt. In general It Is the 
moiety which regulate's the moSt Important social events such as marriage and death. 
In historic times It also played a role In birth, puberty ceremony, and peace-making 
occasions. 

Basic Southern Tutchone Vplues 

Among the values, noted for other northern Athapaskan groups the most 
!mportant Is "0 belief In the Interdependence of people and the necessity and 
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rightfulness of generoslty6 reciprocity, murual aid and eooperatlon • (Rushforth and 
Chisholm 1991). The system Is ego-centrlc rather than soclo-centrlc. Though generosIty 
Is on importont value, an Individual Is not expected or required to proVJde goods and 
services to anyone In any type of situation. The amount and kind 01 aid someone Is 
expected to give to others depends on their social relat1onshlp. For example. more Is 
expected from close relatives through blood and marriage than from other kinds of 
people, (Rushforth and Chisholm 1991), People who hoard or tall to reciprocate goods 
or services receive labels such as "greedy" or ·stlngy: A person who Is stingy Is not 
well liked In the community. The most common response to stinginess Is to remove 
material support ond approval, though the person will never fall out of 1he support 
system. However, where reciprocal relations are most Intense among close relatlves. 
kinsmen are expected to be very generous even If It Is not reciprocated (Rushforth and 
Chisholm 199~). One woman complained that her slster-In-Iow was always greedy 
with her fresh salmon. Yet In the winter when the slster-In- law was out of meat the 
woman felt compelled to give her meat from her freezer because "after all she's my 
sister, Indian way" (O'Leary field notes ~981). These qualities were also desired In a 
chief. He was supposed to be generous and not bossy. Since tnere was no ranking of 
Individuals, each moiety had equal chance of having a chief electedl though 
historically certain chiefs or leaders at different villages came from one moiety 
(O'Leary field notes 1978; McClellan 1975:156). 

Social Values gnd tba Fishery 

As previously mentioned certain moieties laid claim to certain fishing locations; 
111ls did n01 proscribe the other moiety from fishing there since It was already 
Intermarried with the owning mole1y. Thus there was no true ownership of a fishing 
village by one mOiety. McClellan makes only one reference to any actual payment 
made to the "owning moiety." Village creek at Nesketaheen Is sold to be owned by 
the Wolf m'ole1y. If a Crow moiety member takes from that creek he Is supposed to 
give presents to the Wolf people, or as the Informant put It: 

If a Crow man bofhers that eree~ he [must] get whiskey, get them 
drunk. Oh, lots of whiskey he potlatches and makes the Wolf men drunk 
(MCClellon 1975:186). 

However my field work In 1979 on Nesketaheen located iwo people who had 
baen born and raised there and never spoke of any kind of payment for fishing made 
from one moiety to the other. One of the 1wo fish traps reported to be In place In the 
early twentieth century betonged to a woman of the Wolf moiety while the other 
belonged to 0 Crow woman (O'Leary fleld notes 1978). Perhaps, In 1he past, certain 
moieties lold claim to various flshlng sites along the TQtshenshlnllAlsek drainage, but 
these were symbolic rather ihan actual exclusively owned loeotlons. 

Currently at Klukshu there ore three fish traps spanning the river at the villege. 
One belongs to a woman of the Wolf moiety, while the other two belong to two 
women from Crow moiety, McClellan (~975:188) reports that during her field work In 
the 1950 and 60's there were iwo traps own$d by Crow families. One of these traps 
belonged to the current chief. The other belonged to 0 Wolf family who Is said to be 
one of the original fomJlles at Klukshu. During my fieldwork, the husband of the Crow 
trap owner was the elected chief, but subsequently Q member of the family of the 
Wolf trap owner was voted In 0$ chief. One of the Crow trap owners was a woman 
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whose family had come from Dalton Post. and whose father had been one of the first 
Northwest Mounte.d Police In the area. She was usually the flrst one to put her trop In 
In the beginning of the ftshlng season. Other trap owners sometimes felt she was a little 
ambitious· putting In the trap first but her right to do so was never questioned. 

When osked why they consistently put In their flsh traps the women reported 
be.couse they always had a fish trap there. One women reported .My mother had a 
trap there, so I got mine there too· (O'Leary field notes 1978). The placement at the 
trap at a given location In the river also held true for the years 1977-81. When asked If 
other families could put In fish traps the answer was "Sure, anyone can put them In'" 
(O'Leary field notes 1977). However, there was only space tor three traps across the 
river end any ottempt to put It further downstream would have cut off those fish from 
the upstreom traps. No other family was seen to construct or talk about putting In 
another trop even when a family would complain that they were hungry tor fish and 
did not get enough from their relatives (OILeary field notes 1978). 

One of the organizational responses to pressures of a salmon run thot was 
compressed In time and space Is efficiency. This efficiency at KluKShu village took the 
form of Increased specialization In task performance. Women were the specialized 
directors ·ot the fishery. They caught most of the fish and were responslble for 1he 
butchering and cutting of salmon- for latsr storage. Thus, specialization occurred by 
distinguishing work by sex and also by. task group. The 1hre9 women who built and 
maintained the flsh traps according to their traditional rights were a speclallz.ed task 
group. Th~y were equally ranked but In one sense were ranked above others 
because they controlled the bulk of the sockeye catch In the flsh traps. It can be 
argued that the Involvement of only three women more efficiently organized the trap 
fishery. The fact that there were three Instead of two or four Is arbitrary, but the fact 
that hot every woman In the vt"llage was a trap owner argues thot organization of the 
fishery was organized for efficiency by fewer number of women. 

The distribution of the flsh from the traps cross- cut moiety lines and anyone of 
the current Champagne/Alshlhlk band was given a permit to gaff salmon from the 
creak or Its tributaries; For example, one Crow trap owner gave fish to her Immediate 
family, her sons' children, her younger brother and his. wife and her o~der brother and 
his wife. Her older brothers wife was the Wolf owner of the other trap. Fish usually 
made Its way 10 everyone living ot Klukshu, and families without traps could take as 
much as they wanted by gaffing. Fish traps were also put ·on loan" to a family. One 
Crow family, when they had caught enough .flsh, let another family moJntaln and use 
their wop. It was, however, considered a grave offense to toke fish out of anyone's 
trap without their permission·. this beh·avlor was discouraged by each family 
monitoring or having someone monitor their traps In their absence and by ridicule and 
socially negattve discussion of the offending party. Another negative comment made 
about a family was who was rurpored to be seiling fish to other band~. or outsiders. 
This was both Illegal from the Canadian Fisheries' point of view and seen as a travesty 
of the belief In sharing from the native point of view. FiSh wos generally shared within 
the K1ukshu community. 

families who owned trops talked constantly about how many fish were being 
caught. The number of fish for the different traps was probab.ly fairly equal, though 
when In 1978 Canadian Department of Fisheries personnel asked people to report the 
numbers of fish caught this was looked upon as an Invaslc;m of privacy and was feared 
to be later used to limit the ootch by the band. FJsh were also distributed ot potlatch 
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feas1s during the summer when the mole1y would donate flsh from their 1Taps to 111e 
feasts. 

In the fishery the moiety acted In only a superficial sense to help distribute the 
fish as each moiety owned at least one trap; however It was the closeness of kin ties 
which cross-cut moiety lines and the value 01 sharing. generosity and reclprocl1y which 
allowed a fair. Informal network for the distribution of fish within the bond. 
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CHAPnRVI ' 

DATA ON SALMON 

History of Salmon In the Southwest Yukon 

The ttme of the Inlttal appearance of salmon In the AlsekJTatshenshlnl drainage 
Is one of both biological and archaeological Interest. Undsey (1975:2367) has argued 
that most species of fish In the Alsek River probably entered It early from the Yukon 
River during the time of Glacial Lake Champagne (13.500 B.P.). The Yukon River drains 
Into the Bering Sea. Two species of anadromous fish. the sockeye salmon and the 
steslhead trout. do not occur-In the upper Yukon River. However, both species now 
ascend the Tatshenshlnl (from the Paclflc Ocean) to Its headwaters. Neither species 
ascend the main Aisek nor reach the Shakwok Trench, yet both species have evidently 
penetrated to the upper parts of the watershed In the past; non-migratory populatlons 
of sockeyes persist In Kathleen, Rainbow. Sockeye and Frederick Lakes within the 
territory of the Champagne band (Undsey 1975:2368). The complex glacial history of 
the area has greatly effected the fauna of the rivers. There was a blockage of the 
main Alsek River by the Lowell Glacier as recently as 125 B.P. which probably 
exterminated anadromous runs of sockeyes. The species has not yet become 
re-establlshed, although the previously mentioned non-migratory populations of 
kokanee have survived In the upper reaches. 

KIndle (1953) speculates that salmon ascended the Aisek and Its tributaries 
further In the recent past than they do today. At one time they spawned In Jarvis, 
Dezadeash and Kathleen Lakes (north and west of Klukshu Lake). The barrier to the 
marn Alsek Is no longer glacial blockage. but migratory salmon may be blocked by a 
temperature limit. or turbldl1y of the water (Johnson: personal communication). 
Presumably Impassable falls have always prevented the sockeye from reaching 
Alshlhlk Lake, a part of the A1sek drainage.' The lake probably acquired Its fauna 
about 10,500 B.P. when It was discharging northward through Stevens Lake before Its 
southern outlet become Ice-free (Undsey 1975:2369). Indian tradl110n relates that not 
many generaftons ago salmon abounded In the upper Aisek system. this Is consistent 

", with a geologically documented blockage 125 years ago (Wynne-Edwards 1947). 
There are stories of a shaman who had been angered by his people causing the 
blockage by the glacier and the dlsappeorance of the salmon (O'Leary field notes 
1978). 

In order to tully understand the factors which caused onlv one of the iwo 
bands, the Champagne bandM within the sarna drainage to specialize on salmon, It Is 
necessary to review the archaeological literature to document the Initial occurrence 
and the time depth of this adaptation. To dote"the only ~xtenslve archaeological 
surveys In the southwes1 Yukon, have been done by MacNelsh. On the basis of a 
single site (KeVd-2), located near Fort Selkirk on the Yukon River), MacNelsh has 
declded that ·some macrobands were settling during part of the summer along rivers 
to catch salmon- (1964:294). He correlates this alleged flshlng period with the Alshlhlk 
complex, dating to A.D. 0-1000. There were no artifactual remains nor faunal remains 
evidencing a salmon fishery. and his conclusion was based wholly on the site's 
location on the Yukon River which has salmon. Conclusions based on such meager 
evidence (0 single site) are provocative but untenable. 
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Though no extensive surveys have been conducted of the ent1re 
Alsek/To1shanshlnl drolnags# 1wo recent surveys (1974, 1978) Included sections of the 
drainage. The Kluone ParI< archaeological survey .Iocated only one previously known 
historic fishing Village (Nuqulk). A brief reconnaissance of the Tatshenshlnl downstream 
from Dalton Post produced no archaeological sites (Gates and Robach 1974). 
Workman (1978) has suggested a late appearance tor salmon fishing camps, 
speculating on eighteenth century origin. He wrote,-Flshlng would have been of 
minor Importanc In the annual cycle and settled communities such os Klukshu would 
have been unknown- (Workman 1978:115). Workmen believes this because of on 
allusion In Klukshu legend that the flsh trap was Introduced by a mythlcql figure from 
the coost. He assumes this allusion to be an historical fact, because he believes trade 
with the TIlnglt to have had an eighteenth century origin; He, further assumes the 
fishing adaptation to be coincident with trade. In my opinion, both MacNelsh and 
Workman ore premature In their assumptions about the Inl'Hal occurrences of fishing 
adaptations. Given the paucl1y of archaeological data I would suggest three ways of 
finding early salmon fl,shlng Sites In the region: (1) excavation of known and/or existing 
fishing villages (Klukshu, Nesketaheen, Nuqulk) to determine their Initial settlement and 
antlqul1y. The site formation processes observed at currently used Sites such as Klukshu 
would old In pattern recognition of earlier occupation. (2) A survey of the mouths of 
other smaller solmon streams downstream from present or historic fish camps where 
earlier more abundant runs may or do occur Instead of the major tributaries where no 
known historic fishing sites were located. (3) A survey of the outlets of lakes with 
supposed or established migratory and non-migratory populations of salmon (I.e., 
Ka1hleen Lake). 

Schalk (1977] believes that salmon fishing was only Occosionoi cnd 
Insubstant10l before the advent of storage procedures. Without storage# especially In 
the more distant tributaries of the salmon drainages where runs are smaller and have 
greater fluctuatlons, dependence on salmon would decrease and a more 
generalized form of adaptation would occur. The key to early fishing sites may well be 
the Initial appeoronce of storage at sites In the form of factlltles end materlol culture. 
One does not hove to rely solely on historic legends or archoeologlcal conclusions 
based on meager evidence In order to determine the occurrence and locoHon of 
solmon fishing. 

Archaeological research Into the problem of the earliest occurrence of salmon 
fishing cannot be undertaken without understanding the structure of the salmon 
resource and those factors which govern the adaptation by a cultural group. 

The Ute Cycle of the Tatshenshlnl/Alsek Sglmon 

" In 1976 there were three species of Pacific salmon Identlfled In the Klukshu 
River: king or chinook, sockeye and coho solmon. The life cycle of the salmon" varies 
according to species, but all spend most of their life In the ocean. When they 
approach maturity they retum to freshwater to spawn. The life cycle of the sockeye Is 
described below and In general Its life cycle Is similar for both other speeles'. The 
sockeye select those coastal streoms or tributaries of river systems which originate In 
lakes. Klukshu and V1l1age Creek, wlih their associated Ickes are the prlnClpoJ 
sockeye spawning areas (DFE 1977:8). In the KI,ukshu system, sockeye spawning occurs 
In Klukshu Lake outlet and Is also concentrated In two areas on the west side of the 
lake near Gribble's Gulch. The areas selected by fish are those having gravels 
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suitable tor the nests or -redds" that the femotes build. The eggs are deposited In the 
radds and are fertilized by the accompanying males who often compete on the 
radds. The eggs are then covered up by the female parent (Foerester 1968:7). The 
period of egg Incubation depends on the temperature of the water flowing through 
the radd and may vory from 80 to 140 days depending on woter conditions. The 
young, tree swimming try emerge from the gravel In early spring depending On water 
temperature (Foerester ~968:7). The, young live there for a period of one or two years 
or. more rarely, three years before setting out In the spring and early summer of their 
second or third year as computed from the time of fry emergence. They remain In the 
ocean from one to four years. ond with the onset of maturl1y. return to their notal 
stream (Foerester 1968:8). From samples at the Klukshu River. It was determined that 
age -4(2r sockeyes were most frequent spawners (DFE 1977:30); These -4(2r age 
groups are fish, which as yearlings travel to and reside In the ocean for two years and 
then migrate back to ihelr home streams .. -There are several distinct periods of arrival 
or r.uns. The return of these fish after a period o,f several years In the ocean to their 
own birthplace Is remarkable (Schul12 and Stern 1948:10). The maintenance of a run 
depends on the numbers of maturing adults that reach the spawning grounds. This 
passage ot fish to the spawning area, which are not caught by fishermen or other 
predators, Is termed the escapement (Foerester ~968:51). The numbers of fish required 
to constiMe an adequate spawning escapement Is not clearly known, though several 
critical factors hove been Identified. The escapement should bear a close relationship 
to the Incoming total population with regard to timing. To this end, It Is necessary to 
know when each Individual population enters a river, and In whet quanfl1y, to provide 
for a proper division between catch and escapement (Foerester 1968:62). The fish· . 
arriving at the peak ore likely to find the besf spawning condlflons, and the bulk of the 
escapement should consist of these fish (Foerester 1968:52). The advent of 
commercial fishing, both pelagic and set-net In rivers, has complicated the ·prlstlne" 
conditions under which salmon thrive. The proper catch to escapement ratio Is 
dependent on a variety of tactors which will be discussed In a later chapter. However 
It Is Importont to note 1t1at the salmon data for the Klukshu are one of the first long 
term, speclflc enumerat10ns available for use with a native Indian fishery. 

The D.F~E. SaIDlQn Data (19.7lr1980) 

In 1976 The Canadian Department of Fisheries and Environment (DFE) undertook 
a program of specles enumeration of salmon spawning populations In the Klukshu 
River (DFE 1977). The gaols of the blologls:ts were to enumerate the dally abundance 
of adult salmon entering the Klukshu river system; to determine the distrIbution Of 
spawners; to collect baseline Informafion on stockS such as sex and length; to obtain a 
seasonal estimate of abundance of salmon In other streams of the Tatshenshlnl system, 
and to measure some parameters of the habitat and relate them to salmon 
producttvl1y (DFE 1977:3). A counting fence ,was selected as the best method of 
enumerating the solmon~ and most of the data were drawn from a twenty-tour hour 
dally log kept by a field crew and from other stream surveys, 

Salmon Runs on the Klykshu Rlyer and Selecteg Triby,tgrLQ§ of the Tatsbenshlnl DralaQg§. 

Of the three species which migrate UP the Klukshu and associated streams, the 
king salmon Is the largest. The sockeye. whloh are smaller, are more numerous than 
kings. The coho, based only on part1al counts' by the DFE, run lote In the fall ond ore 
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equal to or less numerous than the king. The data obtained from the DFE for this study 
covers a five year period from 1970 to 1980 (Table 6.i). Though there has been a 
program of enumeration since 19801 these data ore not Included. It Is Important to 
note that the fish were being counted at the mouth of the Klukshu River where It 
empt1es Into the Tatshenshlnl River. This Is about 15 air miles downs1ream from the 
Indian village and the traps. This means that for sockeye the dates given for numbers 
of fish entering the river Is acrually about five days earlier than the dates the fish 
reached the village. From 1976 to, 1980 the sockeye run has averaged 17,880 and 
the king run, 2,881 fish. But these averoges, do not reveal the year to year fluctuations. 

ClumplnglSoqtlally gr)g Te.mporqlly 

In fhe peak year of 1978, there were 26,867 SOCkeye; a 50% Increase from the 
average year. In the peak year for king saJmon, 1979, there were 4,404 fish, on 
Increase of 67% over an average year.- Similarly, In the worst year, which coincided 
for both species (1976), there were only 11,683 sockeyes and 1,244' king salmon. This 
represents a 35% decrease for the sockeye, and a 57% decrease for the kings, 
relative to on overage year. The numbers of fish during a peak year may be two and 
one half to three and one holf times the numbers In 0 bad year (O'Leary field notes 
1978). 

Dafl nltion of. Abundance 

The total ye'arly count does not accurately reflect the ,wide dally fluctuations 
within c single year. During any of the five years, the numbers of fish available are not 
evenly distributed or abundant temporally. By assigning 100 fish per day as the 
bottom line for an "abundant- day, we realistically estimate the number of fish a 
woman can reasonably process fOr storage In 0 day. The assumption Is that one 
woman can process about 100 fish per day but OS the run Increases so can the 
number of women Increase. Thus at 100 flsh per day, two women con toke 50 fish 
each, four women can toke 25 fish each, etc. The entire run may extend from 
mld..June to late October~ roughly one hundred days. but during this time the number 
of days, which qualify as abundant ore few. If we use 1979 as our sample year, Of was 
actually 31 % below the average), there were 'only 19 non-consecutive days In which 
there were more thon 100 fish available. That Is, fish ore abundant during only 20% of 
the flshlng season. It Is Important to note that those nineteen days represent 87% at 
the total run. 

In tact, 20% may be too high on estimate for abundant days. A closer look at 
the data for the five years, reveals that fully one-half of a run passes a given point on 
the river In c very short ii'me. In 19791 one.f1olf of the entire sockey~ run occurred In 
the space of 4.3 non- consecutive days. In the peak year (1978), It took 7.3 
non~n$ecutlve days for one·holf of the run to pass and In the worst year (1980) It took 
only ,2.5 non-consecutlv9 days for 50% of the run to occur (Figure 6.1). To generalize, 
there are fewer days of abundant fish during a bed year, and a large percentage of 
the run O.e., 50% or more) happens In fewer days In a bad year. 

To further compncate the s1ructure of 0 specific run, In a bad year I a large 
percentage at a run may pass In a single day. In the three bad (below average) 
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Table 6.1. Annual counts of salmon on the Klukshu RIver 
1'7.1980. (Department of FIshertes and 

Environment Canada) 

~Qecles 
Year King Sockeye 

1976 1244 11,683 

1977 3144 26,79~ 

1978 2996 26,867 

1979 4404 12,311 

1980 2637 11,750 
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years (1976, 1979. ~980). 17%.23% and 33% respectively of the total runs. occurred In 
a single day. In the two peak years (1977 and 1978), only 11 % and 9% of the runs· 
occurred on a single day. It Is Interesting to note that the one day with the most fish 
available varies within a sixteen day range extending from August 30 to September 15 
(Figure 6.2), This would Indicate that despite a difference of roughly two weeks. the 
peak days occur In a less than random fashion, happening sometime between late 
August and mid-September (DFE 1977). 

Another pattern also emerges when we look at the earliest annual dates when 
sockeyes are available - that Is. the first fish are counted through the gate, In the two 
peak years (1977 and 1978). sockeyes were first available on June 10 and June 15. In 
the three worst years (1976, 1979, 1980) the sockeye arrived on July 6. July 2 and June 
26. (Appendix A). Thus, In a bad year, the runs happens more quickly (there are fewer 
abundant days) and the first fish are available at a later dote. 

The temporal patterning of the king salmon are similar to the sockeye, but their 
Klukshu River spawnIng localities differ. King salmon do not travel as tor as the outlet of 
Kiukshu Lake, where the village Is located, to spawn. Instead, they spawn at various 
locations along the length of the Klukshu River, as well as severol of Its smaller 
trlbutorles and several other tributaries of the Totshenshlnl River. King salmon 
spawning grounds are located at (Wal Kuo) Klukshu Crossing. [Do at 1101 Klukshu Flats 
on the Klukshu; Vand Creek, Motherall Creek. Village Creek, Blanchard River. Goat 
Creek, and the Takhanne River (DFE 1977:17-25; O'Leary field notes 1978). The king 
salmon are larger and heavier fish than the sockeyes. A sample of kings caught by 
the sports fishery In the Klukshu area In 1976 recorded the mean fork length as 923.59 
mm and an average weight of 21 pounds (DFE 1977:27). This Is apprOXimately four 
times the weight of the sockeye. Weights may vary enormously since some king 
salmon retum-early from the ocean during their first year, and are known as -jack" fish, 
weighing from 2 112 pounds to 6 pounds. The heaviest kings can weigh up to 125 
pounds, though the record In the Klukshu Is 65 pounds (Doreen Grady: personal 
communication). The overage age of these fish, as determined by scole 
determlnaHon, was 5(2) or, when a yearling, they spent three years In ocean 
residence. 

The run of king salmon In the Klukshu river peaks between 30 to 40 days before 
the sockeye. In all five years examined. the lorgest-number of kings entered the river 
during the ten day period from July 10 to July 20 (Figure 6.3). During this ten day span. 
at least 40% of the entire run passed the fish counter. In 1980, 70% of the run 
happened durtng these ten days. Furthermore, In three of the years (1977. 1979 and 
1980), 80% of the total run of kings Is complete by July 20 (Figure 6.4). But averaging 
the five years does not give us a true picture of how bad a bad year can be. In bad 
years the fish are usually late. If we take the worst of the the five years (1976), by July 
5. no fish of either species have yet passed the counter. When the first salmon (kIngs) 
arrived on July 6, It was 46 days from this Initial arrival, until the beginning of the 
abundant sockeye run around August 21. Since the majority of the earliest fish are 
king salmon, In of the 5 years. kings outnumbered sockeyes as late as August 20. As 
noted above. king solmon do not spawn In Klukshu Lake. This characteristic 
spawning behavior of kings has major repercussions for the Indian fishery and where 
1he group must be loca1ed In order to gat their fish. It has an effect on the kinds of 
groups, size and whether they can return to their residences after gaffing or move their 
residence to the gaffing loca'Hon. Bad years for sockeye end king salmon do not 
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necessarily coincide (as fhey did In 1976); 1979 was a peak year tor kings, but an off 
year for sockeye. Numbers of fish during a peak year may be two and one-holf to 
three and one-half times the numbers In a bad year. 

Neither the sockeye nor king run Is entirely random In terms of prediction. A 
look at the dally counts tor the five year period shows that the bulk of the king run 
occurs before the sockeye. Usually the king run Is 80% complete by July 20 and most 
of that percentage falls within the ten days be1ween July 10 and July 20. The sockeye 
runs occurred regularly between August 20 and September 20. A look at the dally 
counts shows that In 19761 98% of the run happened during this period. Percentages 
of the other annual sockeye runs falUng be1ween August 20 on'd September 20 ware 
as follows: 1977·67%.1978·89%, 1979·78% and 1980·88%. The 61% figure for 
1977 Is misleading since during this yearl one of the peak years for sockeysl a large 
number of fish (over 1.6,000) entered the river at this time. However, the remaining part 
(49%) of this large run occurred after September 20. 

The temporal and loeatlonal structure of the sockeye and king runs In large 
part determine the kinds of fishing strategies employed. The structure of the resource 
also Influenced the kinds of soclol groups and division of labor formed at particular 
times of the season. The following chapter discusses the different methods of solmon 
fishing and processing as they are affected by the structure of the salmon runs. 
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CHAPTER VII 

SALMON FISHING AND PROCESSING 

Today Klukshu village Is the only large salmon fishing village in the Southern 
Tutchone area: other historic fish camps Included Nesketaheen. Nuqulk and 
Garshuwa. As the physlcallay-out of the village was described In Chapter V, the focus 
here wUI be on those facilities and acilvltles Involving the fishery Itself which will be 
described In detail. 

The Fish Trap 

By the time the Klukshu River reaches the village It Is no more than a creek. 
from 2 to 3 feet deep and about 20 feet across. It Is fhus Ideal for the location of a 
faclll1y to block the sockeye salmon returning to spawn. These sockeyes run Into 
Kfukshu Lake, which forms the northeast boundary of the village. 

The trap used by the Klukshu people Is based on the same principle as a 
lobster pot or a blologlsrs live trap; the fish swimming upstream Into the trap fall back 
to a caged area and 'cannot swim back out (Figure 7.1). The trap Is made of peeled 
spruce poles about 2 Inches In diameter and various lengths. It consists of three parts. 
The prow, which Is a fence of horl2ontal poles pointed upstream. essentially blocks all 
fish movement beyond It. There Is an opening about 6 Inches wide at the base of this 
fence where the box or cage of the actual trap fits. This rectangular cage Is made of 
spruce poles and measures approximately six to eight feet long, three feet wide and 
about two feet high. It Is open on the prow end and closed at the downstream end. 
The poles are spaced two to three Inches apart so water passes easily through. The 
cage Is tied to the prow with rope and positioned In the stream so there are only a 
few Inches of water above'the bottom. As the water level fluctuates frequently In the 
stream the cage must be reaposltloned so that the water lavelln the trap remains 
fairly constant. If there Is too much water In the trap the fish have a better, chance of 
Jumping the fence. If there Is too little water It Is difficult for the fish to become caught 
In the trap as they try to turn around and swim downstream. The third feature of the 
trap Is a set of pronged poles arranged at a 45 degree angle to the bottom of the 
trap; these prevent the fish from swimming upstream out of the trap. The ends of these 
poles Jut only a few Inches out of the water but there Is Insufficient water and space for 
the fish to jump them. 

Though the predominant material for the traps Is spruce poles, recent traps 
have been constructed of milled lumber (2- by 112-) and chicken wIre. The traps are 
usually repaired each year and replaced every two or three years (O'Leary field notes 
1979). A spruce pote trap made In 1978 took approximately 14 man hours (exclusive 
of transport t1me) to build. The poles were selected from a fairly extensive growth of 
new white spruce about 3 miles distant from the village. The poles were cut and 
peeled and then assembled. The work was done by a women, her two sons and 
three younger children. In the case of the three traps built at Klukshu during 
1976·1980, two were built by older women and one by an older man. 

Since the water Is fairly swift even though the stream Is small, It takes four to five 
people to position the traps. Usually a women directs and works with her husband, 
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" son or a young man to place'the fence and trap. First 0 large spruce stake about 3 
Inches In diameter and 4 feet long Is driven Into the river bOttom with a sledge 
hommer to form "the point at the tip of the prow. Metal rabar may be used Instead of 
the wooden stake. Several lorge, heavy rocks or heavy pieces of metal are placed 
around the bottom of the stake to secure It. Four other large posts are also drive into 
the stream bed. These posts mark the corners of the cage. The assembled cage Is 
then floated up to the prow and secured with ropes. Although today all the poles 
used In constructing the cage are nailed to supports. In the past ropes were used 
Instead of nails (McClellan 1975:187). McClellan reports that willow roots were used 
prior to commercial rope (1975:187). The trap owners then excavate deeper channels 
in the river gravels with their feet. guiding the fish towards the mouth of the trap. These 
channels are 6 to 10 feet In length and about 1/2 to 1 Inch deeper than the 
surrounding grdvels. It takes four people about two hours to put the traps In the 
stream. 

Trao Qwnershl D and R.estrlcted Access 

Three traps are set In the Klukshu as there Is no room for a fourth trap given the 
width of the stream. The ownership 01 these traps Is determined by tradition and Is 
passed down by families through the women (Chapter V). The three traps act as one. 
yet the fact that-there ore 1hree significantly offects the social system of the Klukshu 
bond. There Is no one owner or chief who obtains all the fish caught and decides on 
a distribution system. The three women and their families control the trap-cought. 
resource. They ore distributed along kin lines and across moiety boundaries. which In 
effect allows every member of 1he Klukshu band to have access to the fish. Those who 
feel they need more sockeyes may gaff fish In front of the traps during peak times. 
Exclusive ownership of the fish trap Is most clearly evident In relat10n to "ou1slders" or 
other bands without kin relationships. 

The entire process of building, maintaining and using the fish trap for sockeyes 
Is dominated by the women who own the fish traps. Men ploy a less Important role In 
this fishery. aiding In putting In the traps and taking fish from the traps and clubbing 
them. For the most part the men Involved are the husbands 01 the women who own 
the traps. Younger sons or other male family members are occasionally asked to 
participate In these activities. This exclusion of males from the fishery Is probably 
based on traditional values and norms but may be exacerbated by the male 
absenteeism In the village. as older husbands tend to die earlier thon their wives. One 
older man (c. 70 years old) who cut fish for storage was clearly less experienced and 
slower than women his own age. He had lost his wife many years ago and did not 
have other women In his family Interested In cutting fish the trodltlonal way. The man 
realized his own slowness and excused hlmself on the basis that he wasn't used to 
cutting, It'belng -Women's work: Many younger men from the village seek wage 
labor In communities of Haines Junction ond Whitehorse. communlfles too distant to 
allow their dally partlclpatton In the fishery. 

As the trap Is such an efficient barrier to migrating sockeyes, It Is necessary to 
allow escapement In order to ensure the perpetuation of the run. From 1978 ·1980 the 
traps had to be opened by Canadian Fisheries low from Friday night to Sunday 
momlng or other one or two day periods determined by Fisheries personnel. Owners 
remove a section of the fence and take out ihe back ends of their traps. When elders 
were questioned about escapement prior to Fisheries rules, people reported that when 
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there were "too many flsh to handle- (I.e., there were not enough Klukshu people to do 
the work or the number of fish caught were already sufficient to the people's needs) 
the borrler was taken down. Even today when the run Is huge on a particular day or 
set of days the barriers are taken down and fish are allowed to pass through. whether 
or not It Is a day tor escapement set by Fisheries personnel. this aspect of efficiency 
and concern for the not abusing the fishery probably governed the prudent use of 
salmon resources In the historic and prehistoric past. 

When sockeye are running. as many as 3000 fish may pass In a single day. and 
the trap must be monitored dally throughout the season. During the peak days. It must 
be checked hourly. The trap"caught sockeye are always taken out within a 1welve 
hour period except under unusual circumstances ~.e., when trap owners must leave 
Klukshu village). A large amount of trap-caught fish can overflow and damage the 
trap. Some fish are also kept alive In the trap (or at least those on the bottom during a 
large run) by virtue ot the water running over them. this along with the cold water 
temperature which retards spoilage. 

The flsh are taken out with a short flsh gaff or by hand by their gills. The fish are 
then killed by hitting them on the head with a wooden club. Clubs are made of an 
unpeeled spruce log about 2 feet long and 2 Inches In diameter (O'Leary field notes 
1977). These clubs are usually left by the stream or brought bock and forth from the 
house. McClellan (1975:187) reports that a special club was used. though she does 
not describe how It Is special. Though today the fish are hauled on the bank and held 
by the tall and clubbed In the most expedient manner~ elders reported that the fish 
should be held with Its head pointing upstream so as not to offend the spirit of the fish. 
The fish are then strung up on a line through their gills and left In the water. As many 
as 60 or 70 fish are strung on one line. Secured to the stake of an Individual's cuffing 
trough, they float freely downstream. This exposure of dead fish In the water on the 
line and In the traps Is a great entlcement to the black and grizzly bears which live In 
the area. Fish are more frequently robbed at night by bears who are especially 
prevalent during the peak of the runs when many fish are around the village In various 
stages of processing. Only the most vtgllant people who build fires at night near the 
stream and fire shofs Into the air are able to prevent bears from robbing any of their 
flsh. Although now protected by game laws~ In the past bears were shot for raiding 
fish. They probably never took a significant amount of fish from the village. Bu1 they 
hove been known to clean out accessible stored fish In smokehouses and caches. 

In order to retard spoilage, the fish Is allowed to lay whole In the water for 6 to 
12 hours (ovemlght) depending on when It was caught and the amount of fish being 
processed for storage. The coolness of the stream (average 7 degrees C.) helps 
preserve the flesh as rigor mortis sets In (D. Grady personal communication; DFE 
1977:38). Also when the fish Is stiff and cool It Is much easier to eviscerate and" flrs1 
cut" for the Initial stages of dryl!1Q. This process will be described lat_~r. 

Gaffing Salmon 

Besides taking sockeye salmon In traps, gaffing salmon provided a good part 
of the Indian catCh: The majorliy of salmon gaffed were kJngs. sockeyes being gaffed 
only at the vtllage by those wanting more fish than provided by the trap andJor when 
the run was very heavy and traps could not handle the overflow. The king salmon are 
very large. fighting fish weighing on the overage 25 pounds. When disturbed they 
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tend to head downstream ot a very fast rote. WIthin the river they tend to use the 
deeper channels In the stream and are thus less visible. The Klukshu River and other 
tributaries can be quite murky depending on the glacial run-off and weather 
conditions. King salmon are always gaffed with a long 8 to 12 foot spruce pole with a 
bent 12 Inch spike secured with moose hide or electrical tape to one end. In most 
cases the spike Is a bent cabin nail 1/2 Inch In diameter. It Is cold hdmmered and 
sharpened with a metal file until It resembles a large borbless fish hook. In the post 
the sharpened nasal bones of a moose were used (O'Leary field notes 1978). this was 
probably not as durable as metal. and required more maintenance ,and frequent 
replacement. Gaffing, though primarily a male activity, Is done by many women. Few 
young women are Interested In gaffing. but most teen-aged boys participate exc!tedly 
In gaffing. Ml,xed mole ond female groups always participate In gaffing expeditions. 

Gaffing Is a skilled activity; the pole Is swept underwater usually not touching 
the bottom so as to frighten the fish. When an object (the fish) Is fait, the gaffer must 
pull quickly towards himself so that the gaff Is firmly set, usually In the back section of 
the fish behind the' 'dorsal fin or In the toll. Th'9 fish then twists and pulls downstream 
and can be quickly lost If the gaffer does not wade toward the fish raising the gaff 
pole up so that the fish cannot iwlst free. Most people now wear rubber waders. 
either thigh or chest height. Those without them wade In their shoes and pants. The 
fish Is then dragged onshore or lifted and thrown back towards the lan'd. The fish are 
stili strong and vltol. especially the larger males; Fish that have not spawned are the 
preferred targets. Spowned-out fish are usually badly beaten, thin and ragged. 
These are referred to as ·old fish- and It Is said their flesh Is mushy, very lean and not 
tasty, although It Is sometimes eaten. These fish are sometimes used os practice 
targets for younger. less experienced ,gaffers. 

Good consistent s'Uccess Is limited to a few Individuals, Just as a few hunters In 
most hunter~atherer societies bring In proportionately more game (Binford n.d.). 
Though Impaled the fish does not die on the gaff, but by clubbing on the head after It 
Is dragged ashore. Usuolly one person Is the ·clubber- and carries or finds a stout 
branch to club the fish on the heod when It Is brought ashore. Increased success at 
gaffing Is also a function of the size of the run at 0 pcrHcular location. The more fish In 
an oreo. the greater the chance of strlkrng one. 

Gafflna Sliss and Mobility 

Since there are few kings at the village. gaffing by Klukshu people Involves 
being away from the village at various locations. anywhere from a distance of 1/4 
mile to 14 miles (Figure 7.2). Obvlousty, the advent of trucks and a highway hove 
made It easier to commute longer distances, more frequently. With Improved 
transportation, the resources can be moved to the consumers rather than the 
consumers moved to the resources. The ronge of loglsftcal mobilitY Is Increased; 
residential mobility might decrease. 

In the past. people spent longer periods of time of gofflng lo.catlons and put 
up dried fish at the gClfflng sites to carry back to the permanent villages later. One of 
the more frequently used gaffing locations Is the culvert near the village where th:e 
Haines Rood crosses the Klukshu River. It Is 0 short walk from the village. about 1/4 
mile along the bonks of the Klukshu. Except for certain small open areas the banks 
are chok~d with willOW and water birch. It Is known to be attractive to bears for 
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catching salmon,thus gaffing Is always done with several people, Another popular 
gaffing location near the outlet of Vend Creak, HWol Ku (Klukshu Crossing) Is located 
about 5 miles south of the village about 1000 ft from the main road. It offers a large 
bend In the rlver,where there Is an flat open grovel bank covering about 1/4 acre. 
The stream Is about 30 teet across. Because of the lightness of the gravels and the 
shallowness of certain areas, king solmon con be seen clearly; however along the, 
bonk opposite the gaffing location woter Is deeper and In shadow. King salmon 
frequently move along this side of the stream and most gaffing Is done there , 

Gaffing expeditions may have Increased In frequency In recent times since 
transportation has Improved. Having to carry the fish no further than a road makes 
gaftlng a more appealing alternative than hauling it five miles. In the ·old days", 
KluKshu pe,ople'report'ed that they both' gaffed salmon close to the village (within 2 to 
5 miles) or ot other more distant location; It close they carried the fresh fish bock to the 
vllloge for processing. It they gaffed the fish at a more distant location or hod many 
fish, they would usually camp at the gaffing area for a tew weeks, building drying 
racks and makeshift smokehouses. They would remain until the fish were dried out 
and weighed considerably less. Gaffing king salmon was always vital to the Klukshu 
people, regardless of transportatlon changes since the highway. This Is due to the fact 
that It Is the king salmon which run early, when there are fewer resources av.allable, 
and the fact that one king salmon equals 5 or more sockeyes. 

Another less pOpular gafflng location was KJukshu Flats (Do at lin), located on 
Motherall Creek about 6;5 miles from Klukshu VIllage. Though It Is not located tar trom 
the Haines Road, the trail descends at a very steep angle and Involves a climb back 
up over 1000 1eet long. Another unnamed creek feeding Into the Klukshu River near 
Klukshu Flats was also a gaffing location, but since at least 1977 It has been dommed 
by beavers and Is now called Moosa Pond. According to one Informant "there used 
to be lots of fish there but no more since beaver built his dam" (O'Leary field notes 
1977). The people used to pull down the stick and mud dams In the spring, trapping 
or killing the beaver so that the fish would not be Impeded In their spawning, In 1978'1 
a group of beaver hod begun c dam on Village Creek and this was destroyed by 
Fisheries personnel, who finally had to kJlI the beaver to permanently solve the 
problem. Dams not only prohibit those returning spawners and destroy possible 
salmon habitat but also make It Impossible for try to migrate to the ocean,. 

One of the most popular gaffing locations was on Village Creek near the 
abandoned settlement of Nesketoheen. Here the earliest king and sockeye salmon 
can be gaffed as It Is approximately 18 river miles from Klukshu village. Village Creek 
wos only briefly surveyed by Fisheries personnel: In 1976 they reported 24 kings In the 
creek and by aerial estimate 5000 sockeyes In Nesketaheen Lake which discharges 
Into Village Creek (DFE 1977). Village Creek was gaffed usually at polnis close to 
where It empties Into the Tatshenshlnl River. Salmon were also gaffed ot various 
locations downstream from Nesketoheen village, a distance of approxImately 2 miles. 
Several families' would go 10gether by truck south on the Haines Road to'an 
unimproved dirt rood leading to both the Fisheries COunting fence, Dalton Post and 
crossing Vllioge Creek. All gaffed fish Is hauled by truCk back to Klukshu Village. 

Such locations downstream from the village were used for gaffing, as cited In 
the early historical sources. as the fish arrive there approximately one and one half 
weeks before flsh arrive at Klukshu. People reported that early In the summer they 
would travel downstream to "meet" the salmon (O'Leary field notes 1978). Such early 
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resources of salmon would be available when stored resources were low and co~ld 
be obtained along with snowshoe hare, arctic ground squirre'l and grouse. 

Even further downstream on the Tatshenshlnl River Is the abandoned fish camp 
of Nuqulk. According to Glove (1890:310) this fish camp, located 25 miles below the 
mouth of the Klukshu at Detour Creek In British Columbia, was being used by Klukshu 
Indians In the summer of 1890 when he visited Nesketaheen. Nuqulk was Identified by 
Informants working with Kluane Park archaeologists In the summer 1978 (Ron 
Chambers personal communication). It consisted of a flat terrace with sLx to eight log 
house remolns (about 6 to 8 Inches above the surrounding surface) and a fairly heavy 
growth of aspen. Some preliminary testing revealed several hearths In the centers of 
the house mounds with charcoal and bone chips. A copper nOIl(?) was found beaten 
Into a scraper (Marc Stevenson: personol communication). A high cache set In a tree 
by two Klukshu men In the 1930's was also re-Iocated. The cache was used to store 
traps and tood for this winter trapping statlon (O'Leary field notes 1978). 

Another site (Ga shu we) was used by people as a fish camp, probably In the 
late 1800's (O'Leary field notes 1978). It was said to be at the outlet of O'Connor Cre'sk 
on th,e Tatshenshlnl River, about 25 miles downstream from Nuqulk. One Informant 
reported that people would travel there In the early spring when the river was low to 
get fish (early kings and sockeyes) to take bock up to Nesketoheen. Also king salmon 
were gaffed ot Kudwat Creek severo I miles north of Nuqulk by people coming from 
Squaw Creek mining area when It was act1ve In 1927 and perhaps earlier (O'Leary 
field notes 1978). 

A fish camp, used for one or two seasons around 1927, was located during the 
NVSPP 1979 survey Just north of the junction of the Klukshu and Tatshenshlnl River. The 
camp was lived In mostly by women and children as the men were Involved In mining 
at Squaw Creek (O'Leary 1980:15). There are probably other gaffing and fishing 
locations 9t the many feeder creeks along the Tatshenshlnl River which support 
populatlons of mlgratlng selmon. All fishing camps and gaffing locations are always 
situated on tributary streams or creeks to the Tatshenshlnl River rather than the ma'n 
river Itself. This pattern Is not unusual for other northern, sub~rctlc groups. Rainey 
(1939:378 .. 79) noticed that proctlcolly 011 Old archaeological sites on the Talnalna, 
Copper and Yukon rivers were found on small clear water tributaries. rather than on 
the banks of the main rivers as he had expected. Many of the early European 
travelers and explorers, Including Allen (188i:147), Brooks (1900:493) and Zagoskln 
(Michael 1967: PQssiml report few meetings with native groups traveling the main 
rivers. The reasoning given for this phenomenon by anthropologists Is faulty. Hosley 
( ~ 977: 127) believes that 

their time away from the main streoms ... In nomadic hunting of caribou. At 
most fishing could suppqrt a group tor only four months of the ,year ... the 
remolnder of time was devoted to hunting. 

Instead It should be stressed that the use of facilities such as fish traps and the 
success rate of gafflng Is higher In 1he smaller. less rapid streams. Every fish camp 
located In the TotshenshlnllAlsek ,drainage Is on a smoller tributary or stream. It Is at 
the outlet of these streams to the main river and at lakes that salmon tend to 
congregate and can be restricted even further by the use of traps. A limited 
arChaeological survey In 1977 of the Totshenshlnl River downstream from Dalton Post 
revealed no archaeological sites. ~xcept for one brief unsuccessful use (one season In 
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the 1950's) of a European fish wheel at Dalton Post In the TatshenshlnL no use was 
made of the main rlvars for fishing salmon (McClellan 1975:101). 

Differences In Trapping and Gaffing Fish 

The two different methods of taking salmon Involve 1wo different kinds of 
organization, two different salmon species (for the most part), and varying amounts of 
transportation time. The traps are facilities which flto be efficient require precise 
placement In space" and • ... cooperatlve labor for their construction and 
malntenancefl (Binford 1968: 116). Once the trap Is In place, (t requires no further labor 
other than monitoring and repair. Transportation to the resource Is only as for as the 
house to the creek. As a facility. It frees the person from active participation In the the 
actual catching of the salmon and allows time tor other activities such as processing, 
etc.. In effect, It functions to Increase the spatlal aggregation a resource for later use. 
thus Increasing the productlvl1y of the fishery. The trap Itself could possibly catch every 
sockeye which spawns In Klukshu Lake, but some essential constraints prevent this. The 
first Is the ability of the Klukshu people to perceive that taking all of a a run will destroy 
a years class of returning spawners. Ultimately, taking aU fish would destroy the entire 
run up the Klukshu. Understanding the parameters of escapement has played a role 
In the size of the population at Klukshu and the social relations with other neighboring 
bands. Secondly, ther=e Is 0 constraint on the ability of women to take and process the 
fish either for fresh or later consumption. Due to the nature of the run, the few days 
when the run Is abundant there Is not the available labor to process all the fish. Also 
fhere Is not a need to take more fish than Is necessary. given the environment, other 
resources and mobility patterns of the group. 

King salmon run earlier than sockeyes at locations downstream from the 
village. On the average the king run peaks In mld·July while the sockeye run peaks In 
late August/early September. Klukshu people must disperse In smaller groups to 
gaffing locations from 1/4 mile to over 40 miles away. It Is clear, even at present, that 
these early fish were Important to the Klukshu economy. In the past, depending on the 
amount of stored food available from the previous year. family groups would trove I 
downstream to "meet" the early king salmon. In the past this trove I usually 
necessitated a stay at a gaffing location until dried fish could be cached or carried 
bock .to the settlements; Today for such areas as Village Creek. day trips In trucks 
have Increased the distance from the settlement that people may go to fish without 
moving there for a longer period of time. Gaffing success Is based on both Individual 
skill and the particular amount of fish at a given time at a given location. On the 
average King salmon are four to five ttmes the weight of sockeyes, and this In one way 
may compensate for the amount of transport time. 

Cutting the Fish 

It Is very Important to have skilled lobor to process flsh for Morage. Because of 
the ttme constraints placed on processors by the nature of the salmon run, women 
must be effiCient as well as skilled In order to obtain the temporarily abundant 
resource. All of the processing Is done by women. Women hold the speCialized role 
of salmon cutter and are thus responsible tor a large part of the annual resources. 
ProceSSing fish for storage Is·not, as Drucker and Helzer (1967:149) would suggest, -a 
fairly simple technique: At Klukshu, there are basically three different ways to Initially 
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butcher the fish and fwo different methods of cutting them again for the final stoges of 
drying. 

The First Cut 

The flrst cut of salmon has basically two purposes: (1) to eviscerate and clean 
the dead fish; and (2) 'to prepare, the flsh so that It can be Inltlally dried tor further 
processl.ng. It varies by species. size and the sex of the fish. 

The ffsh that are laying In the stream are taken off the line. They are placed on 
a wooden trough made of a hollowed out cottonwood iog or two short pieces of 1 by 
12 Inch boards nailed together to form a ·vla. These ore set on posts In the stream at 
about waist leval to the cutter. They stand below the trap and about 1.5 feet from the 
bank. Each woman who has a trap also ·owns" the trough. exc'luslvaly using It when 
she cuts fish or allowing other family members to use the trough. A fourth trough was 
also available for use and did not seem to be "owned" by anyone. Fish are also cut 
on the banks of the stream. 

The fish Is placed on the trough with the head usually facing upstream. A large 
rounded steel knife Is used with a blade about eight Inches In length. It Is clenched 
firmly In the hand as one might hold a large spoon for mixing heavy dough. The knife 
Is frequently sharpened either on a river cobble (usually a basalt or other fine-grained 
Igneous rock), or a knife sharpener Is brought 'clong with 1he knife. Occasionally MO 
knives are brought and the second Is used when the first Is too dull. 

Sock eyes 

The following procedure Is used for male and large female sockeyes that are 
to be cu't again and dried for human consumption, The cutter slices through the right 
side of the gill, 1hen the left side, then she pokes a hole at the base of the throat. She 
then reaches In with two fingers and pulls out the red gills and throws them Into the 
stream. All pieces that are discarded Into the stream are washed downstream away 
frpm the village and are ted upon by various scavengers (I.e. seagulls). She then 

. chops the heod off and discards It or tosses It Into a ·bucket for later use. Salmon 
heads are very popular delicacies and are either boJled or baked In the fire. The 
entire head. except the teeth and jaw bones, Is eaten by people and dogs alike. 
Next she makes a deep slit from the top of the throat to the anus. The fish Is laid on Its 
left side. She scrapes out the entrails, roe, liver, heart, etc. Into the water. Next she 
Chops deeper Into the vertebral column, scraping out the blood. She swings the tall, 
which Is away from her, towards her and cuts Slightly Into the left side of the tall about 
4~5lnches from the end ·of It. She breaks the pIece towards her and makes a small cut 
Into this section. The last cutting of. the tall Is to provide a secure hand-hold for 
transporting the heavy slimy flsh around (Flgur~ 7.3). Next, the fish Is held by the 
tall-hold and thoroughly rinsed In the stream, swung back and forth to clean out all the 
remaining entrails. The, fish Is then tossed Into a box onshore or put on branches or 
plastic to be Immediately taken up to the drying racks In the smokehouse. An adult 
can usually carry four fish. The process of first cut Is different on female sockeyes or 
"eggs fish" as they are commonly called. this cut Is for dog food and Is simpler and 
slightly faster. The fish Is de-gllled, then gutted but the head Is left on. It Is then split In 
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Figure 7-3 INITIAL CUT OF SOCK EYES 
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1wo from head to the beginning of the cartilage of the tall. Both sectlons of the flsh ore 
held together by the tall. The sides of the fish are then slashed horizontally. 

The first cut of king salmon Is basically the same os for sockeye. The difference 
Is that because kings are bigger and heavier some parts ore discarded (especially 
the vertebral column which Is saved In the sockeyes within the body of the fish), and 
other sections are cut differently. The fish Is cut on the trough with the head towards 
the woman; she then cuts off the two lateral front fins, then the dorsal fin, than cuts a 
slit through the Jaw. She then lifts the gill flap back towards the top of the head and, 
In a quick chopping motion, releases the gills from the head and throws them Into the 
water. She then turns the fish on Its belly· and chops off Its head. this Is also usually 
discarded but on occasion It Is saved. When being saved It ts further cut on either 
side of the palate to flatten It out for drying. Next, she Slits the fish from anus to neck. 
Many times. with the female king this Is done carefully, In order to preserve the eggs In 
their membrane ·socks: The eggs can be boiled and eaten or dried and stored. 
The male gonads are only occasionally saved. She then cleans out the entrails and 
discards them Into the stream. She then takes the knife and digs Into the splnol 
column, releasing and scraping out layers of blood. She then fillets out the spinal 
column with the ribs attached. this Is also discarded. This Is usually done without 
splitting the fish In two, though sometimes the dorsal fin Is slashed in two length- wise 
and hung to dry by the taiL The fish tall Is then notched similarly to the sockeyes and · 
provides a hand-hold for carrying. I Observed only a few times when the spinal 
column was saved and hung to dry and these were part1cularly large fish. The person 
who kept the vertebrae said that she was saving them for making Jewelry. 

This Initial butchering and first cut of the fish Is done by older women who 
report that they have been doing this "all their lives: They are willing to show their 
daughters and granddaughters how to cut the fish, but the work Is most effiCiently 
done by the older women. Occasionally a woman who has married Into the band will 
cut her fish a different way. A Southern Tutchone woman who was originally from 
Hutchl occasionally cut her king salmon ·Cormack's style" which Involved a similar first 
cut to the so·ckeye but a more elaborate cut the second tIme. Women are aware of 
different styles of cuffing but at Klukshu prefer to use the styles described. Table 7.1 
shows a sample of actual time taken to kill and butcher salmon. A woman working 
consistently on a line may Initially process an overage sockeye In less than one 
mjnute. The kings take sllchtly longer from 3.5 minutes to 0$ long as 6.67 minutes tor 
less experienced c.utters. The butchering time for kings also varies according to Its size 
which can be as much as 65 pounds. Some women first segregate their catch as to 
species and sex which will allow them to cut a group of fish the same way for a given 
perlod-ot time. Usually there Is a round of activitIes taking place when some of the fish 
are being first cut. ofhers are being killed and taken from the traps to the line, gaffed 
flsh are brought In and other fish are In varying stages of drying. Women enlist as 
many helpers as possible to carry their fish to the smokehouse. This need Is usuaJly 
fliled by young girls, daughters and Sisters. Women may stop to carry theIr own flsh or 
use a truck or wheelbarrow to go to their smokehouses, no more than a few to severo I 
hundred feet away. 
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Table 7-1 

KILLI~p AND/OR EVISC~RATING FISH - "FIRST CUT" 
TOTAL NO. Of-

TOTAL HOURS N°UH8ER OF HAN HOURS ON 
DATE ,\C'l·~VITY OF ACTIVITY PEOPLE PREsoENT SITE 

July 5 21 sockeye cut 28 min. 1 .47 

July S filet cut of sockeye 1 min. I .02 

July 5 clubbing 5 sockeyes in trap 10 min. 2 .ll 

July 5 5 sockeye cut 25 min. I • -41 

JuLy ij 65 so°ckeye cut ~ stored on fish: rack 8 bra. 1 8 

........ July H 15 sockt!ye and kiu&os cut 30 min. 2 1 
F\) 

.July LO 8 kinss cut 30 min. 1 .s 

July il 10 sock~yes cut with egg sack:s 35 min .. 2 1.16 
carefully removed 

July Lb 4 kin~s cut 35 mlno. 1 .59 

July 16 ) ~o-ckeyes cut 1S min. I .25 

July 20 9 kings cut 1 hr. 1 1 

July 25 oJ kings cut 24 min. I .4 

' I 
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CHAPTER VIII 

PRIISERVING THE FISH 

Due to the nature of the salmon runs stress falls on the Klukshu people during 
the period when the fish must be processed for storage. It Is Important to have skilled, 
efficient labor both tor the Initial butchering of fish and secondary processing for 
storage. Processing fish for storage Is not as Drucker and Helzer (1967:149) suggest "0 

fairly simple technique," There are three different methods of Initially butchering fish 
and two different ways of second cutting them for the final stages of drying. The 
parameters of, processing the fish will be discussed In this chapter. 

After the fish have been Initially butchered the process of preserving the fish 
begins, The preservation of the salmon Is, of course, vital. All processes were 
designed to reduce the moisture content of the fish to prevent different kinds of 
spoilage, After long hours of butchering, cutting and preparing the salmon for 
ultimate consumption the Indians evolved a process of preservation so that the fish 
can be edible throughout the year. This process Is otten fraught with problems, Many 
external factors Influence both the ways and the amount of time needed, to preserve 
the fish. The most Important variable Is the weather. One aspect of the weather that 
has a great affect on how well the processing will proceed Is rain. 

Workman wrote (1978:12) -In my Judgement Yukon Indians of ethnographic 
times appeared to be less able to cope with moisture than cold per se ,- This has 
been true for other groups Involved In the preservatlon of fish. Panowskl (1985: 91) has 
commented that on the Northwest Coast the high rainfall (from 100 to 200 Inches) 
made processing and the long term storage of salmon extremely difficult. She 
speculates that the failure of being able to store salmon caused great losses of fish 
and periodic shortages, Along with rainfall, the humidify of the air also affected 
drying. Swann (1870:6), commenting on the Makah of the Washington coast. ~rote -As 

., the Climate Is very humid. It Is rare that a season Is propitious for the curing of their 
fish,- Even though the Interior of the Southwest Yukon Is much drier than the coastal 
area, rolnfall and humidity were stili crucial factors. 

The amount and periodicity of rainfall In the summer months Is critical to 
preserving the flsh. The closest weather station at Haines Junction (40 miles north) 
reports the months of highest precipitation are July (1.5"'), In the form of rain. and 
November and December (1.5-), In the form of snow (Workman 1978: 11), Precl pltatlon 
Increases from April to July, drops 0.5· In August and September and rises again In 
October and 1he early winter months. Fish that has been 'butchered must be 
protected from the rain or It rots. and becomes moldy, and the flesh Is unfit for 
consumption. 

Another·cllmatlc factor Important In preserving the fish Is the sun, Actual drying 
1!1 the sun Is not possible tor salmon, since It "cooks· the fatty flesh and allows It to slip 
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tram the skin. Fish that is hanging without some sort of shade will rapidly become oily, 
and the flesh wll' be ruined for further drying. this has been noted for drying fish at the 
Dalles on the Columbia River and In the Frazer River Canyon by Rivera (1949:26 - 27): 

... fish Is never purposely exposed to sun, and during the last stages of 
the drying process, which lasts three weeks, the heat of the sun would 
draw the fats to the surface, thus damaging the keeping quality of the 
finished product 

Open-air drying (I.e., outside a smokehouse) Is practical only on overcast. 
windy days with low humidity. On days that become too sunny or threaten to rain. fish 
on outside fish racks are quickly covered with plastic or brought Inside a smokehouse. 

Wind Is a crlttcal factor In the pres9Nation of fish. It both dries the fish and acts 
to cut down the populations of smaller Insects that prey on both the people and the 
fish. Panowskl (1985:94) found that a steady wind was one of the reasons why the 1wo 
most famous places tn the Northwest for drying salmon (The Dalles on the Columbia 
and the Frazer River Canyon) were chosen: 

... the wind blows constantly ... which makes the spot Ideal for drying 
racks. It can be counted on for a constant circulation of air around the 
drying slabs of fish, and It helps discourage flies. 

Fish are dried by the wind; the smoke acfs more as a deterrent to Insects. This 
fact was also noted by Delaguna (1972:399) and Harrington (n.d.) who commented 
that among the Yakutat Tllnglt fish Is actually dried rather than smoked, since the 
amount of smoking Is very light, and the natives speak of "smoked" salmon as "dried." 
Klukshu Is an Ideal location for drying as It Is situated In on open meadow In a valley 
usually with a strong north wind. There are few locations along the river with this 
needed open windy area. this limits the placement of fish camps. 

Insects 

Flies and wasps can cause considerable damage to drying fish If not 
effectively deterred. These Insec1s are abundant during 1he fishing season. Smoke Is 
the major deterrent since It does not allow the Insects to get close to the fish. Fish left 
exposed or even temporarily out of the range of smoke because of changes In wind 
direction are quickly preyed upon. Flies crowl over the flesh and deposit eggs called 
"fly blow· by the 'Klukshu people (O'Leary field notes 1978). lhese eggs produce 
maggots, and must be scraped off or the entire fish must be discorded. If they are not 
detected early and are allowed to be stored with other 11sh they may contaminate 
significant amounts of an entire cache. 

Ra~som (1946:618) report~ on the problems of Insecis for the Aleuts: 

But during the period when flies are active the Insects lay their eggs on 
the drying fish. This makes much work for the women who must scrape 
iham away •... even though not all the eggs are removed. 
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Wasps do more damage by actually eating the salmon. Carnivores, they 
riddle the salmon with small craters. Wasps are particularly offensive when the fish are 
being "second cut" and when more salmon flesh Is exposed. Therefore this work must 
be done either within the smokehouse or In areas close to blowing smoke. When 
Infestations are heavy around the smokehouses a pot of meat broth Is hung outside 
the smoking area to attract the wasps which drown In It. This Is called "bee soup· by 
one woman. Several people a1 Klukshu mentioned years when the wasps were 
particularly bad. One man who had lived at Dalton Post said In 1912 the Insects were 
so bad everywhere that they" had to keep stumps and torches going continually." 
Another woman remarked that ~956 was "0 terrible year for yellow-Jackets at Klukshu" 
(O'Leary field notes 1978). 

Smoke and Smokehouses 

Smokehouses are built for the purpose of curing fish. They also serve as storage 
places tor summer camp equipment. These are usually smaller than residences, 
though a few hod more square footage, and are less carefully made. Abandoned 
buildings are occasionally used as smokehouses. Smokehouses are usually adjacent 
to. or directly behind, residences. They are frequently repaired each summer when a 
new section of roof Is put on or new poles are mode to hong the fish. Other Items 
such as the smaller poles for the dried fish ore also manufactured each fishing season. 
In 1978, a new smoke house was built for a family by friends and family members. It 
took approximately 40 man~hours to complete. Each smokehouse Is owned by a . 
family: two of the largest were owned by women who also owned fish traps. Members 
of on extended family frequently shore the facility. A sister or brother smokes fish In a 
sibling's smokehouse or a women and her children use her slster·ln-Iaw~s. 

At Klukshu smokehouses varied In architecture from brush lean-tos to elaborate 
palisaded structures. Spruce poles are used sometimes In combination with scrap 
lumber and screenlnc. The oldest type of smokehouse as reported by Klukshu people 
and confirmed by the NVSPP sites were simple rectangular-shaped structures with four 
to eight posts marking the perimeters. Connecting the tops of these posts were 
beams. These were overlaid with perpendicular poles and the whole was covered 
over with brush (cottonwood branches) when In use (Figure 8.1). Plastic may also be 
used for rooflng. In some Instances smokehouses are more elaborate. One built out 
of scrap plywood was walled up to a height of about 4 feet. The upper third of the 
wall was left open, and nailed frames with screening were placed around the 
smokehouse at this height. The pitched roof was covered with corrugated tin and 
plywood. Another palisade smokehouse contained spruce logs 2 Inches In diameter 
and eight feet In height, sharpened and driven Into the ground to enclose an area of 
180 square feet. Makeshift fish racks are constructed during the fishing season when 
smokehouses are filled to overflowing. These rocks are often A-frames with horizontal 
cross-pieces, or simply poles leaned at a forty-five degree angle to the wall of a 
smokehouse; these ore covered over with plastiC or canvas on rainy or particularly 
sunny days. 

The purpose of the fire In a smokehouse Is to produce a continual smoke that 
would fill the smokehouse and never burst Into flame. A fire that Is too hot cooks the 
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salmon flesh from the skins: A fire with only a little smoke does not deter Insects and 
does not help preserve the drying fish. Green cottonwood or spruce are preferred 
woods for smoking, as they are stili full of moisture and do not tend to flame. as does 
drled-out wood. About 9 or 10 In the evening the fire Is bonked. It Is started again at 
5 or 6 the next morning so that It will burn all day. Excursions for large cottonwood 
logs are frequent during the summer since they burn cooler and longer. "Rotten 
wood" of on undetermined species of tree. perhaps spruce. Is also used. The wood Is 
red-brown and crumbles easl/y, damping the flames. People with smokehouses rarely 
left them for longer than a few hours. or If they had to leave for longer periods a 
person was put In charge of monitoring the fire. 

The type of fire varies with the structure of the smokehouse. The most common. 
with the larger palisade or plywood structures, Is a fire set on the ground Inside a 
metal 50 gallon 011 drum which has been sawed In holf to form an open cylinder. 
Another common fireplace Is a metal 50 gallon all drum which has been cut In holf 
length-wise to form on open trough. Many times these were covered by a piece of 
metal with punched out holes or a piece of heavy, dense grating. This covering 
helped to damp the flame. By protecting the fire from gusts of wind and keeping It 
contained. It could produce more smoke evenly, In larger smokehouses two such 
barrel-fires are kept going continually. On makeshift fish racks and In smaller 
smokehouses. several small fires are placed under fhe rocks. Thase are either made In 
barrels or placed directly on the ground. The location of these fires was frequently 
shifted depending on the direction of the prevailing wind. The fires are aI/located 
upwind of the fish racks. At one small fish rock six separate ash areas were located 
otter Klukshu village residents left for their winter homes. The ash deposits were 
shallow and small In circumference. They were never excavated Into the ground, nor 
were they lined with stones; sometimes larger, charred Inner logs which enclosed the 
11re serving as a kind of windbreak and providing a ready supply of fuel were lett. 
Cooking fires that are Situated outside usually showed continual use Since more wood 
was consumed In preparing meals or keeping tea or soups warm. 

Cuttino the Fish for Preservation 

When the fish are InitIally cut rflrst cut-) for drying, they are hung In the 
smokehouse with the -flesh side down against the pole with the dorsal fin at the top. 
The flsh cut length-wise for dogs Is hung by draping the fwo halves over the pole. 
These are usually held together by the unspllt tall (Frgure 8.2). The skin and attached 
fins and tolls are left to "harden up.- The slime on the skin dries up making the flsh 
more stiff. Slime and mOisture drip from the fish as they dry and people are careful not 
to go under the fish. The fish are spaced evenly, and separated 2 to 3 Inches. Every 
day the fish must be shifted, for they would spoil If left In the same place on the slimy 
poles. 

Nat1V9 _women of many different groups knew that this movement of fish on the 
racks was Important to preventing spoilage as evidenced by reports on the Northwest 
Coast (Gunther 1927: 208; Ham 1980:41). Both the salmon used tor people, and that 
used for dogs, Is also reversed with the skin side agolnst the pole. 

The Inltlol drying time varies from overnight to one week, depending on the fish 
weight and weather conditions. The purpose Is to hang It until the flesh Is crusted 
over to protect It from damage by Insects, and make It less susceptible to mold. 
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FIgure 8-2 DRIED· SOCK EYES CUT FOR DOGS 
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The. Second Cut 

After the fish have been Inltlolly dried, those cut for human consumption must 
be cut again to focliitate further drying. The second cut Is a more precise cut thon the 
first, and the thorough drying of the fish Is dependent on the accuracy and evenness 
of this particular cut. The fish (either a male sockeye or small king salmon) Is cut either 
on a flat board or on a smalltent·shaped wooden structure (Figure 8.3). The fish Is laid 
dorsal side down. The tall Is either sliced off and kept for the dogs, or teft on the 
dryIng fish. It Is then cut down the middle. lengthwise. to one sld·e of the vertebrae .. to 
the skin which Is dry and leathery. Then a deep cut Is made to the left of the center 
cut. The knife Is then carefUlly drawn horizontally away from the cutter and 
perpendicular to her. This cut slices the thick side of flesh Into two thinner pieces stili 
attached to each other and one to the skin. The goal Is to leave on equal amount Of 
flesh on the skIn. The other side Is similarly cut. The finished solman Is a wide 
unfolding strip of flesh with skin stili adhering to parts of two sides. It can be folded 
together like a portfolio (FIgure 8.4). This Is draped over 0 pole In the smokehouse to 
dry In a similar manner to the first hanging. It Is also rotated. 

King salmon Is frequently so much larger that It takes longer to dry than the 
sockeyes and Is frequently cut Into smaller pieces to dry atter the Initial drying process 
Is complete. first the backbone 'sectlon Is filleted out, usually keeping the tall Intact 
with the backbone. The small pectoral fins are cut oft and then the fish Is laid tall side 
away from the cutter. The knife Is then drown away trom the tha cutter. It appears as 
If It Is being held backwards. In a power grip the knife Is drawn hard away trom the 
cutter In a smooth, straight stroke. so that the flesh is cut cleanly. It Is Important not to 
make a Jogged cut or fly eggs will be laid there. The fish Is cut all the way through the 
skin. It needs a strong. steady stroke. The fish Is cut Into long strips which are hung on 
poles by the middle section (Figure 8.5). 

If the flesh Is too thick. there are many cuts made diagonally through the flesh 
to the. skin, and the strip Is stretched to open up se.ctlons 0 little. About 10 strips are 
cut from one side of the fish, (or about 20 total from a large king salmon). There are 
other methods of cutting fish. but 1tlese are only practiced occasionally. The basic cut 
for dogs, and the second cut fish for human consumption, Is -the same throughout the 
village. 

The second cut fish Is more carefully maintained than the fish for dogs. The fish 
for dogs Is hung to dry and except for being rotated Is not cut again. The fish for 
people Is rotated, "second cut. .. and finally a hole Is slashed through the middle of 
one end of the fish. along the pectoral line and hung on smaller poles. About 5 to 10 
fish per pole are hung wl1h the bulk of the fish hanging like a stiff curtain. These fish 
are then dried for 3 to 6 weeks or more, depending on the weather conditions, 
especially moisture. whIch Increases drying time. When fish are totally dry. they can 
be easily stored In caches. though If pocked too tightly they tend to rot. 

Spoilage 

Besides the other external factors mentioned, mold on fish Is a constant 
problem. Mold con be scraped off If found early enough. but when It forms and Is not 
detected It can ruin a significant amount of fish. Thus In 1978, about one quarter of 
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Figure 8-4 SECOND CUT SOCKEYES FOR PEOPLE 
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Flgur. 8-5 SECOND CUT KINGS FOR PEOPLE 
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the fish of one family was either Improperly stored for winter, or had not been dried 
long enough. and had to be discarded. One Intormant reported that moldy fish was 
usually thrown away but could be eaten under dire circumstances. Though fhere are 
no quantltatlve data on the amount of fish wasted by spoilage due to mold. Insects 
and weather, It could be a significant. However, salmon properly stored can last for 
years. Several caches In Haines Junction contained dried fish that had been hanging 
for as many as 3 years. It was fit for human consumption and had retained the oily fat 
of recently dried fish. The decrease In the amount of calories or various proteins, fats 
and minerals Is not known. Today. older dried fish Is usually given to dogs regardless 
of the way It Is cut. 

Bacterial Scoliage 

Recent arguments about the amount of spoilage due to bacteria have been 
advanced by Panowskl (19B5:93~96). She rates bacterial contamination as the major 
cause of spoilage. The presence of such dangerous bacteria as Salmonella and 
staphylococcus and clostridium botulism, the cause of botulism. In fresh salmon and 
other ocean run fish cannot be denied (Lee 1977:8·9 as quoted In Panowskl 1985:94). 
It can also flourish In cured salmon If It Is not kept cool or heated In cooking to klllit. 
But Panowskl (1985:94·96) argues that the lack of cleanliness In fish camps 
encouraged bacterial contamination and the spoilage trom this cause would be 
completely unpredictable because people at that time did not understand germ . 
theory. She further states that the flsh would have to be discarded or tossed out In 
some years while In others the resource lasted quite well. While the actual 
ethnographic dota on spoilage are not available, one of the problems with her 
argument Is that people are not able to perceive bacteria on flsh and discard them. 
One suspected case of botulism In salmon happened In a fish camp on the Klukshu 
River (O'Leary 1980:101). At an historic fishing site (NSVPP CIA 1) occupied In 1927. a 
ChompogneJAtshlhlk band member reported that many small pits were dug and lined 
with tin cons for the storage of fresh salmon heads. She reported that several people 
were ·polsoned· by eating the rotten heads and thus the comp was moved. This may 
have been from botulism, but two factors should be noted: (1) the "botulism" was not 
from dried fish. as Ponowskl suggests. but from fish heads and (2) the contamination 
was not perceived until people had become sick and died from It. It Is also possible 
that lead In the tin cans tainted the food. Thus bacterial spoilage had more of an 
affect on decreasing the human population than on decreasing fhe amount of stored 
fish. However. certain parameters of spoilage by bacteria may be perceived. like the 
length of time It takes to develop. This may have forced people to practice storage 
for a shorter period than desired. 

One factor on the coast that was different for the Southwest Yukon was the 
lesser amount of rainfall and the low temperatures for most months of the year. One 
factor that Panowsk' does not discuss Is that long term storage may not hove been 
desirable. The conf1uence of the salmon runs with other resources and viewing salmon 
as one of a number of critical resources will be argued for the Chompagne/Alshlhlk 
band. 
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pried Fish 

In 1978, a sample was taken of dried fish (sockeye), both those cut for dog 
food and those for people. Each sample was weighed on a fish scale. The average 
reduction of live weight to dried state was about 75% from a sample of 40 fish 
weighed at Klukshu (Table 8.1). Thus, an overage 5 pound sockeye when dried, 
weighed, on the average, 25% of Its original weight, or about 1.20 pounds. The fish 
cut for dogs with the heads stili attached averaged 1.27 pounds. lhose "second cut" 
for people averaged 1.32 pounds. Further weight loss may have occurred In long 
term storage since some of the fish weighed were about 1 week away from storage. 
The difference Is probably not significant. Weights of dried king salmon which was 
strip-cut were 'not taken, but probably a more significant weight loss would have 
occurred Since the vertebral column was discarded In the cutting, as were the fins, tall 
and head. 

Lona Term Storage 

Salmon which has been completely dried can be stored In various ways. 
Currently, dried salmon Is kept In the winter village of Haines Junction In privately 
owned storehouses which are not unlike small barns with openings between the roof 
and the wall so that air can Circulate freely. These storehouses also hold furs, dried 
moose meat and various pieces of equipment such as outboard motors, traps, etc. 
Salmon In these structures ore kept on the poles from the smokehouses. With five to ten 
salmon per pole, they are placed aaross parallel poles about 2 or 3 feet apart. Or, 
they may be simply stacked flat on parallel poles. They are not covered since that 
would allow more mOisture to be released from the fish. In the crisp, cold of winter 
with temperatures dipping to minus 40 degrees F, they are perfectly preserved. They 
are used as needed. Dried salmon can be eaten as Is, or soaked In water and eaten 
or boiled to make a stew. 

Caches 

Raised Loa Coches 

Several older people stili cache their fish In wooden caches on high stilts. This 
was the preferred mode of storage before the Alaska Highway was built and many old 
caches occur In the region. The structures vary In size from 8 by 6 feet, to small boxes 
4 by 3 feet. The cache Is usually a small wooden cabin set on top of poles 8 to 10 
feet above the ground. Many are built In the same style as houses, using a notched, 
cribbed log construction wlth a ridge pole and pitched roof. There are however, no 
windows, but one side has a small hinged door. Others are notched log structUres, 

. with a slanted or single-pitched roof (Figure 8.6). McClellan (1975:247) believes that 
this style Is more recent (within the last 100 years) In the area and reflected the use of 
metal tools. She finds the s1yle characteristic of the circumpolar zone that may hove 
been Introduced by the Russians. McClellan (1975:247) also reports that at Klukshu 
during the 1950's and 60's the majority of caches had slngl&-pltched roofs. The 
predominant style cache In historic ttmes was made by topping four living trees which 
grew close to each other. 
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TABLE 8-1. Weights of Drted Salmon at Klukshu Village. 

SOCKEYES 

Second cut for people (mostly male fish) 

1.2 lb. 11.2 lb. 

2, 1 lb. 12. 1 1/2 lb. 

3. 1 lb. 13. 1/2 lb. 

4.314 lb. 14.1 lb. 

S. 1 1/4 lb. 15. 1 lb. 

6.2 1/8 Ib 16. 1 1/4 lb. 

7.11/2Ib. 17. 1 1/2 lb. 

8. 1 3/4 lb. 18. 1/4 lb. 

9.1 lb . 19. 1 1/4 lb. 
• • 

10.1 lb. 20. 1 lb. 

Fish cut for dogs (famale sockeyes) 

1. 1 1/8 lb. 11.314 lb. 

2.314 lb. 12.1 lb. 

3. 1 1/2 lb. 13.314 lb. 

4. 1 3/4 lb. 14.314 lb. 

5.2Ib. 15. 1 1/4 lb. 

6. 1 1/4 lb. 16.1 lb. 

7.1 lb. 17. 1 lb. 

8.1 lb. 18. 1 1/2 lb. 

9. 1 1/2 lb. 19.1 lb. 
• 

10. 1 lb . 20.1 lb. 

.. fish (11·20) had been 'dried for 3 weeks . 
•• fish (1 . 10) were not completely dried and needed "about 1 week more to dry" 
(O/Leary:fleld notes 1978). 
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A simple log platform was then built between the trees at a height of 
about 20 feet. Sometimes the sides were built up of logs by laying butts 
and points alternately, but the logs were not notched. When the cache 
was filled ... It was covered with 0 well-cleaned and dehalred hide, on 
top of which w'ere laid three or four heavy logs and some brush. Two 
notched logs were used as a ladder to reach the platform, ... and 
when not In use the poles were laid on the ground nearby (McClellan 
1975:247). 

One such platform was located on the west bank of Village Creek neor the 
historic village of Nesketoheen. However, two members of the ChampagneJAlshlhlk 
band said they had used the platform as a blind In hunting a bear that had been 
bothering thefr smokehouse where they were preserving salmon. It Is not known If It 
was used also for a cache. Another historic cache was used In the 1930's at Nuqulk 
by a Southern Tutchone trapper. A small cache built on top o'f two spruce trees It was 
about 10 teet high to hold dry meat. fish, and staples such as flour and sugar, and 
trapping equipment. It was a cribbed log structure with pitched roof. Recent historic 
coches have wide strips of metol wropped around the stilts to prevent predators from 
cUmb'lng up Into the cache. The height of the cache and Its sturdy nature 
discouraged predators from raiding the food supplies. 

The most devastating predators In the orea are bears, which have been kflown 
to tear apart a sm'okehouse even In summer when relatively well-fa'd. Block bears were 
able to reach high caches by climbing and destroying them. However, since the'-· ., 
bears hibernate during the winter and are mobile In the spring when salmon stores 
are low or non-exlstent. they were a threat both summer and autumn. Wolverines were 
also an ever-present donger too since they are capable of tearing Into a weak cache 
as well as wreaking havoc on trap lines. 

Fish Is put up In caches In packets of three fish lying side by side and stacked 
on top of each other, about 'three or four fish thiCk, tied loosely with string. It Is 
Important that the roof of the cache be tight enough to prevent rain or snow from 
coming In but that there be enough air let In through the side to keep It cirCUlating 
within the coche. Coches, unlike houses, ore not chinked with moss or mUd. 

Other Types of Caches 

There are two other iypes of caches for salmon used In historic flmes, One Is 
built only tn the fall ond winter when temperatures dip below freezing. The late run of 
coho salmon In the Klukshu river was sometimes frozen and put directly on the ground 
Inside a pen of cribbed logs and was then covered with heavy fresh cut logs to deter 
predators (McClellan 1975:247). The fish were reported to have been frozen un,gutted. 
This type of fish oache was dlscoverd at the historic fishing camp (NSVPP CIA 1). used 
In 1927 , when 0 group Of Klukshu people who were fishing near the junction of the 
Klukshu and Tatshenshlnl Rivers. One person reported that coho were layered In a 
crlss~ross fashion on top of each other and were pried out with an axe (O'Leary 
1980:124). Fish stored In this manner must be eaten before spring thaw. McClellan 
(1975:247) reports that there were also Ice cellars used to store foods during the 
summer, but she has' no details about them. Because the permafrost Is discontinuous 
In the southwest Yukon It would be hard to know where to locate such ptts. 
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Another type of pit was used by close neighbors, the Inland T1lnglt. who mode 
squarish pits averaging about three feet In depth and several feet In length and width 
In gravel ridges (McClellan 1915:247). Several such pits were located on river 
terraces above the Tatshenshlnl River by the NSVPP project. They were excavated Into 
the forest soli about one meter deep by three by three meters In area. One such pit 
was lined with logs. No artifacts or evidence ,of stored goods was found (O'Leary 
1980:55). Pits for dried fish similar to these are noted tor the Yakutat Tllnglt by 
DeLaguna [1972:305). The holes were dug behind the dwellings and lined with logs or 
planks with a kind of arched Quonset hut built above It. The top of the cache was 
sometimes as high as 5 feet and the bottom, was perhaps. as deep. The bottom was 
used for dried fish and meat that was not supposed to freeze. Varlous .slmllar 
prehistoric pit 'caches were also found In the Tllnglt cre,a; 

Amon,g the other methods of storing fish. only a few were used historically 
because of the lack of technology. Although today fish heads are commonly not 
stored, this was not the case historically. People at Klukshu reported that ftsh heads 
were stored In small, circular Pits dug Into the ground at fls'hlng locations. The fish 
heads would rot and ferment Into a kind of ·head cheese." After fermenting, these 
heads could be eaten for several months. It was a favorite food In late autumn 
(McClellan, Fall and Shepard 1987). Multiple pits, of this kind were located at on 
historic fish camp on the Klukshu river (NSVPP CIA 1). Each pit measured about 0.5 
meters In diameter and was 0 .25 meters deep. This was the site mentloned earlier 
where several people may have died trom bOtulism In the rotten fish heads. Storage" 
of flsh by this kind of method was al,so known for other neighboring groups In the 
Interior and on the coast (DeLaguna 1972:305). 

Also there are reports of drying ftsh eggs. The eggs were either stored within 
the membrane sacs and hung with the fish, or they were mixed with dried fish, berries 
and moose fat. These could be also stored In grease In the stomachs of large animals 
(McClellan, Fall and Shepard 1987). 

Today flsh Is brought back to Haines Junctlon and other locations In the 
summer and stored In freezers for the winter. This Is more prevalent among younger 
families or those members of the band who do not flsh very mUCh. Fish Is now also 
conned In brine and stored In winter houses. Some fish Is preserved by light smoking 
In commerCial smokers with hIckory or other flovorful wood used. This method 
rsprasents only a small ftactlon of the total fish taken. 
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CHAPTER IX 

LIMITATIONS OF THE SALMON RESOURCE 

There has been considerable theoretical debate on the numbers of salmon 
needed and/or taken by vanous No'rthwest Coast aboriginal groups. All of the models 
are based on assumptions about human nutrition rsqulr-ements, either couched In 
terms of caloric Intake (the amount of protelnslta1s etc, or simple number of calories 
needed per person), or on the number of pounds/ounces/Individual fish needed to 
sustain human IIfs, These arguments ars not wrong per sa, but It Is necessary to 
scrutinize the two critical assumptions upon which they are based: namely that 
salmon Is ~ most Important resource to that group, and that If It Is abundant, that a 
group will want to maximize Its exploitation of that resource. 

The Idea of "abundance" of solmon has also certain underlying assumptions 
.about the needs of groups with access to It. When examining the role of salmon to the 
diet, Hewes has assumed that "somewhat less then one half of 1he caloric requirement 
of the average native consumer of the area [Pacific Salmon area] was satisfied by 
eaflng salmon- (1973:135). Though Hewes uses this measure -for the sake of 
argument- It Is one of the few times such an assumption Is clearly stated. Most 
arguments are based on the assumption that when salmon was available It was 
utilized to .. the maximum extent. One way of maximizing the use of salmon Is to .. 
Increase the avaflablll1y of salmon by some method of storage. Since the actual time' 
to fish Is relatively short. the resource only eaten fresh could not provide food for an 
extended time unless there was some method of preservation. Storage, In effect. 
lengthens the season of avallablll1y. The assumption Is that people will process as 
much fish tor storage as possible and eat their stored fish as long as possible. Implicit 
In this assumption are Ideas about mobility; the argument carried to extremes would 
require a group to find on abundant resource. process enough to eat throughout the 
year and stay at the site until that resource becomes abundant again. 

It will be argued here that salmon, while an Important resource, was Q.O..ft of a 
number of critical or essential resources that has. limitations. Though sedentism .ls 
made possible by the storage of products over a longer period of time than they are 
available when fresh, It Is not necessarily a desired condlflon. In severar ways, storage 
may actuolly ollow a group to be mobile. Nutritional and caloric requirements of 
groups are Important In modeling the numbers of fish needed annually to support a 
popula1lon. but this variable cannot be looked at In Isolation tram the other 
requirements for food placed on the Klukshu people. These arguments are Important 
In modeling the limitations of the run to feed people over certain perIods of time, and 
In modeling the ·worst case" scenario when the fluctuation In the number of salmon Is 
at Its lowest, and how this affects the behavior Of. the group. 

The Structure of the Salmon Resource 

The temporal and spatial structure of the king and sockeye runs In large part 
Influences the kind Of fishing strategies employed. Their methods of fishing may be 
Influenced by the size and numbers of the fish. Depending on the amount of fish 
available at a given location at a given time. the size of a group wlllincreose or 
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decrease. At Klukshu, DFE statistics on salmon reflect the fish of that particular river 
and not large scale commercial changes In ocean salmon where Individual salmon 
populations cannot be segregated or examined In detail. By modeling the nutritional 
requirements It will become clear how the structure of the run affects the group. 

By using 2.5 pounds of fish per day as adequate for human nutrition (Hewes 
1973, DeLoguna 1972, Schalk 1977, O'Leary field notes 1978) and 150 days or 
approximately 5 months as the desired amount of time to have fish available to eat 
then given a population at Klukshu VIllage of 60 people as a reliable recent historic 
estlmats, we can begin to construct the limitations Imposed by the fishery. These will 
be compared with the estimates of the numbers of fish stored during my fieldwork. The 
following discussion will summarize the structure of the fish population and the fishing 
methods of the Klukshu people and their Implications tor storage and group size. 

The run of king salmon peaks between 30 and 40 days before the sockeye 
run. In all five years examined, the largest number of kings entered the river during 
the ten day period from July 10 to July 20. During this ten day span at least 40% of the 
entire run passed the counter. In 1980, 70% of the run happened during these ten 
days. Furthermore, In three of the years (1977, 1979 and 1980)1 80% of the total run of 
kings had happened by July 20. In terms of actual biomass, by July 20 there was an 
average of 35,000 pounds of king salmon In the river. If we assume that 80% of the 
biomass of an Indlvfdual fish Is edible, and that 25% of the king salmon are accessible 
by gaffing, then 7,000 pounds of king salmon are available by gaffing alone. It Is 
Important to note that Incomplete records are available for numbers of gaffed fish. 
This Is because gaffing was done at various sites and different times during the early 
part of the fishing season. In 1978, I observed 120 king salmon gaffed, or 4% of the 
total run. In 1977, 193 kings were recorded gaffed, or 6% of the run. Since reporting 
was sporadic and not a random sample, I believe that between 10 and 12 % of the 
total run may be a more accurate estimate. Furthermore, since modern families at 
Klukshu rely on commercially available foodstuffs for at least 50% of their consumption, 
aboriginal gaffing may have token as much as 25% of the annuol king run. The 
percentage may hove been greater than this, but thick vegetation along the river 
make It difficult, If not Impossible to gaff a larger percentage of fish. WIth the 
exception of gattlng locations discussed In ct1apter VII, a DFE survey of the Klukshu 
from Its source at Klukshu to Its Junction with the Tatshenshlnl revealed heavy 
vegetatlon along Its banks with few unvegetated oxbows making most of the Klukshu 
river Inaccessible to gaffing parties. For purposes of this discussion, I have chosen 
25% as a reasonable estimate of the king salmon gaffed annually. 

The 25% or 7,000 pounds of fish would be enough fish to feed 60 people for 47 
days, If we assume that an Individual consumes about 2 1/2 pounds of fish per day. 
But averaging the_ flve years does not give us a true picture of how bad a bad year 
can be. If we take the worst of the five years monitored, 1976, we see that by July 5, 
no fish had yat passed the DFE counter"· this at a time when resources were apt to be 
most depleted. By July 20, there were 772 king salmon In the river. It Is Important to 
emphasize here that not all of these spawn at -acceSSible gatflng locatfons. Using the 
same conversions for weight mentioned previously, we find that this represents 3088 
pounds of available food. This would be enouQh fish to feed 60 people for 21 days. 
It Is unlikely that the aboriginal population at K1ukshu was much higher than 100 
persons. McClellan (1975:20) wrote that the K1ukshu band numbered 64 persons In 
1944. After diseases consequent to white contact, In the lotter part of the nineteenth 
century and with the building of the Alaska Highway, the population was probably 
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reduced. It has been demonstrated that even If the population Is assumed to have 
been only 60 people. a bad year for salmon would have caused stress. 

By August 20, 19761 there were 1187 kings and 175 sockeyes In the river. 
Assuming the Indians had been able to trap all of the sockeyes and gaff 25% of the 
kings, this would have provided bally fresh food for 60 people for only 46 days. This is 
without storing fish. The first salmon did not arrive until July 6 In 1976. and It happened 
to be 46 days from the arrival of the first fish until the beginning of the abundant 
sockeye run (August 21). It Is likely that the people would have had to consume most 
'of the fish caught with little or nothing available for storage. It Is also clear thot during 
a bad year the salmon resource could not support more 1hon 60 people during the 
potentially critical months of depleted resources - namely May to early August. 

Compqrlsons of Dota with Klukshu Fishery 

McClellan (1975:198) has written that: 

High on my list of regrets for Information unrecorded or unrecordable Is 
the amount of fish actually consumed by the various bands - especially 
In relation to the amount of meat. In aboriginal times the southern 
bands of Yukon natives probably ate as much fish as anlmol flesh. 
perhaps more. 

In -1978 I was able to be present at Klukshu village for the entire salmon fishing 
season and am able to make estimates of the numbers of fish put up for storage. In 
total for ten extended families. an estimated 2,400 fish or on average 240 fish per 
family, was put up for storogel the majority of which were sockeyes. But the three trap 
owners took over 1.300 flshl or roughly 430 fish for each trop-ownlng family. Those 
families not owning traps took approximately 157 fish per family. Some of these 
families took salmon In traps lent to them while others gaffed fish. Trap-caught fish 
were later shored with other families during the winter. 

this total Is comparable to the 3.000 sockeyes reported for the Klukshu fishery In 
1977 (DFE 1977:31). The estimate given by fisheries personnel for the Klukshu fishery In 
1978 was 4.000 fish (O/Leary field notes 1978). But how does the Klukshu fishery today . 
compare with the past fisheries? What was the amount taken prior to the advent of 
the Alaska Highway and the Inoreased amount of commercial food In the diet? Much 
of this Information Is hypothetical, but Important facts are known. On the whole, the 
trap owners are older women who practice the traditional ways of fishing and supply 
their own Immediate family's needs for dried fish. It Is these women who provide what 
we know about the past fishery. 

McClellan (1975:41) who did most of her fieldwork In the southwest Yukon In the 
1950's and 19601

5, believed: 

Ideally eoch family should dry 300 or 400 fish for themselves and their 
dogs. If possible they prepare more since people give fish to their 
friends as presents. 

Klukshu elders reported much greater counts of fish taken In the past than 
McClellan'S estimates. Two women reported that be1ween 1.000 and 1,500 fish were 
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taken for each family and their dogs (O'Leary field notes 1978). When questtoned 
about the number of dogs they needed to feed, the answer was usually six to eight, 
the number making up a dog team. The number of dogs for most families today Is 
usually only one or two, although flsh Is stili put up for these dogs. 

If we use the amounts suggested by the Klukshu women, It would mean that the 
people at Klukshu were taking as many as 20;000 to 30,000 fish, assuming tvJen1y 
families In the village, or approximately 100 people. This represents from BO,OOO to 
120,000 pounds of fish. One of the women reported that It was necessary to feed a 
"working dog" a whole dried fish per day (approximately one pound dry weight 
reduced t.rom four pounds wet weight from a gutted fish). Hewes (1973:140) writes: 

We learn from Gilbert and O'Malley that 1he average Alaska work-dog 
consumes an amount equal to 1080 pounds of fresh salmon a year. This Is 
equivalent to almost three pounds per day. It Is probably conservative, then, 
to use a figure of 2.5 pounds per dog per day, the same figure we are using 
for human consumption. 

if each of the village's twen1y families had a team of eight dogs, the dogs 
would be consuming 400 pounds of fish per day, and the 100 people would consume 
250 pounds per day for a total consumption of 650 pounds of fish per day. If the 
village took 20.000 fish (80,000 pounds), It would be sufficient to feed 100 people and 
160 dogs for 123 days. If 30,000 fish were taken (120,000 pounds), It would be 
sufficient to feed people and dogs for 186 days. On the surface, the resource doesj 
Indeed, seem abundant If It was able to keep people and dogs fed for four to six 
months. 

If we base McClellan's figures, 300 to 400 fish per family, on families of five 
persons with two dogs (using on estimate of 2.5 pounds of fish for each person and 
dog per day). each family with dogs would consume 17.5 pounds per day. Using the 
upper estimate, 400 fish per family, twenty families would take 8,000 fish or 32,000 
pounds of fish. This would be sufficient to feed families and dogs for 91 days or 
roughly three months. 

These statlsttcs can be compared with Information about salmon amounts 
token· by Northwest coast groups. DeLagun"a (1972:400) reports that a large Yakutat 
TIlnglt family smoked and dried 2.000 to 3,000 solmon. If the size of the family was 
twenfy people as quoted by DeLaguna (1972:311). this would represent 100 to 150 
salmon per parson. By taking the overage weight of four pounds (wet weight) tor the 
most common, pink salmon (Oncorhynchus gorbusha) this would represent from 8,000 
to 12JOOO pounds of fish utilized by the family; sufficient to support them tor 60 to 240 
days, or two to eight months. As the size at the family may well have been larger. this 
estimated sufficiency may be high. 

Hewes (1973) estJmates that the per capita annual consumption of salmon by 
the Tllnglt was SOD pounds. This Is enough to feed a person tor apprOXimately 200 
days. Neither Hewes nor Delaguno, however, has examined the estimated per capita 
salmon use In relation to the size and structure of a particular run of fish. In the Klukshu 
River, between 1976 and 1980, the sockeye run averaged 17.8BO flsh. There was a 
peak year of 26.867 fish and a low year of 11,683 fish. There Is evidence that these 
considerable fluctuations are not uncommon; nor can they be attributed simply to the 
exigencies of the commercial ocean fishery. Foerester (1968:64) writes: 
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No matter what level of escapement we compare, wh'sther It be 
relatively high ... or relatively low." the variations In production. as 
Indicated by the number of adult fish returning. ore quite marked, 

To Illustrate. he shows that at Karluk Lake, Alaska, given three years when the 
number of spawning fish was almost Identical. the returning populations (tour years 
later) were widely different; respectively 76% of the original spawners, 240% of original 
spawners and 108% of original spawners. He shows that this wide fluctuation occurs 
Independent of the numbers of spawners. His pOint Is that many tactors contribute to 
the size of a run, human predation being only one of them. and that the number of 
returning spawners cannot adequately be predicted based on a spawning 
population. Foerster also states. however. that specific catch: escapement ratiOs 
capable of maintaining salmon runs seem to be specific to Individual riverine systems. 
In the Karluk River, tor Instance. a ratto of 1: 1 (one fish caught for each fish escaping) 
was not sufficient to Improve the runs. In fact. runs decreased (Foerster 1968:57). In 
the Frazer River. on the other hand, a raito of 1 :0.3 (that Is 77:23) was sufficient to 
maintain runs. It Is not known what the optimum catch escapement ratio Is for the 
Klukshu River. Taking 50% of a run may ~ead to reductions In retumlng spawners; but 
similarly, taking 20% might also result In reductions. On the other hand, taking 80% of 
a run might not lead to -reductions. Variance Is great befWeen systems. It Is clear, 
however, that each system has an optimum catch:escapement ratio, and that 
ovarflshlng con result In drastic reductions in fish populations. 

Without knowing what exact amount constitutes overflshlng the Klukshu sockeye··, 
population. we can nevertheless examine the Implications of a "badli year. In 1976. 
only 11.683 sockeye entered the river, 35% below average and 15,000 fewer fish than 
the peak year. this number does not appeor unusually low, since the 1979 count was 
only 12,311 fish and the 1980 count (the returning spawners from 1916) was 11,750. 
Informants had estimated that families took 1000 to 1500 fish per family. In a year like 
1976, the entire run would fall from ~O,OOO to 20,000 fish short of expectations. Since It 
would have been Impossible for people to predict the size of 0 runi how did they 
monitor and control the number of fish taken? Given twenty famliles expecting to 
catch Q thousand or more fish, one might expect heavy competition for existing flsh 
and possible overflshlng of the run. Assuming that they took 80% of 0 run of 12,000 

, fish. this would amount to 9.600 flsh. Distributed equally be1ween twenty families. this 
would be sufficient to feed people and dogs for just fifty-nine days It there were dog 
teams of eight dogs per family. or 110 days If each family had only a pair of dogs. 
Thus, a good year might provide salmon for no more than 1wo to three and one-half 
months. Of further potential danger to the group would be the likelihood of reducing 
the number of returning spawners four years down the line by exceeding the optimum 
(and unknown) cotchment:escopement ratio. Taking 80% of a run. as here suggested. 
might very well result In a decrease In returning spawners; a bad year might be 
significantly worse. It Is conceivable that a disastrous year could occur If most flsh In' a 
small run were taken. 

Though the runs appear huge and able to support large numb.ers of people for 
mony months, this Is not the case, os shown In this analysiS', The ways In which the 
structure of the run Itself has hampered the taking of 1000 fish by each fomllYI OS 
suggested by a Klukshu woman. Is that the fish come In such large numbers In such a 
brief period of time that women could not cut the amounts needed for storage when 
1he fish ore available (see chapter 6). A bad year, Which Is not predictable even by 
iDe Canadian Department of Fisheries. held down group size. The restricted access of 
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the Klukshu fishery to other neighboring bands seems to have evolved from this limiting 
minimum run. 

The potential for c bad yeor and shortage would tend to discourage the 
people of another neighboring bond (such as Alshlhlk band) from coming do'wn to the 
Klukshu River during the king run. The Alshlhlk people would also have to make a 
round trlp of c. 170 km. This amount of travel would discourage them In several ways: 
(~) the' amount Of time needed to be on·5lte for the salmon would require them to 
forgo game available at that time at Atshlhlk, namely the summer sheep hunt and 
whitefish runs, (2) the cost of a long transport of dried fish, and (3) the unpredictability 
of a bod year when the run would not be able to feed a larger group. It might also 
dl_scourage the entire Kluk$hu band from concentrating on the king run. especially It 
the aboriginal population numbered 100 end not 60. people. Furthermore. many of 
the Klukshu people would have been forced, In a bad year, to take other game (hars, 
grouse, arctic ground squirreL moose) In the Immediate area of Klukshu village. This 
would effeet both Alshlhlk and Klukshu. If Alshlhlk people traveled to Klukshu, they 
would find Insufficlent'flsh and other game In the vlclnlty would hqve been taken. The 
Klukshu people would be required to range at greater distances for other resources 
until It was more practical to move residence completely, which Is what happened In 
the fall. 

Salmon was not just stored. but needed to be eaten fresh as evidenced by the 
movement of people downstream to the earlier king salmon runs. The amount of 
salmon eoten fresh at streams needs to be factored Into the equation as well as the 
amount stored. McClellan (1975:198) has argued thot with the advent of dog teams 
there could have been a substontlal Inere,ase In the numbers of salmon taken (offset 
by commercial foods becoming available for humans). but this may have provided 
people wrth less salmon than before dogs became Important. The congruence ot the, 
salmon runs with other Important resources usually taken In the late summer an'd tall 
made It one of a number of critical resources. The temporal and spatial aspects of the 
seasonal round will be discussed In the next section. 

The Effects of Salmon on the Seasonal Round 

The place of salmon as a critical resource can be·seen most clearly when 
other resources are not available. In the spring months, when stored resources are 
becoming depleted and when other game has not been secured, dried salmon 
became a critical -bock-up· resource. But the Importance of salmon In the diet Is 
affecte'd In the final analysis on the availability of other game. The storage of solmon 
may be IIfea sovlng In a lean year tor other resources, or there may be a surfeit of It In a 
year when other resources are plentiful and create other choices for the Klukshu 
people. The Important point Is that most of the other resources for the Klukshu people 
are not structured In the same way as the salmon. The salmon run Is a highly clumped 
resource In time and space, and when the runs are over, the boreal forest Itself 
supports mostly dispersed. mobile game. The large group size at Klukshu village 
during the runs breaks down Into smaller famUy groups who scatter throughout the 
landscape. Mobility changes from a settled life with logistical trips. to more residential 
moves with Varying amounts of lOgistical mobility. Salmon does not tie people to the 
area around Klukshu village, but because It Is a light, portable resource It Is 
transported to winter settlements and cached and returned to as needed. During the 
summer when fishing activities went on, groups Of hunters would logistically range on 
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trips for moose and other gams, usually within several hours or a day's radius, In 
effect. hunting out the game In the immediate area of Klukshu village. Therefore. In 
the late summer and fall the moose and other game would be located outside the 
normal foraging radius. 

The storoge of dried salmon. as well as berries and meats. Involved a number 
of families together constructing several caches during the summar and fall , 
McClellan writes: 

One [cache] would be filled at the fish camp, another where sheep, 
caribou or moose hunting was good; perhaps a third In groundhog 
country. During the winter the young men would be sent out for these 
food supplies or all the people might camp near a cache ... But there 
was never enough preserved food 10 last the entire winter (1975:199), 

The dispersal of the group In winter Involved movement to many locations 
away from the Klukshu river. Dried fish were carried with the group, A majority of the 
population at the turn of the century went to Champagne, with Its attendant trading 
post, and remained there tor part of the winter, making logistical trips to hunt. Many 
families used Champagne as a cache location moving resIdentially to many different 
areas In search of different resources. Many historic brush camps occupied for a few 
days to several weeks, can be located throughout the Shokwak valley. McClellan 
reports: 

The able-bodied hunters also looked continuously for moose and 
caribou, and when a kill had been made, the families who were 
traveling together moved to the fresh meat supply. Older people, 
women and children added small game, ptarmigan and other game 
birds to the larder (1975:97). 

A brief generalized overview of the seasonal round will be presented for the 
Champagne/Alshlhlk bond, highlighting the difference between the MO bands and 
the role of salmon. 

Summer 

The earliest kIng salmon were gaffed for consumptions at locations downstream 
from Klukshu village (Nesketaheen, Nuqulk, Village Creek) by members of the 
Champagne band. In early summer whitefish and grayling were taken at Dezadeash 
Lake and other surrounding lakes such as Kloo Laks, Rainbow Lake etc. In June and 
July. moose were hunted by salt licks, either using snares or shOoting from blinds. 
Moose ·were also taken along tr~lIs near lakes and swamps (for exafl)ple. along the 
Blanchard River). Salmon were taken at Klukshu. especially during the peak sockeye 
runs In August. This time was coincident with getting a moose that would be cut tnto 
strips and dried to be cached. In Augus1 and September sheep were fat and were 
hunted In the mountains. driven downhill Into snares. Snowshoe hares were snared or 
called by making squeaking nOises and then shot. For those families who had moved 
to Klukshu village early In 1he fishing season when few fish were In the river, hares were 
the main part of 1he diet. 

AJshlhlk people hunted moose and caribou In small groups and had sheep 
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camps In the KI!Jone Lake area. One man from Alshlhlk reported: 'We had caches for 
all our food In various places In the area and when we needed food during the winter 
we went to these caches by dog teom to get them- (Champogne/Alshlhlk Band notes 
~979). Glave (1890) met a group of 20 Alshlhlk and Hutchl people camped In the 
interior hunting In mid-summer. 

Moose were hunted during the rut. using a moose scapula as 0 moose call. 
Around October, aftar the rut the moose meat was considered bad. In September 
and October a run of coho salmon passed relatively undisturbed by the abandoned 
Klukshu village. A few coho were occasionally taken and were frozen late In the 
season. Klukshu families moved to meadows near Klukshu and to the Chllkat Pass 
area to trap arctic ground squirrel for both fur and meat. this was eaten either fresh, 
or was dr~ed for later use. Several related nuclear families w1th five or six hunters might 
spend several months together hunting and caching meat. Dried moose meat was 
cache.d to be retrieved In winter. Beaver was also hunted. Alshlhlk people had fall 
fish camps on Alshlhlk Lake, moving to the DonJek river for caribou. There was fishing 
tor whitefish In Kluane Lake by the Burwosh band. 

Winter 

Many families were on trap lines. Most camped near lakes to get flsh, 
especially Dezadeash and Alshlhlk Lakes for the respective bands. Fish was taken with 
lures, nets and speors. Ice fishing stopped around mid-November and resumed In the' 
spring. Moose was obtained by setting snores along fences built by native peoples 
and was cached frozen. Many people reported the Importance of caching a 
"Christmas· moose which could be used In December. In late winter, snowshoe hares 
were snored and hedyscrum roots were collected from mice nests In' lean ttmes. 
Summer stores of fish and meat were utilized from caches. 

Spring \ 

Spring was a time of possible starvation. Whitefish and jacl<flsh were caught 
with Jigs and lelster on Dezadeash and Kusowa Loke. Trout and suckers were 
obtained by netting. In March and April, under Icy snow conditions, moose could be 
run down with dogs and killed by hunters on snowshoes. Much trapping of fur-bearers 
was done tn late winter and early spring. The Inner bark of cottonwood and berries 
that had overwintered could be gathered. In April, wate rtow I In large numbers return 
to the Yukon. Muskrats were snared underwater. 'In late spring the early runs of 
salmon began to complete the seasonal round. 

The congruence and coinCidence of many Important resources In the summer 
can be clearly seen 10 this description. stored salmon did not allow for the sedentlsm 
usually predicted for groups since: (1) the amount of salmon could not support many 
people and dogs for a long period of time, (2) the dried fish was portable and was 
moved long distances (I.e. hlstorlcolly It was moved to Champagne and more recently 

, Holnes Junction). and (3) the nature of the other resourcesj especially moose, which 
was dlspe,rsed over the landscape. wos first hunted out of the Klukshu area during the 
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summer months. Later small family groups moved extensively residentially In search of 
game. Caching of both dried and frozen stores was a critical part of the seasonal 
round. 
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CHAPTlRX 

CONCLUSIONS 

This dissertation has Investlgoted the relationship beiween the spatial and 
temporal distribution of resources, especially salmon, and moblll1y strategies, group 
size and labor organization. It has focused on the ChampagneJAlshlhlk band 01 
Southern Tutchone, especially the Champagne component of that bond In the 
southwest Yukon. Canado. 

One of the key concepts used to discuss the spatial and temporal distribution 
01 a resource is the Idea of clumping or abundance. By analyzing the quantitative 
data of a speCific salmon run (1976-1980) on the Kluks,hu River, that has 0 Southern 
Tutchone fishery, several patterns have become clear. The absolute size of the run, In 
numbers of fish, Is only one aspect of abundance. The critical step Is to examine the 
spatial and temporal parameters of the run. What may look abundant needs to be 
classlfled by describing both the temporal and loeatlonal patterns of the run. 

It was found at Klukshu River that salmon were not equally available at all 
times. Runs fluctuated greatly from year to year. Relative to an average year for 
sockeye (17,880 fish), the runs ranged as much as 50% above average to 35% below 
average. For king salmon, relative to averoge (2.881 fish), runs varied as much as 
67% above average to 57% below overage. Perhaps more Importantly, In the five 
years studied there were no years that approximate the average year tor sockeyes. 
There were two years where there were nearly 27,000 fish per annum and three years 
where there were roughly 12.000 fish per annum; that Is, a good year brought more 
than twice as many fish to the river. 

Within the salmon runs, fish were clumped Into shorter periods of time. Also. 
different species behaved In different ways when they spawned. Klng, salmon 
spawned In the river downstream from the village and were gaffed at a limited 
number of locations. In a peak year, 50 percent of the run happened In 7.5 days, 
while In a bad year. 50 percent of the run happened In 2.5 non-consecutive days. 
Clumping needs also "to be determined by the ablll1y of a group to obtain food for 
Immediate consumption and to process It for storage. In order to operatlonollze the 
definition of abundance, the figure of 1.00 fish per day per woman fish-cutter was 
utilized. 

It was found that the size of the local group Is Influenced by the na1ure of 
clumping. Along a gradient of Increased resource clumping, locol group size tends 
to Inorease as people within 0 band become aggregated. 'But the timing of the run 
artd the unpredictability of a bad year, tended to hold down group size as w~1I as 
make It unprofitable for other band& like Alshlhlk, to participate In the fishery. "With the 
Alshlhlk bond the cost of travel (c. 170 km) to the Klukshu River, and the availability of 
fresh water fish, caribOu, moose and sheep at Atshlhlk Lake made a trip to Klukshu for 
salmon unnecessary. 

When salmon concentrations were high the large local group was made up 01" 
multiple produc1iva units. One response to this pressure for efficiency was Increased 
specialization In task performance within the productive unit. Women at Klukshu 
became highly efficient, specialized fish cutters. Three women, by trodltlonal usage, 
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formed a task group to work together building and monitoring the three fish traps. But 
though this pressure favored Increased complexity of labor and specialization In task 
performance, It did not favor additional social dimensions along which people might 
be differentiated. There was no headman or chief. The mole1y system did not serve to 
control or distribute fish bill was primarily a system to regulate marriage and death 
rituals. 

The Southern TiJtchone labor groups consisted of nuclear or extended family 
units that functioned as relatively autonomous productive units. The underlying basic 
Athapaskan values of Interdependence, generosl1y and reciprocity serve to 
encourage the distribution of fish In the band along Informal kin networks. 

The clumping of the salmon resource also affected the mobllfty strategies of the 
group by Increasing logistical mobility during the run, while small groups went to gaff 
or hunt. WIthin the sub-arcttc boreal forest there Is a high coincidence of resources, 
many resources became available at the same time, especially In the late summer 
and fall. The environment "changes" with seasonality and when the salmon runs begin 
to decrease, the desired game· moose Is highly dJspersed and unpredlctoble. 
Moose, as a critical resource, Is less dense, and group size tends to decrease and 
resldent1al mobility Increases. 

One assumption challenged was that for groups with access to salmon. salmon 
was the essential resource and Its use or storage must be for as long as possible. With 
a peak year for salmon on the Klukshu river at over 30,000 fish, the band of Southern" 
Tutchone did not choose to remain at the village for twelve months. This Idea of 
dependence on a Single resource masks much of the variation and complaxl1y of 
resource procurement systems. Also the storage of salmon does not cause a group to 
become tied to stores. The Klukshu people neglected taking the last run of coho 
salmon and began hunting moose for drying and storing before the sockeye runs had 
finished. The group then moved residentially with their stored fish to winter locations. 
Historically they moved to Champagne, a distance of c. 60 km. Contrary to Schalk's 
(1978) prediction, residential mobilitY Is possible wrth stored resources. 

A system of caching both meat and fish (dried and frozen) was well-developad 
In the southwest Yukon. Winter and spring mobility Involved decisions about the 
Importance of various resources and was a mix of both logistical and residential 
mobility. 

Finally. this analysis has been mainly concerned with one group of 
Athapaskans with an historic salmon fishery. The study was Insprred by the debate 
about salmon on the Norlhwest Coast of North America. and It attempted to reveal the 
complexity of salmon runs for one stream to point out the Inadequacy of both the 
salmon· statistics and lack of warranting arguments about how the structure Influenced 
soclo-cultural variables., What has been neglected and what will be more effectively 
addressed with comparative data for other groups Is the appllcatlon of concepts of 
abundance and clumping to the cultural systems In a wide variety of salmon fishing 
groups. By using similar quantitative da1a on salmon runs for specific streams with 
native fisheries and applying the models presented In this study, the correlation 
be1ween the structure of a salmon resource and SOCiocultural variables can be further 
tested. 
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Date 

June 10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

, July 1 
'. 

2 
3 
4 
5 

"6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

, 19 
20 
21 

APPENDIX A 

Numbers of Sockeye Salmon in the Klukshu River 
(1976-1980) 

1976 1971 1978 . 1979 1980 Total/Average 

0 0 
2 2 0 
7 7 , 

81 81 16 
17 17 3 
50 7 57 11 
38 38 B 
37 , 38 8 
82 82 16 
45 45 9 
84 8lJ 17 
85 85 17 

228 228 46 
391 13 1 405 81 
636 19 655 131 
349 349 10 

1990 5 1995 399 
·721 25 746 149 
745 745 149 
440 1 441 88 
319 , 15 334 67 
152 2 154 31 
467 22 31 520 104 
140 4 9 153 31 
169 1 170 34 
174 1688 14 1876 375 

9 131 19 27 10 196 39 
1 363 1 8 3 376 15 
7 93 3 6 7 1,6 23 

19 67 2 4 92 18. 
9 14 33 28 . 1 85 17 

26 13 9 18 5 71 16 
6 23 60 . 2 91 18 

11 5 16 3 35 7 
2 1 83 86 17 
1 1 133 135 27 

11 18 9 32 70 14 
1 46 30 4 81 16 

9 5 42 37 . 2 95 19 
10 , 50 84 61 206 41 

36 12 49 97 20 
4 8 61 ·2 6 101 20 
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"APPENDIX A (continued) 

Date 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 Total/Average 

July 22 4 14 12 10 12 52 10 
23 4 27 9 15 29 84 17 
24 81 25 1 107 22 
25 1 72 16 52 5 146 29 
26 6 89 21 6 122 24 
27 2 30 19 17 69 14 
2~ 26 3 24 1 54 1 1 
29 2 19 15 4 3 43 9 
30 5 49" 3 46 1 104 21 
31 5 10 34 9 41 99 20 

Aug. 1 2 5 1 115 123 25 
2 30 9 40 55 134 27 
3 2 6 73 1 13 95 19 
4 2 2 4 3 27 38 8 
5 4 56 2 4 66 13 
6 1 113 1'4 23 
7 6 98 19 21 4 148 30 
8 3 47 2 11 63 13 
9 19 25 5 49 10 

10 14 2 ,6 3 
11 11 93 4 108 22 
12 3 19 47 50 110 229 46 
13 22 25 119 47 217 43 
14 51 7 24 82 1"6 
15 153 6 18 29 206 41 ' 
16 49 15 13 77 15 
17 121 36 12 169 34 
18 119 71 184 15 389 78 
19 65 20 85 17 
20 1 79 16 48 7 151 30 
21 29 82 89 156 1 357 71 
22 947 46 541 33 1567 313 
23 56 8 83 27 13 187 37 
24 22 75 701 5 3 806 16t 
25 135 92 662 8 11 918 184 
26 1100 6 654 31 5 1796 359 
27 834 7 1415 45 187 2489 498 
28 507 4 1292 124 472 2399 480 
29 19 80 577 123 634 1433 287 
30 1710 1 3027 51 533 5342 1068 
31 1314 443 1390 193 340 3780 756 

Sept.. 1 908 729 1687 23 121 3468 694 
2 51 1887 2369 1631 5938 1188 
3 9 574 1744 516 1466 Jl309 862 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 

Date 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 Total/Average 

Sept. 4 127 1346 g80 721 3174 635 
5 3039 2085 286 7 5417 1083 
6 3060 1193 '172 5425 1085 
1 1345 802 121 2 2270 454 
8 14 1785 416 49 2264 453 
9 1301 1 2 78 1382 272 

10 1 167 300 234 37 739 146 
1 1 1 35 12 928 976 195 
12 1200 375 2830 4405 8S1 
13 118 830 1012 3 1963 393 
14 2034 22 32 368 2460 592 
15 1443 233 166 38~5 5687 1137 
16 2 236 238 48 
17 13 33 46 9 
18 3 78 81 16 
19 323 5 8 336 67 
20 9 2 3 44 1 59 12 
21 10 26 4 4 44 9 
22 8 8 2 
23 33 4 38 8 
24 38 1 39 8 
25 5 5 1 
26 3 13 19 14 59 12 
27 1 , 0 
28 53 2 55 '1 
29 88 2 90 18 
30 20 5 25 5 

Oct. 1 57 2 59 16 
2 1 , 0 
3 80 47 127 25 
4 5 3 62 70 14 
5 202 6 5 1 214 43 
6 1 72 38 15 126 25 
7 41 1 47 89 18 
8 33 1 10 34 7 
9 23 . 1067 1090 218 

10 6 186 3 195 39 
l' 17 19 36 7 
12 1 329 330 66 
13 , 1 0 
14 1 , 0 
15 1 1 0 
16 1 4 5 1 
17 4 50 54 1 1 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 

Date 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 Total/Average 

Oot. 18 22 23 5 
19 1 0 
20 0 a 
21 , 0 
22 0 0 
23 0 0 
24 0 0 
25 0 0 
26 0 0 
27 0 0 
28 0 0 
29 0 0 
30 0 0 
31 0 0 

Total 11,683 26.791 26,867 12,31' 11,750 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 

Date 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 Total/Average 

Sept. ~ 2 1 4 1 

5 3 3 1 
6 0 0 
7 1 1 0 
8 0 0 
9 1 0 

10 2 0 , , 0 0 
12 3 3 , 
13 1 0 
14 0 0 
15 1 , 2 0 
16 0 0 
17 1 1 0 
18 0 0 
19 2 2 0 
20 1 0 
21 0 0 
22 0 0 
23 0 0 
24 0 0 
25 0 0 
26 4 4 1 
27 0 0 
28 0 0 
29 0 0 
30 0 0 

Oot. 1 0 0 
2 0 0 
3 1 0 
4 0 0 
5 0 0 
6 0 0 
7 0 0 
8 0 0 
9 0 0 

TotAl 1,24~ 3.144 2.976 4,404 2.637 
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